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Vasaraba returns from 3,250 mi. marathon
By SUSAN McLEAN 
Review Staff Writer
Wiieelbarrows might have 
been invented to lessen tlte 
burden of carrying a load, but 
to .lohn Vasaraba. shoving a 
lOO-pound wheelbarrow coast 
to coast was his way of 
pushing a point home.
The 69-year-o!d local resi­
dent returned to Sidney Thurs­
day from a 119-day sojourn 
across Canada.
Piling a tent, clothing and a 
bundle of food inside his 
wheelbarrow, Vasaraba left 
Mile 0 near Beacon Hill Park 
June 14, 198.5. “I wlieeled and 
wheeled until I reached Ot­
tawa on Ocl. 10,” he said 
Monday.
Making 48 to 56 kilometres 
a day. he followed the Trans 
Canada Highway “pretty well 
all the way, unless there was a 
bit of a short-cut through a 
town.”
Navigating the Rockies, he 
noted, “w'as a bit tough 
through Rogers Pass, but no 
tougher than the 
Hope/Princeton Highway.”
He had a few problems 
enroute. Near Calgary, he was 
struck by a car and taken to 
hospital suffering a bruised 
hip and lacerations to his 
fingers. “Luckily, I was bet­
ween the two handlebars of 
the wheelbarrow',” he said. 
“Otherwise, 1 would have
been crushed.”
A “royal welcome” awaited 
Vasaraba in Winnipeg where 
he met with the pro\ince’s 
minister of housing to discitss 
his cause.
A few miles down liic road, 
howeser, liis wlteclbarrow suf­
fered cxliausiion and required 
an overhaul. The addition of 
new wheels, tires and bearings 
added 20 more pounds to his 
load.
At the same time, 
Vasaraba’s body weight 
decreased by 42 pounds. He 
also e.xperienced trouble with a 
hernia.
But despite declining liealih, 
he said his energy level picked 
up daily. Almost S5.000 in 
donations also eased his 
spirits.
The trek’s purpose was to 
focus public attention on 
Vasaraba’s hope that a 
“heritage bank” will be 
established to help finance 
senior citizens and the han­
dicapped needing mortgages.
“Seniors and handicapped 
need their own banking in­
stitution,” he maintains. “If 
they can pay back the mor­
tgage and have enough 
downpayment, they shouldn’t 
be disqualified.”
Vasaraba says he and most 
other .seniors are usually turn­
ed down wlien applying for 
mortgages at conventional 
banking institutions because
ifiey ha\'e fi.xed incomes.
“But if wc iia'vc at least .^0 
per cent (of the pioperty cost) 
as a dviwnpa\inent, and are 
able to pa\' hack a S.^'O-.ts.OOO 
maximum first mortgage, wc 
siiouldn’t be refused.”'
Seniors, leceiv'itig about 
S624 from old age pensions 
and guaranteed income sup­
plements, could afford a S2S() 
a month mortgage payment.
he maintains. One Inindred 
tii'llars, he said, would go 
li'wards the loan ptinciple 
vv'ith the remtiinder paying in­
terest.
He leels so .strongly ;.tbout 
'lie idea, he took his ideti on 
the road — ail the wa>' to (.)t- 
laut! — to see Prime Minister 
Bri.tn .Mulrones .
He waited for a week. Cam- 
Continued on Page AS
Home lost
While pushing a wheelbarrow across the nation in an effort 
to help seniors finance mortgages. Sidney resident John 
Vasaraba returned last week and found he had lost his own 
home.
In Febuary, 1984 he purchased a 555.000 house on Henry 
Street near Resthaven Drive. Banks and credit unions turned 
down his mortgage request, so he turned to a finance com­
pany in Victoria.
With 57,000 as a cash dow'npayment. Vasaraba took out a' 
$40,000 first mortgage at 18 per cent interest, plus a 512,000 
B.C. Government second mortgage. His total payments wore 
5700 a month.
After making se\'en or eight payments, he said, he ran into 
arrears. He returned home to find the finance company had 
foreclosed.
Vasaraba .says he was forced to deal with a finance com­
pany that offered a much higher rate of interest. If “normal” 
lending institutions, like banks, w’ould have given him a mor­
tgage at a low'er interest rate, he contends, he could have 
made the pax'ments.
“It’s just not right.”
Vasaraba hopes to use 54,700 donated to him for his cros.s- 
country trek to purchase some property.
“But it probably won’t be here.”
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By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Local farmer George .Aylard 
may have finally woti a si,x-year 
struggle to garner municipal ap­
proval for a 75-unit townhouse 
project on his land, marking a 
new stage in the development of 
North Saanich.
A reversal in position by Aid, 
John Slone swung the pro- 
development faction on North 
Saanich council into tlte majori­
ty, enabling them to drop a 
rescinding bylaw' iliat would 
have blocked the development. 
Theclo.se 4-3 vote wa.s taken at 
the May 5 council meeting.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop said 
Monday he will use his power
under Section 2-fO of the 
Municipal Act to recall the mo­
tion for review' at the May 20 
council meeting, in a last ditch 
attempt to stop the develop­
ment.
The battle to decide the 
future of Aylard’s 30-acre non­
arable property off Wain Road 
was the key issue in last 
November’s municipal election. 
Then. Slone w'on his first term 
on council w'iih a platform 
whicii included opposition to 
the Aylard development.
In tlte November mayoralty 
race, development opponent 
Harrop defeated incumbent 
Harold Parrott, who .supported 
the .Aylard project. Httrrop .said 
at tlie time the result signaled
Summer student
joins Review
Aaron .Doyle, .25.will he 
filling in as the Review'',, 
summer sludcni for the next 
four months.
Doyle lias completed four 
'il'cnr'i of : .studic.s at tlte 
University of .Victoria for 
psychology a,nU print joui - 
iiaJi.snvcredits, He plans to 
j’raduaic in December.
He was po.sied in 
Vanderhoof last summer at 
the Dminecn Express Bugle.
Doyle claims he isn’t jcttlly 
following .student repot ler 
Le'.sljc Ellis around the pro­
vince, It seems each posi­
tion lie is assigned wjts 
previously filled by Ellis.
“Pm tired of Ix-iaig told 1*111 
net as good looking,” he 
qiuipped.
Doyle sayo he’s IvtoKing foiwiod to Iti.s suinmci wiiii liie 
Review. “J'll be happy to work ip ;f nc'vqrKMn where it isn't a, 
cooperative effort for a staff member to stand updi sii 
down,” (toting the tiny t.|uajicrs of previous neosrooms. 
“But I find (I emdusijig hcic bcviiu.xc thete's xo m.tny people 
named Sue.*"'' ■ ' ' ; *
He likes writitjg people-ortcnied featuies and in the past 
has interviewed a teen rotleo sittr. stimi tslloi and r'rinadian 
wfieek'hair raquetball champion.
: Doyle started life as a New Zealander but moved to (j'anada 
fit the age of eight, He svas raised in Gordewa Bay and 
prndiiated from Claremont 5ec(sndrus
He enjoyed working'witii. tncnuiHy luindicapped clnldren. 
aver,a six-year period, incla'Jing. 'tlirec summery at Glendale. 
Uni, .Doyle dccidcil i» c,IIcc) in jouttiaiiMi) was 1 qdii, Iim hmi.
■I;
“people want North Saanich to 
remain as it is.”
Stone, whose vote will again 
be pivotal in next Tuesday’s 
review of the motion, was 
unavailable to comment on why 
he had reversed his po.sition. He 
told council May 5: “1 am con­
cerned that lhi.s matter has drag­
ged on. We have been waiting 
almost 12 months for a report 
from the EAC (environmental 
advisory commission) I have a 
hazy feeling whether tliere 
would be any significant value 
in that report.”
Harrop said he was recalling 
tlie motion because “ilie 
rcason.s that were given for tlte 
change of vote by Stone did not 
address the basic issue." Tlte 
North Saanicli mayor said 
Stone’s desire to slop the mailer 
dragging on was not an impor­
tant enough ica.soft to pa.ss the 
motion now, and nteani council 
was making a premature deci­
sion.
Aid, l,:ugene Bailin. who 
voted against the dcveUspmcnl 
at the May 5meeting, said "! 
don’t belivwe the data lias been 
analyzed or dige.sied by council,
I ihirik the resolution is 
premuiure and very likely 
againsi ihc will of the majority 
of the municipaltiy." -
Aid. Barbara Brennan said 
recent soil analysis results from 
the ministry of agriculture con­
firmed previous tests which 
showed the land in question is 
not suilalrle for agi icultnre,
Bailin worrietl that allowing 
tlte Ayliird development would 
open the door for a deluge of 
similar requcsis in North 
Saanich. He told the Review lie 
lu'lievgd the nnmicipaliiy could 
not linndlc the effluent from tlte 
new dcvelopmeni. and referred 
i<,> the proposed townhouse pro­
ject .as a “c.ancer” in il'ie heart 
of the Agricultural I,.and 
• Reserve."
North Saanidr council spent 
to 5JO^orMt since t'ot 
November in a legal buttle 
against the development.
Besides Harrop and Bailin, 
the devclopincnt's other 
staunch opponent is Aid. Gil 
Soellner. who topped tfie polls 
in the November, 1985 election. 
Supporters of tfie .Aylard 
development included Su'ine, 
Bfcim.tu, Aid. (.'"hiis I oit and 
AUL .loan Beattie.
STEAMING AWAY to Expo 
are islaam onginos Irorrr the 
Saanich Historical At tlfacls 
Society collection. The huge 
J91S Case 23-85 was once us­
ed for landbreaking and to 
power a thrashing machine 
in Saskatchewaiy. A smaller 
horse-drawn circa 1907 
engine is still used by the 
society to power a wood 
planer and was once power 
for a thrashing machine. 
Those engines and titree 
more will bo part of Steam 
Expo at the Kodak f*acl(ic 
Bowl, May 23-Juno 1. 
Members of the society 
have worked (or six months 
to polish and repair t!io 
engines. Most parts are 
made by the society In (heir 
machine shop. The old 
engine,s rivo under jurisdic­
tion of the Provincial Boilers 
Act and require certified 
felofirii ofiginoors. to. ac­
company (hem (0 Expo, 
TURNING OLD INTO NEW. 
Saanich Historical AHltactR 
Society member Ashley 
Stuart adds another coat of 
pnirjt to an antiqim steam 
engine in prenaratlon for 
display artd demonstration 
"at Expo, Ma'y23-Jyne t.
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iF YOU ARE A REVIEW SUBSCRIBER 
HERE’S HOWTO WIN:
Simply count the spelling errors in the advertisements 
below. Enter your count in the entry form below and bring or 
mail it to The Reviev/, 9781-2nd St. Sidney, B.C. V8L 3C5. The 
first correct entry drawn the following Monday will be award­
ed ^50. If the entry is from a paid subscriber a bonus of ^100. 
will be awarded.
TEENAGE FANS Arlene Burchill and Kelly Penney couldn’t believe their good fortune at 
bumping into MuchMusic video announcer Michael Williams on Second Street and getting 
the chance for an autograph.
Video fans in nearby shops were astonislied 
lo see MuchMusic video announcer Michael 
Williams breezing dow'n Beacon A\enue lasi 
Wednesday.
The popular veejay drew clusiers of 
autograph-seekers while passing through town 
to visit Sidney Cablevision and lunch at Sidney 
Hotel on the Vancouver Island leg of his pro­
motional tour.
“He put his arms around us! He put his arms 
around us!” gasped 17-year-old Arlene Burchill 
as she and friend Kelly Penney bounced up and 
down with excitement.
Another autograph-seeker, .lill Watts, had 
just moved to Sidney from Medicine Hat, but 
didn’t think she would be bumping into stars on 
the street here.
“1 wasn’t sure it was him, but then he gave a 
wave and a little smile, and I knew.” said 
Watts.




2145 Keating X Road 
Bus. 652-0222
We sell and instail
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Williams’ celebrity status is a product of the 
growing popularity of MuchMusic. the three- 
year-old rock video network subscribed to by 
8(X),(X)0 cable TV viewers nationwide. On this 
leg of his promotional and educational tour, he 
made special appearances at the Strathcona 
Hotel and Club California in Victoria, and at a 




Service & Inspection 
832 Verdier Ave. onw 652-2132
“Close to the Brentwood Ferry Dock”
EQUIPMENT RENTALS a SALES
Garden .ff|©/
Equipment IIJ /© Off Tuesdays 
6777 Kirkpatrick Cres. Keating indusiria! Park 652-3908
r UizdvTcd Gal lav
Oh whai a challenge. Oh what a time.
Purchase a meal and write us a rhyme.
There’s a dinner reward if we print wnat you write. 
You can now eat on Friday or Saturday night.
That’s in addition to Thur.sday night too.
And lunches and teas a re served daily tor you.
479-7787 5460 Old West Saanich Rd.
BAZAN BAY NURSERIES
ALLBEDING 
PLANTS ON SALE. TS*' each
656-3325 2036 Bazan Bay Road, Sidney
BABY NEADS? 
OF COURSE!
7181 W. Saaiich Bd. 







BUSINESS PEOPLE ON MAY 15th
An FBDB representative will be in your area and would be pleased to 
visit you. There is no obligation or cost and your business can gain a 
iotfromit.
If you’re looking for financial aid in the form of loans, loan 
guarantees or even selling an equity position in your business, come 
and discuss it with us. We have experienced counsellors who can 
help you plot a course of growth and success for your business. We 
can provide you with direction to get government assistance, both 
federal and provincial, as well as other vital information. For an ad­
vance appointment, call:
GARY SCHiCK 388-0161 



























PIclures for your spare room, unique souvenirs, and gills, 
local art. cards, prints, & distinctive framing 
the-T T- browsers WELCOME 
ViLL.^GE G-iLLEin'
on Beacon noxi lo Bank ol Monlieal LTD. 65B-3633
.^caitbut
RESTAURANT
Tlvurndav, Fridjiy, ,Saluid»y 












Full Service Optical Store
SPECIALW’INO IN;: ■ 
CatAriiirl Lwnuas
. MoiMTlplion *dnal»(,i,»ft
102-9779 Fourth St. 656-1413
CRAFTS ’N’ THINGS
(In P#ulln«'« HMirtlcrjill* i














2513 Beacon Ave. 
SIDNEY 656-3724
for the network.
Between chatting with ilie staff at Sidney 
Cablevision (“Cable companies arc basically 
our life blood”) and signing autographs, 
Williams found time to talk to the Review. He 
noted many local rock artists are now receiving 
airplay on the station, including established 
stars such as Bryan .Adams and Strange Ad­
vance, and up-and-coming bands like The 
Grapes of Wrath.
Williams’ personal favorite among videos 
from B.C. bands is tlie Payolas’ classic “Eyes 
of a Stranger.” (Payolas leader Paul Hyde at­
tended Belmont High School in Langford).
For artists trying to break into the field, 
however, Williams stressed the importance of 
quality music over video production. “The 
music always comes first.”
No stranger to the area, lie worked at 
Quintessence Records in Vancou\'er and as 
road manager for the area band The Pointed 
Sticks, before becoming famous a.s one of six 
veejays on the 24-hour video network.
William’s slop in Sidney was brief, but the 
excitement the laid-back and amiable an­
nouncer generated just by strolling through the 
streets here is testimony to his rising popularity 




A long-time employee of 
Saanich School District 
died May 3 in his up-Island 
home in Bowser.
Dead is Gordon Blair, 78, 
who served as the district’s 
secretary-treasurer for 21 
years until retiring in 1973.
His wife Dorcas, a 
former Saanich teacher, 




Victoria Day approaches 
and Review .staff are look­
ing forward to a ihrcc-day 
holiday weekend.
Advertisirigdeadlines this 
week for both classified imd 
display ads will be Thurs­
day at 5 p.m. 1.otters to liie 
editor, sports reports :inti 
other suhrnitted material 
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cRazy typo entry form
Name .  ........... ..... ................. !. .s'....    /,.
Address
, ..h., ......... Phone;
I
“Congratulation to the Winner of Tan­
ner’s Model Building Contest, MIKE 
PARRISH, seen here holding his prize 
winning model”
Tanner’s carries the largest selection 
of all kinds of models on the Pen- 
ninsiila.
ANSWER:,
I ,im 3 Rpylnw‘Tuhnerihor 
I am not d htfviow siibscf Itjor 
! I wiiiih lo become ii Review subscriber













and don’t know 
which way to turn, 
call the
You’ll be glad you did,
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Eagles eat fish and carrion 
and wouldn’t attempt an attack 
on sheep.
That’s the opinion of 
Dhuinne Farm’s Cleo 
Matheson, a member of the 
Wildlife Reserves of Western 
Canada.
She expressed concern about 
a recent Review article where 
eagles were blamed for sheep at­
tacks in Central Saanich.
“It’s logistically the stupidest 
thing I’ve heard!’’ Matheson 
said, pointing to three Bald 
Eagles perched innocuosly 
above a herd of sheep on her 
North Saanich farm.
“The size differentiation is 
too much,’’ Matheson noted. 
Full-grown eagles at Dhuinne 
weigh in at eight to 10 pounds. 
The ewe allegedly attacked by 
an eagle would be more than 10 
times an eagle’s size, she said.
Matheson hopes to avoid 
rampant shooting of birds of 
prey as a result of the recent 
publicity. In the past 15 years 
the farm released a dozen eagles 
plus 20 other birds of prey. 
There was never a resulting 
sheep attack, Matheson 
stresses.
Eagles have been known to 
return during lambing .season 
when the small sheep are 
“eagle-size.” The birds ignored 
them, she added. Eagles are 
more prone to hunt fish or 
scavenge for food from car­
casses, Matheson said.
Teochers'win 2.5% poy hike
EAGLES DON’T attack sheep claims wildlife en­
thusiast Cleo Matheson.
Saanich’s .V12 scliool icacliers 
will receive a 2.5 per cent pay 
hike effective July 1, following 
successful negotiations witli 
District 63.
Saanich School Board 
ratified the new 12-month 
agreement Monday night, en­
ding fears of instruction-only 
job action by area teachers.
Voting against the new con­
tract. trustee Lois Walsh said 
prior lo submitting the pro\i- 
sional budget, “The Saanich 
Teachers’ .Association president 
(Warren Munch) lead the board 
to believe the teachers' number 
one priority was lowering the 
pupil'teacher ratio.”
In response, she said, the 
board allocated budget funding 
to hire IS new full-time 
equivilent teachers to lessen the 
workload.
“Now it seems the number 
one priority is salary increases 
for teachers.” The result of the 
pay hike, she noted, would be a 
reduced number of new I-'Tl; 
positions next year, although 
additional funding is expected 
through the province’s Fund for 
Excellence.
Walsh also stated she was not 
happy that teachers threatened 
workrlo-rule to negotiate ilteir 
increase.
She also blasted teachers for 
involving themselves in contract 
negotiations during classroom 
time.
The present 18-momh con­
tract, which included a 1.8 per 
cent rai.se for teachers, was due 
to expire June 30.
A conciliator was brought in 
last week to help find a .settle­
ment, board chairman 
Rubymay Parrott noted. Ar­
bitration process had just 
started, with a hearing and 
award expected by the end of
May.
J'lie upcoming salary in­
creases will be distributed 
through a grid format. Parrot 
said, based on ;i S36,()()0 
a\'cragc salary. Fhc o^■crall p;t\ 
hike will add 8329,000 to Ksc.al 
education ctttsis.
Recent wage tigrccmenis haw 
meant teachers’ stihirics htive 
not kept up '•\itli infhtiion. 
Munch stiid, tidding th;it 
teachers have lost 11 per cent ot 
their buying power in the la^t 
four years.
While the settlement was
ratified by the board and in a 
ballot by arett teachers, it must 
still be approved b\' Compensa­
tion Stabilization C'ommis- 
sioner Ed Peck. 1 he last con­
tract's initially agreed upon set­
tlement of 3.5 per cent was re­
jected by Feck, who tirgued that 
the board did not have the abili­
ty to pay that amount, and sent 
tlie agreement back to the 
negotiators.
Munch said it wtis unclear at 
this point whether the current 
settlement would meet CSP 
euidclines.
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“THE MEN’S SHOP” 
behind the Landmark Bldg, on 2nd ST.
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Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
employees recorded ‘ ‘a strong 
vote in favor of a .strike” in a 
May 5 ballot, said a Hospital 
Employee’s Union spokesman.
Follow'ing a series of similar 
results at health-care facilities 
across the province, the Saanich 
hospital’s administration has a 
contingency plan in place 
should the union serve 72-hour 
strike notice.
The vote signalled rejection 
by the local hospital’s 250 
employees of a proposed scries 
of benefit cuibacks by the pro­
vincial government, wlio are 
represented in negotiations by 
the Health Labor Relations 
As.sociatiori.
The current status of negotia­
tions is under a news blacktmt 
ordered by Industrial Enquiry 
Commissioner Don Munro, 
who is supervising tiie bargain­
ing process. However, Hospittil 
Employec’.s Union .spokesmtin 
l..ccia Stewart said tlte siiuttiion 
could cliitugc dails.
Strike votes at tlte 144
facilities across the province 
Were completed May 9, and 
were ov'erwhelrhingly in favor 
of a strike, said Stewart.
In the event of a strike, the- 
L.abor Relations Board Would 
designate essential services at 
the hospital, which would in­
clude emergency and obstetric 
services. Some union staif 
would be legally required to stay 
on the job lo handle those 
duties. Other duties would be 
taken over by volunteers and 
the 15 non-coniraci mtmage- 
ment staff.
HEU members ha\e grown 
increasingly concerned about 
wage disparities wit it other pro­
vinces. The last ma.ster agree­
ment covering the union’s 
25,000 B.C. employees expired 
March 31 tmd the most recent 
SCI of demands by tlie HRI.A 
included rollback.s in vaeatiuiis. 
increased work hours witliout 
pay increases, rcinoving 
sialutory lioliday Itencfils tintl 
cuts ill lutdiv-al CiU er,if.’e, dc'ital 
phins tuid sick Ictive.
i-
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Free enterprise is squashed by beauracracy again.
Peninsula farmers were essentially denied a choice for 
retailing their wares when Central Saanich council 
vetoed Big Barn Market Farm’s application to reopen 
Saanwood Farm Market.
Aspects of the business proposal contravened current 
bylaws which council stuck by on grounds of principle 
rather than sound business judgment.
Society and bureaucracy continually blind themselves 
to the fact that food production is a number one priori­
ty. It seems they need frequent reminders.
Food producers run smack into beauracracy at every 
turn with limitations on what to grow, where to sell and 
how much to sell for. It’s a wonder they bother to stay 
in business.
Big Barn Farm Market should have been assisted in 
reopening Saanwood Farm Market. Not only would this 
give the “little guy’’ a chance to make it or break it on 
his own business accumen — it would have provided 





Saanich Peninsula is a popular residential destina­
tion, close to bigger centres but rural enough to enjoy 
that West Coast Lifestyle.
In theory, there’s lots of room for residential develop­
ment. But in practice, housing construction is thwarted 
in every quarter.
Central Saanich residents constantly clammer to re­
tain agricultural land and badger officials to turn prime 
waterfront and upland properties into parks. Squirrels 
need homes, too.
Things are little better in North Saanich, where so- 
called hobby farmers scream bloody murder each time a 
10-acre piece of rocky, treed land is subdivided. “Nice 
to see you,” the northerners tell passers-by. “Now keep 
on driving. Just watch out for the horses, please.”
Sidney’s leaders just keep the in-fights brewing 
around the council table long enough to turn the bravest 
developer into a manic depressant.
The reason for this one-sided selfish behavior is 
somewhat understandable. Few people have gone 
through life vvithout coming face to face with horror 
stories of disreputable money-grabbing developers.
But let’s face it. If there’s a demand, there should be a 
suitable supply. If that means a few of the more 
foresighted ones make a nestegg or two, so be it.
But the old addage of once burned, twice shy has been 
blown out of all proportion. Politicians, facing enemy- 
fire from all camps, are tasked with the no-win situation 
of making development decisions. But most have 
become shy to the point of impeding progress — any 
progress.
The Saanich Peninsula does not have to become a lit­
tle Vancouver, but it will have to accommodate a grow­
ing population — like it or not.
The real trick is to allow the growth, but maintain the 
rural atmosphere. With the planning brains councils 





1 am one of the members of 
the Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commi.sion who, at the April 24 
meeting, voted in favor of 
locating the proposed high level 
1 million gallon water reservoir 
at Site 1, ju.sl inside the eastern 
boundary of the original .lolin 
Dean Park. I did .so because the 
environmental damage and the 
number of trees lo be cut down 
would be but a fraction of what
would occur if the reservoir 
were to be located at any of the 
possible sites outside the 
original .lohn Dean Park.
The preferred Site 1 is close 
beside the existing Dean Park 
Road which would provide ai.- 
cess and a corridor for the 
buried pipelines to and from the 
reservoir. The removal of only a 
small number of trees w'ould be 
necessary for the clearing of the 
site for the reservoir and the
Cynics disappear with Royal visit
VICTORIA ~ One of the 
things I like about Royal visits 
is their effect on ntlierwise 
cynical and blase colleagues.
The public’s reaction to 
royal visitors is well- 
documented, ’t’ott can see it on 
your TV screen every time a 
member of the Royal family 
tours Canada,
Tens of thousands of people 
wait patiently for lioins to 
catch a glimpse of tlte 
tl is I i ji g n i s It o d v i s i i o r , 
'reeiuigers wliose vocabnhiry 
of importaiu names consists, 
for the better part, of rock 
stars, join the welcoming 
crowds, swooning and chccr- 
iug.
But the most fascinating 
reaction can be witnessed in 
the horde of repoiters, 
p h o t o g r a p h e i s it n tl 
cameramen, assigned to cover 
a Royal visit. ,, I’tti ri<t( iif 
eluding myself in that category 
Itecause I’ve lieen it member ttf 
tlte Royal fan club for year s.
My conversion from ;t calm 
and collected reporter, ,iust do­
ing anciihcr job, to av id fait of 
Her Mtdjesty nnciut fdi'ah'Mh, 
her heirs iuul siicccssois. came 
in the early 1970s. I was woi k- 
ine for the fJailv C'olonis) in 
Victoria at tlie time ;tjid had 
beett asslgricd to covet tlte 
Queen’s visif. ^
When I .saw tlic ctowd’s 
reaction to the Queen's ap­







pouring of love and tiffcclion 
for her and the insiiiuiion site 
icpre.seniii. I found myself 
cheering right along with 
everybody ehse.
I still icmcmbcr my ilisiiiay 
when I found out iliiit the local 
media were e.xeluded from a 
recepiioii by the Queen and 
fii'cd off a letter to lluck- 
ingham Palace.
In a very imHie reply, 1 \vas 
in formed that my views would 
certainly be taken into eon- 
sideraiioii at fun,uc occasions, 
And wbfii do you know, 
three yeais ago, durin 
another visit by the Queen, tin 
local mediak mvself ineludetl. 
were invited to a reception 
aboard . the Royal Vachl 
Biitannia.
*• ''Upt'iiiC , 1 Kit 1)1,1.
evervlsotly else Who lias liad 
occasionhyspeak with Qticen. 
I (i'll soiDi'wliftl nweU 
It's a feeling normally alien 
10 me. Diniiiig my 25 ye.its .as a 
reporier, 1 hate intciviewed 
fold piiiiK" injni'i,iei >, 'tctne.s ol 
premiers, leading scientists, 
siijH'rsi.trv of sports, entei iain-
mem and movie screen, but 1 
never felt awed.Delighted yes. 
Nlaybc even privileged, Imt 
liot iivvcd. T,: ,
But a Royal visit is 
.something el.se, and I was Hot 
surprised to liear some of trty 
colleagues recount (heir ex­
periences in the coverage of 
the visit by the Prince and tlie 
I’rineess of Wjilcs in le.ss than 
cynical terms.
A pltoiograplier, looking 
over a battery of shots he had 
taken of Diartii, emluisiastica- 
ty ob.scrvcd that she is itt- 
g credibly photogenie. , '‘Site 
doesn’t li:tve a bad angle,” he 
said,
Reporters who hju! attended 
a mcdiii reception at Govern- 
. meni House, weic tjuite
.iiidii.ttsd id, ihcii jtLoik'i,non
of conveisaiions with the 
prince and the princess, They
b'ldtdl thi'■ prln''i' ''U!!'' .uu'
ciiaiTning and the jsiincco 
good-looking and somewltal 
-shy,
Nevei, but ncvci (t.ive 1 
beard a lepoiter talk in such 
terms of an enconnier wiili a
politician.
And ihcrein, I believe, lies 
the big difference. I’oliticians 
play irunsiiory and fleeting 
roles on a ntttion's stage. 
There is nothing pernianent 
and litsting about a politician. 
Public esteem of politiciiins is 
invariably affected by tlte rot­
ten things some of them 
perpetuate on their eom- 
nmniiies, their provinces, their 
conniries.
'I'lic monarchy is wonderfi.il- 
ly devoid of such tlrtiwbacks. 
It is a manifesiation of stabili­
ty ajOd tradition tit at 
transcends polities.
Prime Minister Brian 
Muironey was very much 
aware of that quality wlicn he 
said at the Vancotiver gala din­
ner in the honor of the Royttl 
couple that only (he nion:uchy 
coult! bring tire leaders of the 
Conservative, liberal. New 
l>emoctatic and .Social Credit 
parties together, if only tor a 
■ day. ,
And Chaile.s did, too, when 
Ilf (tplii'd (Iml the only (Jllrci 
thing, rli.'ti could, peiltaps, 
aelttcve tlte same restiH was 
A'll'K' •"•Irve of -i
gi't//ly Itear.” ■■■','',
May Canada’s eonsiiiu- 
iional monarchy thrive and 
nun cynical repot tets into 
royal fans for ceimuies to 
eq'g'te.
short access. The tank would be 
camouflaged by suitable pain­
ting and hidden by the high cliff 
on the southern sides and by the 
high and dense foliage on the 
other side; from no angle would 
the reservoir be siihoucllcd 
against the skyline.
None of t Ite existing 
woodland trails pass near .Site. 1 
as they do in tlte case of Site 3 
where most people would start 
their walk through the park. 
Sites 3 and 5 are located deeper 
into the park with longer supply 
and delivery pipelines without 
any advaniage.s over Site 1. Tlie 
foregoing were the reasons for 
my voting in favor of Site. 1.
When .lohn Dean donated the 
80 acres in 1921 to crciile the 




In mid-March your pat)er 
covered tlte visit by .Jessie 
Duarte, secrci.'iry of the Tedcru- 
tion of Tiansvaal Women, to 
die Victi'ria are.'t,
Diuuie Wits speaking about 
the current harsh conditions in 
Somli Africa cm a tour spon­
sored by Oxfiim-Canada.
She just returned to South 
Africa, wltere site received a 
prepared greeting from 
authorities, They had a com­
plete set of nevvs-clippiitj’s and 
video clips of .lessie's visit. 
After extensive qne.siioning, 
.lesste was allowed to go.
We arc very concerned abom 
the ‘-.'ifcty of visitors troin Soiiilt 
.Afric.'i who openl>' speak of tlte 
struggle |j tor freed'ori) and 
development which is takinjc 
idace,
Clcitrly. the Soirih Africiui 
regime lets .s|)cakcis know ihey 
’.‘.eic kliV >cl) rCiCi'iilu'iiCvi, Ii i. 
fottunate titai Dnamc vv.ts not 
dci.iincvl,, and wcwilTeominnc 
to keep in toneh with Iter .siina” 
lion.-
l-rom South Aftica site sends 
word she wa.s veiy pleased with 
her tour, mid haptvy to meet the 
ituuty (.’anadians who snppon 
liberation in her coiimry.
' .loTin Ciraham 
B.C, Coordiiifttor 
0X1-AM Canada
most specific in his indenture 
that up to 10 acres of the park 
be held in trust to permit the 
town of Sidney lo build a reser­
voir there for the supply of 
water to Sidney.
,'\t the April 24 meeting 
I-riends of .lohn Dean Park con­
tended .lohn Dean was thinking 
about some sort of open reser­
voir as a source of potable water 
for Sidney? Not likely! T^er- 
sonally I am sure that what 
Dean had in mind was 
something similar to the collec­
tion and impounding facilities 
that already been built in 1912- 
13 for the Sidney Water and 
Power Company on the nor­
thern slopes of Ml. Newton 
below his park. These consisted 
of two SU.UOO-galion coveted 
tanks filled with water from a 
spring located higlier up the 
hills; lioui the l.uiks waiei was 
piped to Sidney.
During the past nine years tlte 
Saanich I'eninsnla Water Com- 
inissiun was lesponsiblc foi tlie 
insitilhiiion of tlie hulk water 
system from Beaver lake 
thnnigli the length of the 
.Sa.'inich Peninsula to North 
Saanicli. The engineers and con- 
iractors have done all litis work 
with rieglible damage lo the 
< examii vside mu) seciu,'i> and the 
same consideration lor onr en- 
vironmem would lve siresseii 
even mote for an>' work lo he 





I liave been in I rench immer­
sion for seven years now, (since 
kiiuleigai tent, and h.iva; 
thoi iwtghly enjrvyed it,
I il'tink it would be a great 
disadv,image lor me ,md all the
C'i It I I I i i. li C li I 111 ill c I s i o U
children to have to <(nii the 
ITench immersion program. I 
don’t understand vvliv school 
trustees arc doing this, May 1 re- 
quest that TAiher (ialinaiili 
wiitc to me througlt this 
iiewspairej. ;m explaii.tiion of 
why I lie school bo.titl has 
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Good morning fellow lax slaves. .And how are we this mor­
ning?
After mailing off your income lax reiurns a couple of 
weeks ago did you jump back into bed, pull the co\ers over 
your head and turn the electric blanket up to nine?
If you did, don’t bd ashamed. Thousands of other Cana­
dians did exactly the same thing. It’s normal at that time of 
year when our collective paranoia peaks and in some subtle 
psychological way we realize that Big Canuck grabbed us 
again and we did zip to stop him.
We chickened out. knuckled under, cried “Uncle” and 
handed our money to Big Catiuck to spend as he likes. We 
also gave him information, informtition which lie cati, and 
will, use a.s he likes.
Actually he had most of the money and inftMinaiion 
anyway. But he needed our signatures on the tax returns in 
case we complained later. He could then say we had signed 
our rights away and he had papers to pro\e it.
All year long our employers have been wliacking huge 
chunks of our paychecks and sending thetn to Big Canuck. 
Chunks called taxes, pensions, unemployment insuratice and 
gosh knows what all else were whisked off to Ottawa with 
nary a “thank you’’ in return.
Our employers sent their own money too... plus all kinds
of personal information about all of us.
The scary part is that the lax department is only one of the 
many groups demanding, and getting, the goods on Cana­
dians.
SiatsCan, Workers Compensation, provincial medical 
schemes, sales tax centres, immigration authorities, census
takers, pension people, U1 checkers, marketing boards, police 
departments and a myriad of licensing departments are all in 
cahoots. People in these and other agencies know all about 
us. And 1 mean ALL.
1 read the other day that in the United States they’ve even 
pried into how Americans like their steaks done: medium - 3S 
per cent; medium rare - 30 per cent; well done - 20 per cent; 
rare - 6 per cent; don’t eat meat - 4 per cent; no answer - 2 per 
cent.
That’s not the half of it. A fellow called Bill Rathjc from 
the University of Arizona has been out in his nation’s back 
allies sifting through its garbage. As a result of his syping, 
Kathje proved that Americans throw out “a fair amount of 
cash" and almost S12 billion (U.S.) of edible food each year.
Americans also lie about their food and alcohol consump­
tion by eating more junk food than they admit to tmd drink­
ing more booze than they tell polsters about.
Do you think Big Canuck knows any less about his 
citizens?
This tangled information web is one of our own wea\ ing. If 
we don’t like it, we must cut and slash our own way out — if 
it's not too late.
The rest of you can do what you like. Lve had it with all 
these daia-grabbing nincompoops. Big Canuck is getting no 
more information from me — starting now.
I’ve installed a paper shredder near the back door and 
everything on the way to our garbage will be passing through 
it first.
When the census taker calls later this monllt (that’s right, 
here they come again), he or she is going to get only the 
minimum amount of information I’m required to fork oxer 
without going to jail.
In future, people who ask for my social insurance number 
ain’t gonna get it.
The next lime I’m asked to write my telephone number on a 
charge slip. I’ll put down someone else’s. If some guy goes 
poking through the merchant’s garbage and decides to call, 
he’ll get a wrong number.
Whatdaya mean I’m crazy. 1 am not. Tm just fed up.
And don’t touch that dial. 1 like it at nine.
Betrayed
Editor:
M y y o u n g e s I is in 
Kindergarten and the cklesi in 
Grade 5 at Kcaiing School.
I found Keating to be a 
w'onderfully happ\- and cohesive 
school into which my children, 
with all their emotional needs, 
have fitted quickly and are 
emerging happy, confident and 
more able to cope with their 
problems.
The psychological effect of 
their educational program being 
undermitided deeply concerns 
me. and the alterntixes left to 
me present a great dilemma.
1 and my children feel 
betrayed by this decision and 
disillusioned by tlie backward 




Letters to the editor 
must be signed and 
contain the writer’s ad­
dress and telephone 
number.
MORE FROM THE MAILBOX
Make bike riding safer in Sidney
Editor:
Okay, so you don’t want me 
riding my bike on the sidew'alk. 
Fine . . . then make it safer for 
rny daughter and I to ride on the 
roads. The way things arc now, 
there’s no way !’d make my 5 
year-old ride alongside the traf­
fic.
You say we are a “vehicle" 
and as such belong on the 
streets obeying the rules of the 
streets. I ride defensively. When 
it comes right dowm to it. a
.several ton car against maybe 
200 pounds of human being and 
bicycle is simply not a fair con­
frontation. I’ve had 20 
accident-free years of riding my 
bike, and I’m going to continue 
to ride my bike the safest w'ay 
possible. If that means breaking 
a few “street" rules, 1 will.
Pedestrians certainly have the 
right of safe sidewalks I agree. 
The bikers that w’eave through 




It was stated in the May 7 
Review that Sidney teens had 
the use of Sanscha Hall for a 
coffee house on tlte first and 
third Fridays of every month. 
This was a mistake on our pan 
and I apologize.
We are, in fact, getting the 
hall for four nights — first and 
third Fridays of .Itme and the 
first and third Fridttys of .Inly 
on a trial basis. If all goes well, 
and we see no rettson why it 
shouldn’t, tlion we hope to have 
permission to have the hall on a 
regular btisis.
My phone number is 656- 
1067 and 1 apolog,i/e for any in­
convenience caused by the 
mistake. The times given for tlte 
coffee house should read 7 p.m. 
to 10p.m.
We are looking for donations 
of food, time, records, stereo 
equipment. If you cannot help 
us with (he above, then perhaps 
you could give us a small dona­
tion which we can put towards 
the purchase.
If you wisii further informa­
tion on the above contact Diane 
Robson 656-560S, Anne .Stan­
ton 656-1067 or Dan McGregor 




considerate souls and don’t 
deserve to own a bike. When 
I’ve had to move onto the 
sidew'alk, I go very slowly and 
always give the pedestrian the 
right of way.
Drivers do dozens of things 
that make cycling hazardess. 
Parked cars are the worst. 
There’s nothing quite as 
frightening as suddenly being 
faced With a car door in front of 
you. Seldom you have the time 
to look behind you and check to 
see if it’s safe to pull out into 
traffic. So you take a risk; you 
make a choice — to hit a car or 
to be hit by a car. J can’t im­
agine either being very pleasant.
Basically, drivers enter an in­
tersection or approach a turn 
looking only for other cars and 
pedestrians, w'hich leaves me to 
fend for myself.
Sidney is a small town. I’m 
sure half the people driving 
about live within blocks of 
where they’re going. Cycling is 
gret for your health, doesn’t 
destroy our air and is 
economical, so why is the cyclist 
treated so badly? Wc are .setting 
a good e.xample and deserve a 
little consideration.
Solutions? Paved shoulders. 
Get rid of parallel parking on 
the busy streets. Sweep up the 
glass from the curb area 
regularly. Build bike paths. Tine 
reckless cyclists (they give us all 
n bad name). And lieighten the 
awarncss of bt>lh drivers and 
pedestrians . . . leach them to 
look out for tis. Wc have just as







Your staff writer has por­
trayed female athletes as “a 
shivering group of giggling 
gals." Does The Sidney Review 
intend to reinforce such an ob- 
solute attitude?
Many women and men have 
e.xpended great efforts to over­
come the stereotype of female 
athletes as incompetent, and 
primarily concerned with what 
might “complement their legs.”
Your article (May 7) concern­
ing the Parkland .senior girls’ 
soccer team was degrading and 
demoralizing. Not once was at­
tention directed to positive team 
effort or to fair critical com­
ment. Irrelevant, trivial 
nonsense about “the girls’ pen­
chant for turning a soccer game 
into a fashion parade” has little 
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NNTIAT'S TllLS .iboui xxoiucictii isci s? .hist ,isk Batbiua Glen, a 
District 6,3 bus driver who placed tliiid out of 67 cm ranis at the an­
nual Scliool Bus Rodeo,, held in Nanaimo May 4, Wav lo
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“Now THAT’S n tonfl drivoway oven by Morllt Spnnich ol.in- 
dards!”
go...........Wlil.C’OMF AliOARD goes out to ,Iohn Pringle, llic new
piincipal at C jaremoni .SecoiKlary School, .Pringle, fotinerly froivi 
Alberta, was selected from more llitm 70 applieanis, . , . ,OTHI-U 
APPOIN IMIiN rs in local schools ineinde Glcnora Griffiths. \sho 
hikes up heatl teacher duties at Me l avish elemeutary; Wayne 
Hunter, appointed exeentive assishini at Mount Newton .Middle 
School; ami Greg Hiniyan and Keven Elder, ttlso new executive 
assistants at Sicily’s. . . . .LOTS DI" SIMTr'TATORS and buyeis ;ii 
the recent Saanich Penin.sula Arts tmd Crafts Show. Drtiw winners 
wci" F, Nissen, waiercolot; M. Wakclin, carving; N. Wi.shait.
weax ing; timi yvonne Teague, pmiery.......... ONI-OF' THl' Bf S I
aiicniion grablKMswe’ve seen in a long lime arrived in the mail last 
xxeek ~ a 2H'incli by nine-ineli red. while and bine ctirdboaiti in- 
viiiiiion wrtiPlied in multi-colored rilibons. And inside? A moose 
h;ii, complelt’ wiih tmtlers, a Iwccty-bird tmd ti press batige. The 
elewet pet sou issuing ilu' invite is Jack Kempf, ministci of laiuls. 
parks iuid housing. 'Hic occtission is a 75th bitilidtiy patty foi B.Ch 
Parks. A“veiy special” press conference is on itiii. I hc card weiii 
into file 1,3. but Review editor Susan Mcl-can is zealously guarding 
Ilie anilers ihe Ituesi look for “in” reporters, she 
citiims. , . , ..ANOlUliR TRIP might be in the wind for Block 
Bros, realior Ron Kubekz Alihongh the last-talking laiid uegoiiatoi 
losi a xxcek’s work to take ;i trip lo surmy Mexico Iasi monili (a 
prize lot being top salesman in (he company), lie managed lo land 
Ihiit (ilie again. Ole!, . . , .WI-l.L, yon win some, timl sometimes 
yon really screw up. I.asi xveck, we ran a story tihoni a Sidney 
xviunam Sue Lauritsen, who chatted it tip wiili Prince f h.uics, 
However, roytillv biiffx fiom tiroimd Ihe peninsula phoned in lo in­
form us that Lord Mountbatten’s wife. Edwitia, dietl in 1960. Vtip, 
Sue received an amogr.iphed inemi trom Lady ICntricia 
Hracbourne. MmmiViatten’s dangiuer, , . . .ODR RI SIDI NI 
GADIvLV. AIttn Si t'l.'tir, reeeix'i’d ji hoiupiri rr'i’tMiilvfrnm 0u» 
1966 grad class of Vicioiiti High, who wrote in to ciuocy their 
ilianks to their former linglish leacher and plioto chili sponstu. si. 
( lair's record-keeping habit?, enabled the fotineis grads to 
iviUinlak.w suuie.vviy ii(i(.ic>iiug plaMogi.ipiis wTiicn xvu) .itlxi to the 
planned rennion May 16 ami 17, , , , .TIJNGING bet way to the 
lop. Sidney gal Jennifer IJnd.say was named ILL. champion in a ic- 
seiil liiglilaiid ilancc coniesi. She will luoel lo l:dmomon on .liiiy 4„ 
,.5 ,ind 6 ti» tompt.ieWn liic ( anadi.m ^.iiampiunsltip..’,., . , , \\i h 4,1.) 
Joe Harrison please cal! the Review olfice. Somebody keeps phon­
ing luTi* leaving messages foi yon teg,tiding tlte Pen!m.iila ('elcbt.i- 
lioiis Society meetings. It hj»s us all setalchiug out heatls.
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW
For a relaxing scalp massage and hair treatment 
from...
Cindy, EVIIchele or Betty 




Due to increased sales in our garden and feed 
centre we have an opening for a person to 
work part-time 3-4 days a week. This position 
would suit a retired person with retail or sales 
experience; he/she must be strong on the 
customer service area. The ability to relate to 
the farming community is also necessary, as 
this position may lead into commission farm 
sales in the future.
Interviews to be arranged later.









Harvest Foods, a lull service qiocory sloto, (ealuting a complete 
selection of Irosh produce and meals, bulk foods, doll is now open 
on E, Saanich Road In Saanichton, Mike Hall, ineat depatirrient 
manager, Jolm Guiney, grocery manager, Vicki Hanley, 
delicales.sen manageress and Wayno Howard, produce manager 




The Huska family, new residents from .Saskatchevzan, liave pur­
chased Uban Pizza F.'tfhily Restaurant and am operating It under 
the? now name ol Smuggler's Cove Gate, t.ocaiod on W Saanicli 
Road in downtown Orentvzood Bay, tfie restaurant feaiurcs a wido' 
varlcfly of (oo<1 including cliicken, nbs, .steak, tsaladt. in a.dditlon to 
pizza and pasta distros, Ukrainian eituiic aro a specialty in- 
ciuUiny a (;>puu,ui U cuuissj einnic dim hji eveiy .bunuay,,
Nevz f-acoi,4, Now/ Places e; a (iiipiic -uzivict' ihix R(‘vww. 
AiXziHti.'aiK) larjpi'jfirnr'nt . II you iin- a new
r-'n'ianding yoiif. pmscnl nusiith:';;*: ; ni Ijax'irici .i (;hangi"' m 
tiirtn.-igi'inefil, cunUjcj The Review Adveriising Depailmonl at 666- 
1151.■ . '
INfi ItlEVIEUI 656-1151
Piiuc AO THE REVIEW Wednesday, May 14 1986
Bible Week
Editor:
Lt.-Ciov'. Rohci I Kocigers 
(.ieclarcci May I-IU Bihic Week.
Canada ha.s foi the greater 
part of its hi.story considered the 
Bible lo be .t book of great 
vaitie. Ihe Bible inriiienccd onr 
law-inakers tmd pnjvided n.s 
'•vith higli staiidatds oi' living.
It hti.s been die guiding iigiit 
in most of our every day li\'ing. 




the Bible. It behooves us to read 
tmd follow it.
As .leremiah the prophet ad­
vised: “Hear the word of the 
Lord. () nations. (Heremiah 
.M.IO.).
Ihe Bible sursived burnings 
tmd btmnings tmd for many 
years it was at the top of best 
seller lists. People all over the 
world treasure it when they 
possess it and there arc many 
who long to htive it in their own 
langtiagc.
“For the Word thttt God 
speaks is alive and active; it cuts 
more keenly than any two- 
edged sword: it strikes through 
to the i^ltice where soul tmd 
s|ririt meet, to iheinnermosi in­
timacies of man's being: it ex­
poses the very tlioughis and 





Nurses demanding fair treatment
ART CLASSES STARTING IN MAY 1986
Ttiree workshops led by JUDITH RACKKAM. Dip Art & Design, 
F C.A. on ibe following topics:
» Introduclion to oils
Tuesdays, 7:30 - 9:30 pm. May 20 to June 24 
» introduction to drawing (including one life drawing ses­
sion)
Thursdays, 7:30 - 9:30 pm. May 22 to June 26
• Pattern design for porcelain artists 
Dates and times to be arranged by request
• Coming in July - Classes fro Children, Ages 10-14
Each workshop consists of six 2-hour sessions, cost ^50, and 
will be held at t76 Marina Court, Second Street, Sidney.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 656-8817
Editor
Your reader.s have a right to 
know why nearly 16,000 nurse.s 
are taking a .strike vote on May 
21 at 135 hospitals and long­
term care facilities across 
British Columbia.
The reason is painfully sim­
ple. It’s all about fair treatment 
— of nurses and of the people 
we care for.
Except for our respon­
sibilities, nurse.s are no different 
from other wage earners. We 
need and deserve a decent living 
for ourselves and our families.
But our take home pay is 
worth le.ss today than in April. 
1984, when we received our last 
general wage increa.se of 2.1 per 
cent. Now, two years later, our 
employers insist we fall farther 
behind. Their demands for 
1985-88 would mean another 
7.8 per cent loss in our purchas­
ing pow'er, ba.sed on the provin­
cial government’s own cost-of- 
living projections.
There is nothing fair about 
that, or about the way our 
employers deal with other issues 
with patients care implications.
For instance, one of our pro­
posals is for formal recognition 
of the right of nurses to use the 
grievance procedure to correct 
patient care problems. This is 
something that has been denied
us. Another proposal deals with 
the effects of poor scheduling 
on us and our patients. Right 
now, nurses can be required to 
work eight days, or nights, in a 
row'. We w'ant six to be the max­
imum, so nurses can give the 
best possible care without the 
extra burden of unnecessary 
fatique.
Although these and other 
proposals would not create new 
costs, our employers refuse to 
consider them unless we give up 
existing nurses’ benefits.
That hardline approach at the 
bargaining ttible is leading to a 
major shortage of nurses. This 
province has always relied on 
nurses educated elsewhere, but 
our wages and working condi­
tions don't attract them 
anymore. Last year, the number 
of new B.C'. registrations issued 
to our-of-province nur.ses wa.s 
the low'cst in 20 years, continu­
ing a downward trend that 
began in 1981.
It’s not hard to see why 
nurses are staying aw'ay from 
B.C. .A general duty RN with 10 
years’ experience here earns 
SI4.85 an hour. But the same 
nurse would earn SI6.27 in 
Alberta, or S16.32 in Ontario. 
Just as important, she would 
probably find better working 
conditions, which have a direct 
bearing on patient care.
We do not want a yu'ovincc- 
w'ide nurses’ strike, b' the 
employers are ma’- ..r . e a
distinct possibility w'ith their 
confrontational tactics. They 
refuse to negotiate with us on 
the basis of the real needs of 
nur.se.s and the health care 
system.
Nur.ses are taking a strike 
vote on Mav 21 because the
employers must be convinced to 
act fairly — for everyone’s 
sake.
Sheila Tammivaara, R.N.





On behalf of the B.C. Heart 
Foundation 1 would like to 
thank the citizens of your com­
munity for their generous sup­
port.
Our fiscal began July 1 and 
since that date last year more 
than $19,000 has been received 
frc)m Brentwood, Saanichton 
and Sidney: $7,500.00 raised 
during the residential door to 
door campaign in February.
Many thanks to all the 
volunteer canvassers — our suc­
cess is built on people. A special 
thanks to Shirley Bamford and 
Beth Bugslae for their time and 
co-opertion and willingness to 
be area chairmen.
Our goal for the province was 
$3.9 million and to date we have 
reached 79.1 per cent of that 
total.
Your donation continues to be 
one of the best investments you 
could make.
PAYLESS GAS
& FOOD STORE WANTED
on the Mount Newton X Rd. 
at Pat Bay Hwy.









On April 16 the Greater Vic­
toria Disarmament Group sent 
the follow’ing telegram to Prime 
Minister Brian Muironey:
The Greater Victoria Disar­
mament Group w'ould like to 
express its deep concern over 
the bombing of Libya by the 
United States. The GVDG feels 
that this action will not stem ter­
rorism, but rather exacerbate 
terrorism and world tensions.
Terrorism can only be resolv­
ed by addressing its root causes.
We urge you to convey to 
U.S. President Ronald Reagan 
serious apprehension about his 
action and to state that this type 
of violent response will only 
provoke further terrorist ac­
tivities. We urge your im­
mediate action in finding an in­
























With plans well underway to improve and 
upgrade our store and its services we are look­
ing for a part time handy-man. This would be 
ideal for a semi-retired cabinet maker or 
carpenter wishing to keep busy from time to 
time with varing projects.






I am now ending Grade 6 and 
1 am in the French immersion 
program. I have found the 
language is useful and is also to 
my advantage. . •
Next i^ear, our class will go on 
an exchange trip to Quebec. 1 
would not have the pleasure of 
enjoying something that other 
people wouldn’t understand if 1 
wasn’t bilingual. I will have ter­
rific opportunities for jobs and 
I feel that other children should 
have them also.
I hope trustee Marilyn 
Loveless and others that are op­
posed to us would change their 
minds. We wouldn’t be fighting 
for our program if we didn’t 
think it was special.
Sarah Warrington





the re-opening of 
our “new” service station
CO fccr
rnce
• Coffee in our convenience 
slore
• Free Soap and dryers in 
bur new laundromat




the Class of 85
Olftjr attod lo Miiy
SERVICES
Need groceries, 
gas or just 
diteclions. we’re 
open 24 hours 
a day. 7 days 
a week to 
serve you! 
Stop by today!
For your convenience we offer 
® Convenience store open 24 hrs.
• Laundromat
• Car Wash
• Propane, Diesel, Marine Gas
• Valet Service
MOUNT NEWTON X ROAD AT RAT BAY
n PAYLESS GAS
•5f if fjrRv-i. H-v
or'tnAifr)c.Ar<wAf,'H .
LTD.
■'’V^vOLltVItgO VAMCDUVG^ IGIAND 
j.,,,»’•otPtwn'0>4utiron thi: «f»Tonu,"
*C~*\ ' ' ■ over
40,OUTLCTG
'"’4 „ TO SERVE .
YOU!
Superb finality iratio lowulioukts (lesi)i,ne(l widi (by. 
ac tive retired i)er8on in tnind wfio lefiuirc's tjualily, 
(onvenienc t‘ and security m a senii-rural .setting.
Strict design and tiuality r ontrol.
or turthei iMfoniKition {deast/1 oni,K
















5 lb. 9ib. 14 1b.
^19®^ ^34^^






20 KG BAG ...........................
..only®6-®
LAWN FOOD 12-4-8
20 KG BAG ...........................
-Only®6“
WEED AND FEED 22-4-4

















 ONLY X I g
MAKITA BENCH SAW
*8” blade






FEATURES HARDWOOD HANDLES, 
PNEUMATIC TIRE AND SEAMLESS TRAY
4 CUBIC FOOT.  .............ONLY ^44®^
5.75 CUBIC FOOT.............ONLY
GRASS SEED 20% off
ALL STOCK — ALL SIZES
3BUY a GET 4!
BUY THREE 4-L!TRE CANS OF ANY 
OLYMPIC PRODUCT AND GET A 
FOURTH AT NO EXTRA COST!
APPLIES TO ALL OLYMPIC PRODUCTS.
GREENLEAF GARDEN FERTILIZERS
FISH FERTILIZER 5-1-1 ....................2kg®4®®
•ROSE FOOD 6-10-6 2kg 
•EVERGREEN FOOD 10-5-5 2kg 
•RHODO& AZALEA FOOD 4-12-8 2kg 
•BULB & BLOOM FOOD 3-12-6 2kg 











LATERS ROSE & FLOWER
INSECTSPRAY ..................... 7oomL 4®®





ONLY U ............ .
FENCING AND 
LUMBER
CEDAR FENCE BOARDS SUNWOOD POSTS
1x6x4’............59?a. 4x4x6’.......... ®4®E
1x6x6’..... 4x4 X 7’ 
1x8x5’..........4x4x8’.....®6^®,
1x8x6’............®1 ®?a 4x4x10’.... ®7®f,
ONLY
POLE PRUNER
—FOR HARD TO REACH BRANCHES 
GARDEN HOSE




GARDEN TOOL SET 
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Continued from Page A1 
ping out near Parliament Hill. 
“For some reason, 1 couldn’t 
get an appointment,’’ the 
disappointed wheelbarrow- 
pusher said. “But Liberal 
Leader John Turner took me 
into the oval office for a pic­
ture.’’
Muironey was away, he 
later learned, but a letter arriv­
ed several weeks after 
Vasaraba had left Ottawa 
stating the prime minister’s 
willingness to meet and discuss 
the banking idea.
“It was getting cold in the 
tent. There was no way 1 could 
weather it any longer.’’
So, he hopped a plane and 
flew to Winnipeg where he 
stayed with people he had met 
on the road. He spent the 
winter on a farm just outside 
Winnipeg, stayed a month in 
Morris, Manitoba, then drove 
a car, purchased for Si00, 
back to Sidney.
“I’m sorry to say the reverse 
gear went in it, but I still 
managed to go forward.’’
The Sidney senior travelled 
3,250 miles in total, and is 
prepared to pick up where he 
left off.
Hoping his cause was not a 
total loss, he still plans to meet 
with Muironey in early June, 
and will fly back east to state 
his concerns once the promis­
ed appointment is scheduled.
He sees his trek as a strike 
for seniors’ honor, dignity and 
self-reliance.
As for his three-wheeled 
travelling companion, its sit­
ting in Hull, Quebec waiting 
for the second leg of the cross- 




Many gardens on the penin­
sula have a beehive or two for 
pollination of fruit trees and for 
a winter supply of honey.
This is the time of year that 
many amateur gardeners use 
pesticides against unwanted in- 
.sects. Often, people moving in­
to rural areas from a city are not 
aware of the harmful effects 
spray has on domesticated 
honeybees.
Others, when they see their 
flowering trees dr plants full of 
honey bees bring out the Raid 
or the Sevin dust and the “of­
fending” insects are treated.
People using more powerful 
spraying or dusting equipment 
on windy days are often respon­
sible for enormous damage to 
hives of these most useful little 
friends of the gardener.
Causes of bee poisoning.
•Drifting of pesticide spray 
or dust,
•Pesticide residues on crops 
and flowers of weeds,
•Bees collecting pesticide dust 
with pollen which is fed to 
brood,
•Bees drinking or touching 
water that has been spayed.
How you can help.
•Apply pc.slicidcs only in the 
late evening, generally between 
6 p.m. and 7 ii.m.
•Do not spray in a breeze to 
avoid drifting.
•Use non- li Jt z a r d o u s 
pesticides if at all possible
•Do not plttce or dispose of 
unused pesticides whore bees 
can reach them.
•If you have to spray, warn 
near by beekeepers.
•Use a droplet sprayer rather 
than an atomizer or fogger.
Sevin, also, called Carbary! 
penvder, is Ihe niosi damaging 
for honey bees, with tlie e.xcep- 
tion of Icad-ursenatc. It is com­
monly .sold here to control ants, 
but very few slore clerks are 
aware of its e.strcme and long 
lasting residual effect. 'I’he bees 
gather the dust with the pollen 
and take it to tlte hive.
If only a small tnnoimi is 
brouglit, the guard bees refuse 
entry and the area in front of 
the hive will shortly be coveretl 
with Imiulred.s of dying bees, 
behaving as if they have been 
chilled and unable to fly. In case 
of a severe poisoning, the guard 
bees ilie also affcc(v;d, start to 
behave erratically and fail to do 
their duty. The dusi and pollen 
is then carried into the hive and 
fed to the brood, wliich will also 
die.
The dusl svi!! I'cmain active
for days, or until the next rain 
washes it off. Worker bees will 
continue bringing in the dust 
until there ate iio woikcr.s left. 
This re.siilfs in starvation for the 
entire brood and most likely the 
death of the entire co|ony. ,
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l7Sg . ........................... pkg.
GAINER’S PICNIC or PARTY
STICK
SAUSAGE
4 Var. ................... i...... ,.500g
100g














1 FRYER PER BAG 
WITH 2 EXTRA LEGS!
11W I GAINER’S SKINLESS REGULAR
5?6 WIENERSon 
^ ‘ CHICKEN DOGS . .



















CUTFROMTHE HiP :i... lb
SIMULATED 
JUST HEAT ’N SERVE
GUT FROM AUSTRALIAN MILK FED CALVES













50® COUPON VALUE 50® I 
I THIS COUPON WORTH 50' ON THE j
PURCHASE OF NEILSON JERSEY MILK ||
.170g
j GRANOLA CRISPS AT THRIFTY FOODS 
(limit 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER A c, I
__ rjciiCRtu*uiifiii I rc.n i wivicn
j^OUPON EXPIRES MAY 19, 1985
BETTY CROCKER ISLAND FARM’S
READY-TO-SERVE -159 SOUR
FROSTINGS ....450g CREAM . SOOg
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I SUPER MOIST A Pa
CAKE MIXES,. 95-
WESTON’S FIBER GOODNESS I
BREAD, 89'I
I PEAK FREAN










! 40^ : COUPON VALUE 40*^
f THIS COUPON V/ORTH_40'^ ONTHE PURCHASE OF j
LICE^ I
SOOg
NEILSON ICE TEA MIX 
AT THRIFTY FOODS 
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER 
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CHRISTIES COFFEE BREAKS 
F U D G E O, C H 0 C O L, IC10 U S
. Plus ripposit
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A heated debate cii.sucd over 
dropping oul of the As.soeiation 
o f V a n c o 11 V or 1 s 1 a ii d 
.Muniei pal i ties at Central 
Saanich council Monday.
T'lie cost of maintaining 
menihersliip in /WIM would be 
S494.50. Council c|ueried the 
salucof AVIM meetings.
•Aid. Ruth .Arnaud ascertain­
ed though business aspects of 
AVIM meetings are at a 
minimum, they arc valuable for 
idea exchanges with aldermen 
of other municipalities.
Aids. Eric I.ewis and Wayne 
Watkins agreed for the cost of 
the membership, AVIM was 
u .s c; 1 c s s
Watkins said the Union of 
British Columbia Municipalities 
served the same effect, “so why 
pay dues twice]’’
Aid. Mike Creasy backed Ar- 
iiatid’s stand, noting an 
organization is tlie sum of its 
parts, adding the general 
political climate was wrong for 
leaving the organizalion.
Aid. Dick Sharpe noted coun­
cil is held to ransom; join or be 
ostricized.
Coucil voted four to one in 
favor of not paying 1986 
membership dues.
Tidy up
Sloppy landholders in Central 
Saanich could have a bylaw 
drawn against them.
Central Saancih couticil ex­
amined a draft bylaw to pro­
hibit the accumulation of rub­
bish and the allowances of un­
tidy or unsightly premises.
The bylaw-would provide 
municipal staff with more 
authority when dealing with 
nuisance complaints about un­
sightly premises. Council was 
informed by staff that such a 
bylaw was required before legal 
proceedings could be pursued if 
thc itccessity arose. , .y
Aid. Wayne Watkins’said he 
supported the bylaw as a 
general guide for activities 
wiiliin the rntmicipalify. It 
would empower police or staff 
to act on a complaint. Ninety- 
nine per cetti of Central Saanich 
rcsidcnls would comply where 
Ihc bylaw needed enforcing, he 
said tidding, for the one per cent 
who wouldn’t it wtis not worth 
it not lo have ilio bylaw.
Aid. Cicorge iMaeh'arlano 
agreed such a bylaw would give 
mimiciptil sltiff antliority lo act
when ncccsstirv. “1 have con­
fidence they will use it with 
discretion.’’
Farmers paid
Ceniiiil Siuinich rc.sidenis 
who were viciims of recenl dog 
iilltteks on their livesiock will be 
reimlJiirsed by ihe mnnieipaliiy.
Ihe B.C. I.ivcsioek Act rc- 
citiircs it coinpcnsaiion of 75 per 
cent of Ilie nuukel value, said 
iulininisirtiior Gay Wheeler.
CIttims for ittkled veterinary 
and mi.scellancotis co.st.s arc noi 




t'heinisi ('(.ticcn llaiiiillon 
received $35.i.'0() (o couliiiue 
dcvelo|nng ;i sylciii for monhor- 
ini! imiiiicipal watei iiupurilicH.
Ilei lesearcli at .Scakeui
SUGAR FREE . ^
DRINK CRYSTAlstn/ugC
Occiluugrtiphy of Sidney, is lias- 
edon a teflon cylimlei coiiuiiii' 
iiig icf.imtus bcitds' wliich ailrticl 
ficsiicitles and I’CHs ilial find 
(lieii w,ay into mnin'cipal water 
•sapplics.
“'l licy warn someihing they 
c,an son of .staew onio the iiiip 
and rim ihfir finished protlnet 
iluoiigh," slic saiti,
A fillet ahoiH r..T5 cen- 
(imelies in diaineiei ulUnvs 
tieadiHan idtntf Avitier io flow 
iluoiigh it. t he filter is lltcn senr 
for analvsis, vvficrc poHsibti’ 
con I a itif n iMi I s nnghi he 
discovered.
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THEPRAJRIEINN
One of Vancouver Islands Pioneer 
Landmarks established in 1893 
Welcomes you to come savor the 
atmosphere of our Cottage 
Brewery. We use only the finest in­
gredients imported from all over 
the world, There’s no additives or 
preservatives. We have daily 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS and 
a staff that is aiways friendly and 
courteous. Come in today, it's the 
natural thing to do.
7806 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton B.C.
DOUGLAS KERLEY
VICE PRESIDENT (WESTERN REGION) 
of the
FEDERAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BANK






THURSDAY, MAY 15th, 1986 
at
COLOMBO'S RESTAURANT
7855 East Saanich Road,
Saanichton, B.C.
TICKETS: Ml .00 DINNER: 6:30 pm.
AVAILABLE FROM 
Expressions Gills & Cards (Keal.ngi 
Spooner s Ladies Wear (BreniwooOi 
Village Galery (Sidney)
Charrber Olfice (Pal Bay Hwy - 656-3616)
PUBLIC IS WELCOMES 
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
“And ,so the handsome 
woodcut ter married the 
princess, and they lived happi­
ly .. . for just over two years, 
w’hen they separated and 
started divorce proceedings.’’ 
This new ending for a modern 
children’s story occured to me 
the other day when I realized 
that even the old stories are 
nowadays having to face up to 
the realities of a new type of 
society,
I had just read a report from 
England, where school boards 
w'ere throwing old favorites 
like Peter Rabbit out of school 
libraries on the grounds that 
they were racist, or sexist, or 
socially biased. They were 
right, of courses; the only fault 
1 could find was that they 
didn’t go nearly far enough.
Take, for example, the 
woodcutter in the sentence 
above. What image does the 
word conjure up? Those of us 
who were brought up on such 
stories can have no doubt at all 
that he was not only hand­
some, but incredibly honest, 
trustworthy, simple, and com­
pletely incapable of even the 
smallest questionable act. This
THE GADFLY
ALAN ST. CLAIR
IS Stereotyping at its most 
vicious, and I’m sure that-the 
l.W.A. must be immensely an­
noyed at the implication that 
so many of its members are 
totally incompetent to hold of­
fice at either the union or a 
political level. Schools that 
don’t want to face legal action 
would do well to get rid of all 
the traditional woodcutter 
stories.
With animal rights activists 
on the prowl, we had belter be 
careful how we deal with 
animal stereotypes too. Think 
of a wolf, for example, and 
immeditely the words “big’’ 
and “bad” will leap into your 
mind; or, perhaps worse, you 
will think of one of those 
chauvinistic gentlemen whose 
social proclivities are less than
entirely admirable. Every day 
I expect to hear screams of 
protest from WAPS (Wolves 
as Pets Society) in Nome 
Alaska. And it’s not only 
wolves we are so thoughtlessly 
victimizing in this way; thanks 
to Shakespeare, goals and 
monkeys don’t fare much bet­
ter. Have animals no rights at 
all? Are they to be deprived of 
all their dignity? We are left 
with no choice; Othello and 
Little Riding Hood must both 
be banished, along with all the 
rest of our animal hate liier- 
ture.
Some may feel "that to in­
clude frogs in our list of em­
battled species is going too far; 
yet surely the traditional pic­
ture of a princess kissing a 
frog can’t be thought of as
flattering to the image of 
cither — the frog, inevitably 
portrayed as loathsome and 
revolting, and associated in 
the popular mind with warts 
— the princess, willing to kiss 
the objectionable beast only 
because she hopes that it may 
turn into, of all things, a man! 
Complaints cannot be long in 
coming from FAPS (Frogs as 
Pets Society) in Calaveros 
County, and perhaps from the 
headquarters of the Status of 
Women as well.
Equally insidious is that 
thoroughly bourgeoise piece 
“Winnie the (Censored)”; and 
it is with shame that 1 confess 
that it wasn’t until a very 
young (modern) child pointed 
it out to me, that 1 realized 
that its middle-class vulgarity 
extended to its title. How 
could we have been so blind 
over the years?
1 have only touched on the 
fringes of this serious social 
problem. 1 leave it to our own 
school boards to follow the 
noble lead of their counter­
parts in England, and purge 









Comfort by the foot 
IN CASUALS
Levis shoes feature comfort and style. 
From our piilow soft Californians to our 
stylish contemporary casuah, Levis has 
the shoe with the fit, colour and eye ap­






Mon-Sn( 8 nm-8i3D pm 
Friday 0 nm-fl pm 
Ooncop Plazo ___V 2328 656-5115 7
EXPO n
\ ■ ...'r.... .-Iy
Got a date
Is your number plate telling you ifs renewal time?
It the dccnl on younuiiiiber phite ix “MA'i’ 8(3“' your auto insunince anil 
vvhiclc licence must he lenesvcd l\v tlie llr.st olMune, Make a date witli your 
Auloplnn agent anytime in May, and lake lime toili.scuss youi insuranee needs,
It Is extremely important to insure your vehicle In the correct 
rate class. If ypur vehicle Is improperly rated, a claim on your 
Own Damage cover age (e.g. Collision, Comprehensive) can be 
denied and you may be required to reimburse the Corporation 
for any I bird Party claims paid on your behalf.
EfLTurinqa 
^^0 ■BnferB.C,; □ INSURANCE CORPORATIONor imiTtSHCOlUMlllA
THE REVIEW ASKS:
Are you going to Expo?
ARE YOU GOING TO 
EXPO? seems to be the ques­
tion on everyone’s lips in 
Sidney this week. In a series of 
street corner interviews 
Review reporter Aaron Doyle 
found nearly everyone asked 
was planning to attend the 
World’s Fair in Vancouver, 
and many had already bought 
tickets.
While most respondents 
were exuberant about the op­
portunity to visit the long- 
awaited transportation fair, an 
interesting facet of the 
responses was the ambivalence 
of some people who were plan­
ning to attend.
There was the feeling that as 
Expo was an established fact, 
there was no point in what one 
respondent ■ termed “sour 
grapes.”
Attending Expo would be 
good for the province, and 
was a chance to participate in 
history . some said.
A lone Gulf Islands man 
was the only respondent who 
said he definitely wouldn’t be 
going (“The line-ups are too 
long.”) While some were con­
cerned about evicted 
downtown eastsidc Vancouver
residents, (“If it’s an 80-year- 
old man, they should just turn 
a blind eye to profits and let 
him stay”), others were whole­
heartedly behind Expo, argu­
ing that the potential trickle- 
down effect on the B.C. 
economy would more than 
compensate for the large pro­
vincial government spending 
on Expo.
Nearly everyone thought the
fair itself would be tremen­
dously interesting and enter­
taining, and residents singled 
out attractions such as the 
Canada Pavilion, monorail 
and roller-coaster as particular 
draws. Everyone also agreed 
that one day would not be 
enough time to take in all the 
excitement, and perhaps even 








GERRY SHELLEY; “I’m 
going on the 17th. I’m just go­
ing mainly for the roller­
coaster. I’m going to sec 
Rush.”
CATHERINE TRUDELL: 
“I think this province could be 
spending the money on better 
things.”
STAN COOK! “I think Ihc 
controversy i.s just sour 
grapc.s. Wc’rc going to itikc in 
as imicli as wc can in two 
days.”
MIKE NEILSON; “There’s 
going to be lineups, but that 
just means it's a success.” ;
DICK OORE-LANGTON: 
‘It’ll be a great soeijil eveiii,”
STELLY S TRIUMPHED ovor Oak Bay ii\ rugby Monday, puuiiiy tbom into the Howard 
Ruosoll Cup final to bo playod this Friday. Trovor Skakuin and Davo Taylor each scored a 
try for Stolly’s whilo Ron Budlsn kicked two ponaltlos and one convert for a total 1G*3 
score. - .
a -,
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Parent Finders bring families together
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Diana Baldwin and Chris Van 
Zyp have crossed paths many 
times in their lives.
Baldwin was given up for 
adoption by her mother when 
she was born. Years later, she 
gave up her own 11-month-old 
baby daughter for adoption. 
Van Zyp was that baby.
Through Parent Finders, 
Baldwin located her birth- 
mother. Parent Finders is a 
non-profit group which pro­
vides support and aid in sear­
ching for blood relatives. All 
adoption connections are 
welcomed.
She discovered that a doctor 
told her mother she was crippl­
ed at birth. Baldwin wasn’t crip­
pled. “1 wanted to let Mom 
know I was okay.”
She also kept her name with 
Parent Finder’s registry in case 
her own birth-daughter ever 
tried to locate her.
Ironically, Van Zyp grew up 
only a short distance away from 
Baldwin. They later discovered 
many mutual friends and 
aquaintances.
Since the age of 12, Van Zyp 
wanted to locate her birth- 
mother. Her adoptive father 
helped her find Baldwin. 
Through the registry the pair 
were matched up and as a 19th 
birthday present her father an­
nounced Van Zyp’s mother was 
found.
‘T always thought she’d be 
something outrageous, like a 
hooker or a millionaire,” Van 
Zyp said after discovering her 
mother was a homemaker and
hairdresser.
Baldwin wasn’t surprised, 
“She’s what 1 expected because 
1 had her for 11 and a half mon­
ths.” However, it took a while 
to adjust to her new grandson. 
The baby was the image of her 
daughter at the same age and it 
brought back too many 
memories, she said.
Most reunions are good ones, 
said Victoria’s Parent Finders 
president Wanda Pillon. She is 
also an adoptee, raised by a lov­
ing couple who adopted another 
girl.
It took Pillon almost seven 
years to locate her mother. She 
found her birth-name was false 
— “Jones, to boot,” she said. 
She knew her mother was a 
farmer’s daughter '^o she 
telephoned every Jones in B.C. 
Phonebooks narrowing the list 
to farm families and finally, 
through a process of elimina­
tion, located her mother.
Any person connected with 
an adoptee can register with 
Parent Finders. Minors are 
sometimes registered by their 
adoptive families and both 
birth-fathers and birth-mothers 
often register and w'ait for the 
time a child wants to search 
them out.
“Parent Finders is not 
against adoption,” stressed 
Pillon. “It’s wonderful to find 
good homes for babies who 
need them.”
But questions in an adoptee’s 
life often surface for both adop­
tive parents and the child. Files 
in human resource ministries 
are often outdated or lacking in 
information. Finding a natural 
parent or sibling means answers 
for many adoptees.
PA^ON
THE CELEBRATION BEGINS The British 
Columbia Pavilion is open! And the world is beating a path to 
our door to experience the spectacular Most Province of 
Expo 86.
YOU’LL SEE THE BEST — THE FINEST At
the B.C. Pavilion you'll sec the tiniciuc, th.c.UNDlSCGV'iiiU-i! > 
British Columbia. You'll ride the TREES OE D1S(.'',C'V'|-.TV ■ 
giant exliibit towers showcasing “made in B.C." techitology 
— see your own region hrtnighi to life in our B.C. REVUE 
area - and marvel at the majestic landscapes captured in latP' 
DISCOVERY THEATRE SI lOWSCAN EILM
And that’s just lot starlets! lojs entettaineis.. .sitccitil 
events., .submarines.. .daily loggers’ sports,, ,:i lamily 
restaurant...and the best "alter hours ' enteitaitiment at Expo. 
It's till here at the IVC. Comislex tlie latuesi at Expo - for all 
the worKI to see,
IT’S YOUR SHOW Our glass-enclosed Discovery 
B.C, biiikiing is both exhibit aiea ami your "living room" - ti 
T'liice t(^ call voiir own duritig the lair, Ch.allenge B.C,! shows oil 
your lilV'siyle .ind workitig traditions B C.’s economu: stoo, 
and tire partnership that makes it tick 
Nations nearby is the (’lATI lERINt i 
special ceremonie.s.
Colleciiwlv, It’s a place lor all 
lo relax. en)ov and show oil to the
AND ITS YOUK 
STAGE By day, mote ihan S.St’H’i 
British ColuinlnaitN Iroin evety 
region vmII ■perlorm dtii int; liie 
fair. Niglii'iime will see more 
than 100 |rioless|otial B C, 
enieriiiinerson the I'l.A/A t.M'
N’.'M K^NS slage. It s the 
greaiest colleciitui ol B.C. laleni 
in the hisiory of the pir ivincC 
SO COME FOR 
THE FUN! Inshori.thc 
B.C, PAVlhlONis'EI IH pInceto 
Be ai Expo; ior exhihiis, inn,sic, 
enUTtainnieni andn celehiaiii'ii 
ofihiii special B.^ 1, s|'iirii,,





REGIONAL SI lOVVCASE/Carihoo/Chilhtiin Mav U-jiine 7
k'veiiis ate '.laged at the Bandshell and oilier loi.aiiorp wiilnn 
ihe IkC. Pavilion
PROFESSIONAL SHRIES/Evenings on the Plata 
Coneeri Classics
Tues, Evenings, July & Aiig.
B.C. Style H6
Wed. Evenings. July Ang.
B.C. Danceuorks H6
Wed. Eveirings, jnly «N, Aiig.
Jars at the Phn.i
Thins,. Ibenitigs, jtilv & Aug.
Country C hild
Eli. Evenings, July v'-'i. ,Vug,
Rnekin’ on the P Uua
Sat, Evenings, July iv. A'iig.
Pla:a Weidu'tul Concerts
May 2L.M and UV U
l.ook tor daily loggi is spoi n., live ihe.iiif 
at the B.C Ihwne and si.-e. uiK eiemuim 
iiiid in-enisiiaiiv It >> all liai'peiiiiig riglit 
now at (he B l".’ Pas illoii full ileiaih m ila- 
main h.ill oi 1 iveiv B i!







Adoptee mothers often ex­
perience anxiety during 
pregnancy, unable to aquire 
comprehensive medical histories 
on their natural families.
Baldwin noted an un­
fortunate case where a Sidney 
couple married, had children 
with birth defects, then 
discovered husband and wife 
were actually brother and sister. 
Such a tragedy could have been 
avoided through better birth 
family communication, con­
tends Pillon.
Van Zyp noted adoptive
parents often wonder about 
behavior patterns in their 
children. Communication with 
birth families can often give 
clues to inherited behavioral 
traits and case a parent’s mind, 
she said.
Baldwin ciiscovered her talent 
at handicrafts was one enjoyed 
by her birth family. In liei 
adoptive family, tliis talent 
made her odd-man-out.
The tlirec women agreed tliai 
more updated information i.v 
needed in Canada. In Sweden, 
Pillon said, adoptive and birtli
liarents must submit a letter 
each year. A new picture is also 
added lo an adoptee’s file an­
nually.
“The government i.s aware 
there i.s a need out lliere. Eiglit 
out of 10 provinces have 
recogni/ed it by establishing a
registry,” Pillon said.
Baldwin agreed adding, 
“We’re an issue tlie government
doesn’t want to deal witli.” An 
adoptee is treated like a com­
modity for parents in need of 
child yet society forgets tlie 
adoptee’s rights, they said.
Parent Finders V'ictoria 
brancli extends its services to 
Sidney and tlie peninsula area. 
Inquiries can be made to Parent 
Finders, P.O. Box 7051. Depot 
“D”, Victoria B.C., V9B 4Z2, 





• BRAKES • TUNE-UPS 
» LUBE & OIL • SHOCKS 
• FRONT END & 
ENGINE REPAIR 
"For Auto Repair from 
People Who Care"
ART BOLSTERS SONS LTD.
(Proudly serving the community for 39 years)
“SHOWING WE CARE” 
MAY SERVICE DEPT. SPECIAL
CLIP THIS COUPON FOR,,.
10%O off Parts & labour on all automotive repairs
SAINTTAUTOMOTIVELTD.
10025 GALARAN SIDNEY 656-6123
• 5 Fully Licenced 
Mechanics
• 5 Service Bays
• 74 yrs. combined 
experience






For prompt courteous service call
DAVE BOLSTER at 652-1041
W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay




Tues. to Sat. 
May 13 -17, 198b FOODS
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
PRE-HOLIDA Y SA VINOS AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
FRESHEST PRODUCE:
IMPORTED NEW ZEALAND 
GRANNY SMITH
APPLES
GR. ‘A’ BEEF 
CHUCK CROSS
...........kg 1.08 I '^Ib.
RI6









01  UliMUFRYING I CHICKEN
FRESH SIZE 16’s !0
GR. ‘A’ BEEF CHUCK
CROSS RIB STEAK










FRESH CRISP SIZE 30’s
CELERy 'ea.
U.S. SWEET SUNKIST 
SIZE 88 If DORANGES., Js
FRESH LEAN -IRQ
GRGUNDBEEF Ksr. .kg3 5. I
ROYAL BREAKFAST '.J AQSAUSAGES ......  . 5.og r^.
STEWING BEEF kgas.Ti? NO. 1 FRESH PORK:
•CENTRE CUT PORK LOIN CHOPS . . kg 4.391.99 
•END CUT PORK LOIN CHOPS .. . kg 3.73 1.69 lb.
•FRESH PORK TENDERLOIN...... kg 8.80 3.99 lb.
•BONELESS PORK CHOPS ......kg6.59 2.99 Ibv.
•CENTRE CUT PORK LOIN ROAST .... kg 4.39 1.99 lb.
•HAM BUTT END,
•HAM STEAK...... . . . . . . ...g3.3.TPb.
•PARTY STICKS S',®.....500g 1.59 ea. 
•PULLMAN CANNED HAM .. . ....... 10 ? t,n 18.99
•COUNTRY STYLE PORK SPARE RIBE . kg 3.95 1.79 lb. 
•FRESH PORK LIVER OR KIDNEY... . . . . . .  kg 1.08 49*= lb.
FRESH GR. ‘A’ - -
CORNISH GAME 4 49
CHICKEN..... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . »g3.3B 1
SWIFT PREMIUM m
SLICED Ui /y
SIDE 1 » W









KRAFT 500 mL LIQUID
•noLOFN cArsAnSALAD DRESSING ihhjhniYauan
.14 oz. tin
FRESH LOCAL FARM
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DINNER , ....... 225g
VE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS 
MINUTE MAID .4 08
ORANGE JUICE .... ...Ms-mi 1
SARA LEE .J48
•LAYER CAKE ,ASSTED..mg I 
lemenu a'18
• niWKI PR 't t''t'iNU m;,,
I I M 1^ l«i n •awtlt.l * NtlUH juvrj ..................
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Friei^ds, fun & fIf ness af Special Olympics
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Glc'ii McCord is someone to 
admire.
Intcn.se. smiling, he has a sliy, 
sincere nitinncr of speeeli, often 
pausing and then adding “you 
might say.”
Glen is an avid athlete. He’s 
well-liked at his work-place 
where he was instrumental in 
originating a floor hockey team, 
and with his co-workers, swetils
and shouts and laughs at weekly 
practises.
Glen’s parents love to travel 
to the inovince-wide spc'its 
events he’s participated in for 
10 years, hoth in floor liockey 
and cross-country skiing. 
I'hey’re proud to see him stan­
ding on tlie medal-winners dais, 
shtire tlie satisfaction in his 
smile a.s hard training pays ofl.
But not so long ago, Glen 
would have been e.Ncluded from 
organized sport. Now .G, he
Red Oak, Teak, Honduras, Mahogany, etc. — all kiln 
dried in the rough or thickness planed.
PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
WHOLE SALE & RETAIL
may never progress past an 
elementary level of reading and 
writing. 'The bo.\ tluit society 
places Glen and others like him 
in has been called many things, 
and is currently titled “mentally 
handicapped.’’
In the past, Glen and many 
others more visibly “different” 
have been kept otu of organized 
sports. It’s not fair to them, 
went the argument; to them or 
the “nonnal’’ athletes. The 
'Pecial athlete is too “slow” to 
-■omi^ete.
But a few enlightened souls 
.aw something was missing 
iroin a definition of spiort that 
illowed this. Sport is less about 
>om|-iei it ion, they argued, than 
.ibout the joy of friendly com­
munal hard work and hard 
|)lay, teamwork and achieve­
ment by evervone.
Special Olympics was born.
VVhen Glen McCord and his 
tamily moved west to the 
Saanich F-'eninsuhi from Ottawa 
111 198-f, .Special Olymiucs had 
already been a locu-. s)l Cileii’s 




If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it tree of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review's Trading area.
Coiiipaiiy Naiiic Pliom.' Nuinbi.'i
Afliriiii's'-hiealnir;:'! . ...................... nSATisl
(».) Buy V/cvu , ................................................... 052-U443
(c/) B&B Auto Supply Ltd. ... ..........   ...652-5277
(,?8) B & M Construction ................ 656-3180
(29) Camfew Boats........... ..   652-6151
, o, Complete Moving Services Ltd..............552-5126
(csi Factory Sound .........................................656-5341
(. 9) Wm. Mirchoff, Podiatrist ......................656-6711
vii Sidney Sea & Do..................  656-4452
(20) f he Love For Sale Pet Shop ................  656-3314
(CO) The Pop Shoppe....................................656-8612
(.,n Tuites'NTees ........................................ 656-4818
(3!) Ty’s Greeting Cards & Gifts ................ 656-4316




Courtesy The Review 
656-1151
B. (Brian) G. Foi ward
•mo ‘■'Ogio’-ni Gon- ■■ - .
Brinsh Columbia an.)
Region, Federal Busine.ss 
Development Bank is pleased to 
announce the appoiniment of 
Brian Forward to the posilion of 
Manager, Victoria Branch. Brian 
replaces Bob Gray who ha.- 
retired after twenty-four years of 
service with the Bank.
The Victoria Brancii ad­
ministers Ihe area from south of 
Duncan to Victoria, and trom 
Mayne Island io Port Renfrraw.
Ttie Federal Businesss 
Development Bank is a Federal 
Crown Coiporation which pro­
vides a full range ol linantiial and 
rnanagerneni assislance pro­
grams with particular emphasis 
on the needs of small and 
medium sized business.'
ROLLING INTO THE 90’S 
... AND BEYOND
itmaeeswne
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SPRINGWOOD ATHLETES Mary .Manning, front left, Mahjor Bains, front right, Russell 
Townsend rear left, and Glen McCord, rear right, are eagerly awaiting their trip to the 
Special Olympics May 23, 24 and 25 in Katnioops.
numerous medals and liad the 
chance to tour Washington, 
D.C. witli his hockey team.
Perhaps more imiiortantly 
for Glen, the dedication of 
numerous volunteers allowed 
liim the chance for weekly par- 
licipation in orgtinized sports 
and practise year-iound, a facet 
of the Special 01yiTipic.s pro- 
ftram that differentiates it from 
aicccsstu! (jiicc-a-year only 
■I'vciu.s :aich as our local Opera- 
ion rrackshrics.
But Glen worrietl that he 
cii.iio no (Oil; <.i be able it; jxir- 
oimes atter has 
. kept asking his 
mother I'cnc ‘What about 
special t.iivmiiics?’’
U was it joy to L.iicn tmd his 
larniiy vvhen snnultancousiy 
viiii ihctr move to it.t/.. Special 
' flympic.s came to liic province 
;oi the lucsi lia.v.
Glen maiched in the opening 
ceremonies of BC’s first Special 
Olympics and got tlie chance to 
meet then Vancouver Canuck 
i.)ave “Tiger ' Wiliiaac. whose 
pariicipattoa was a kcysioae m 
the event’s success; (Oiieo-ouicc 
said Williams found limc to 
shake hands with every :',lh,i(.-ie 
who attended I. ..
At liic tune of the iVicf k ini’s
help oul. Glen pushed for a 
floor hockey team at Spr- 
ingwood, the residential centre 
for the mentally handicapped 
on Mount Newton Crossroad 
where he works. Irene took on 




GLEN McCORD; someone 
Io admire
arrival in B.C,,, the Special 
Olympics movement was just 
beginning to blossom, and both 
moiher and son stepped in to
SFiu?il.frj0 Sti).
Birthstone of the Month-fcMERALD • GEM OF SPRING’’
Stands lof Love v; 5ul.c: s,-.
Hoioscopo ApHl7inttnMnvi?l‘’t i .nu ur-. | BULL)
I'aufPPns are rlepPfHlRhto, loy,(l, '..rrd ol .sfo. .ijy ..nrj i.aVKi lliT>y .::pi so'iiflinios .
io tiR Stlll.lt'OinOfL-.r'fo,.', risoi .MiiivP
Alternate (firthstones finiMinfu-f ’.a’loo'H-..!-.-,:- Vo.jnoalup* aiuiC-hrysonHiSF'
104-2506 Beacon Ave. 
y Landmark Bldg,
her work, Irene 
linked up with the amazing core 
of volunteers who liad made 
Special Olympics happen in 
B.C. Dean Crawford, whose 
sister Brenda is an athlete in the 
program, found time between 
UVic studies and training in 
rowing for the “other” Olym­
pics to serve as publicity direc­
tor.
Others like chairman 
Maureen Hollis, Flo-Elle Wat­
son and J.Anthony Knorr gave 
up their spare time for the pro­
gram even though they already 
had full-time jobs working with 
the handicapped. Troy Coeur- 
ville. a teenage volunteer, hoped 
to start off a career in the field 
through Special Olympics 
volunteering.
Money for uniforms, travel 
and gym rental was a problem 
for the fledgling program, 
which exists without any signifi­
cant government funding. But 
the Saanich Kiwanis club chip­
ped in with a $300 donation ahcl 
athletes and volunteers worked 
hard together, washing cars, 
selling candy.
Glen had to leave old Special 
Olympics friends behind in Ot­
tawa, hut made new ones at 
Springwood. One friend he’s 
made i.s Mahjor Bains, who, 
like Glen, loves floor hockey. 
But whenever they play, Glen 
has lo stick by Malijor’s side
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TOTS 
May 6
MAKE FIRST DIG for a new tot lot at Pioneer Park,
Brentwood tots 
get ploygroynd
Brentwood kids are getting a 
playground.
ment, 652-4444, or Claire Eben- 
dinger at 652-1509.
A dozen Centra! Saanich 
parents banded together a year 
ago with an idea to create a pre­
schooler play area in Pioneer 
Park.
A f t er a p p r o V a 1 from 
municipal council, volunteers 
began preliminary work last 
week readying the grounds for 
equipment.
Organizer Claire Ebendinger 
says a work bea is slated for the 
la.st weekend in May or the first 
weekend in June.
Thanks to a $2,500 grant 
from Central Saanich, 
volunteers will build sw'ings and 
a natural playground using big 
rocks, logs and the like.
Eventually, says Ebendinger, 
parents hope to construct a log 





PAY FOR 6 WHOLE 
ROUNDSAND GET 
THE REST FOR
“Wc need parent and com­
munity input,” she notes. Both 
manpower, rocks, logs, tools 
and giant-sized tires for a tunnel 
are needed.
Anyone willini?, to help oul 
should contact I'im Richards at 











rOR t IVrSTOCK PPODUCTRS has BffN
EXPANDED
CRITERIA
» MINIMUM 20 BRHiDING BOO COWS OR EWES ON JLIIY 
1S1;A6 « pllRCHASfn MINIMUM 20 TONS OF FFEO ABOVE 
NORMAL NEEDS (MINIMUM AMOUNT Of ITED BOUGHT 
.SEPT 1ST - MAR 31 ST IN EITHER OE T WO PRECEDING YEARS)
PAYMENT
$30 TON ON ADDED TEED REQUIREMENTS, OR $30 HEAD 
WHICHEVER IS I ESS
, APPLICATION DrtTAILS 




Provtneo ol nrhlf3.h ColuinEila
Minitdry oi AgnciilpirP and Eond 
I Top I ,M. WniorlatKl. Mmitelor
Handicapped in Special Olympics
Continued from Page A12
and lap his shoulder when the 
whistle blows - Malijor is deaf.
What’s ne.xt? Glen and Mah­
jor w'ill be two of 36 athletes at­
tending B.C.’s second Special 
Olympics May 23, 24 and 25 in 
Kamloops. Two years of prac­
tise will climax in a hectic, fun- 
crarnmed weekend, event finals, 
a bustling dinner and dance for
the athletes from all oser the 
province.
As Glen and others complete 
their final practises before the 
event tlial w'ill be a higliliglu of 
their lives, it’s worth reflecting 
on the fact that not ihat long 
ago they would have been 
denied the chance to participate 
in organized sports.
ing as a coach, organizer or in Olymihcs can call Irene McCord 
any other capacity for Special at 652-0188.
mmmmmsiii




DUTCH GOUDA .. 
POTATO SALAD..
Inquire about our:
• Party Trays* Meat or Cheese
• Homemade Pies • Sausage Rolls
• Sausages • Meat Loaf« Salads 
SPECIALS for May 15,16, l7»-.»-—
WIN A
VJ„P, 86
390 coupons (up to $750 value)
Tins book contains coupons for lino dining, casual dining, take­
out. attractions. Itieatre. .sports, s'ervices and n'lucd more in Vic­
toria, the Saanich Peninsula and Vancouvoi,
.=^3^°lb.
2359 BEACON AVE. For reservations 656-4115
A DRAW WILL BE MADE EVERY WEEK FOR THE 
NEXT 5 WEEKS, TO BE DRAWN ON MONDAYS
AT TO.00 A.M. No purchase necessary.













WHILE STOCKS LAST 





QUADRA AND TlLLUCUW 
MON.-SAT. 8A.M.-9P.M. SUN.S-6
SAANICHTON
SllN.9-7. SAT. i MON. S-7. TUES.-FRI. 9-9 
SIDNEY
SAT.-TUES.S-t. WEO.-FRl. 9-9
OAKCREST #1 - 3475 QUADRA ST., OAKCREST #2 - 3400 TILLICUM, OAKCREST /#3 - 9819 5TH ST. SIDNEY, OAKCREST ^4 - 7816 E. SAANICH RD.














































/" CUTFRWGRADE‘A'BEEF "'i CUT FROM GRADE‘A’BEEF 1 FROM B.C. WATER
OVEN BONELESS FRESH
ROASTS STEAKS COL FILLETS
SHELLBONE a Ok
EYE OF ROUND fg Rfi
TOP ROUND / 11 M
lb. fciE^S%'g









































CORNED BEEF lb, 2.49 
COTTAGE ROLLS ib, 1.89 
COOKED HAM .SLICED I75g1.29 
ASSORTED COLD MEATS 1759 89" 
DEVON BACON sricAd SOOg 1.69 
FRESH FULLY COOKED BUTT lb. 1.0 9 
HAM SHANK lb.99" 
HAM STEAKS ib.1.79”: 
















BA® 8 NECKS 
VICTOBIADAV 9AI-8PIII
FRESH REGULAR FROM B.C. WATERS GRADE ‘U’ WHOLE
GROUND FRESH FRESH
BEEF HALIBUT CHICKEN
lb. 00 Kfl CHUNKS Ib. 2.99f,,r,ni„, 




i y S big 
Limit 1 lb.
10
U.S. FANCY A \
NAVEL 56’a ^ bSWEET J}
ORANGES M
U.S. NO. 1 FRESH
yOUNG Me BROCCOLI .39.
kg
FRESH LOCAL NO. 1
CAULIFLOWER- 99^
CALIFORNIA CHOICE /
I.ARQE SIZE 115’« - 1 /JUICY 5 
LEMONS 95^
451
U.S, NO. 1 n
SNAP TOP ■ 1 7BULK o'! 
CARROTS 891
PANAMA SELECT






15 DAYS AND 
13 NIGHTS mm INCLUDING ACCOMMODATION. YOU WILL VISIT MONO KONG, nriJUNG, GUANG ZHOU, GUILIN, SHANGHAI, AND XIAN, rEA-Tunc CRiJisi -THi: 1.1 RivriT" sponsorld nv OAKcrirsT rOODG, KELLOGG'S SALADA POODS, niCNCH'S MUSTARDS AND SAUOrS, QUAKER PRODUCTS. l-NTRY FORMS IN ALL OAKCRKST rOOn STORES,WINNrn WILL RE ANNOUNCED IN NEXT WEEK'S PAPER EXPO MORE WEEKL'f TICKET WINNERSM. TmutUir*N. Torrimi fJ, CookJ. fititt P. Cariwimt A. All«n ‘M. M. Cunifiqri4mt), ./iihpi*N. I)M«A, Hi}r«k Li. Newull J Cniwtil
SCOTT PAPER PRODUCTS
PUREX TOILET TISSUE 




































QUAKER BRAND FINE PRODUCTS
jI.39 harvest crunch CEREAL 
,,95' CAPT. crunch cereal 
,1.79 PAMPER CAT FOOD 




CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP 
BAGGIES SANDWICH BAGS 







Iks ISLAND FARMS FAMILY PAK
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WESTVAIE FR02l;N 1 kg
MIXED
GREEN GIANT VEGETABLES
•SWEETLET PEAS ‘FRENCH 
BEANS ‘SEASONED BEANS
‘CUT GREEN BEANS ,« ...
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a whole new point of view
in British Columbia
W-:y^
• TO PRINCE GEORGE
One of the most outstanding auto routes in the 
world is now yours to explore. Phase I of the magnif­
icent Coquihalla Highvi/ay joins the Fraser Canyon 
and the Hope-Princeton routes as a third gateway 
into British Columbia’s vast Interior. From Hope to 
Merritt, and connecting to Kamloops, the Coquihalla 
opens up some of Canada’s most spectacular 








This four-lane, 115 km (71 mi) divided freeway 
offers more than magnificent scenery. By making the 
Interior more easily accessible, the expanded high- 
Vi/ay system is helping encourage commercial devel­





Wildlife and unrivalled scenery abound in the area, 
so be sure to bring your camera and plenty of film. 
Pack a picnic basket to enjoy at one of the convenient 
rest stops along the way. However, there are no gas 





First explored hy the Hudson's Bay Company the 
Coquihalla Pass was the sole domain of irappers, 
hunters and fur traders until the late 185()'s, when 
prospectors entered ihe area in search of gold. The 
Pass later saw ihe Kettle Valley railway iin& put through 
and, after it was closed in 1960, iwo major pipelines, 
one oil, one natural gas, were developed along with 
local logging operations. Now, with touring and 
commercial drivers discovering this fast new route to 





Engineering feats as 
spectacular as the scenery
Avalanche zones. Rockslide areas. Delicate eco­
systems. Raging rivers. Those are just some of the 
concerns addressed by the men and women who built 
the Coquihalla.
As you travel this route, note the stands of timber 
that have been left to maintain scenic beauty and to offer 
protection against avalanches. “Avalaunchers" (artillery 
guns mounted on tracked snow vehicles) are used to 
release avalanches under controlled conditions, thus 
reducing any threat of them occurring along the high­
way. Special bridge footings are placed well above 
stream beds in areas where flooding is common. Excep­
tional care was taken to ensure the environment and 
wildlife of the area were well looked after during and after 
construction. For instance, sections of three rivers were 
actually relocated. 10,000 fish were retrieved from the
PENTICTON rivers.
Phase II and Phase III to come!
The Coquihalla Highway between H' 
is just the first phase of a road construction project
Coquihalla Toll Plaza is located 60 km West of 
Merritt and 55 km East of Hope,
SHAVING TIME - SAVING MONEY
« Phase I - Hope to Merritt is 115 kilometres (71 
miles) - four lanes, divided highway with extra 
kanes on grades. ' '
• Ftosled speed limit is 100 km/h,
» Planning the Coquihalla began in theilate 
.1960's to relieve future traffic,congoatlon on 
the f lopo -Princeton and the Fraser Canyon,
• Cuinitniclion was aeceloraten in 19B4 to bo 
comploted in lime for EXPO 06. '' ,
• Constmciton cieated more than 26,000 d(r^'*r,f 
and indirect lobs, ' e
«■ Tho,^ distance brHwoon Kamloops and Win- 
iS (ui loi l„*y 06 Miijt I (titiiisSaving 
one hoi,)r in driving time, Millions o| dollars will 
bo saved eacli year in vehicle opor/iting costs '' 
for commercial and rera'ealionni rliiuors
FARES VEHICLES
$ 3 Cor, Rocrontionni vehir.lo, 




Tractor A Tandem 
Somi Trailer,
Tandom Tractor ft 3 axle 
Corntsinallon Units
PAYMENT: Canadian/U,S, cash or toll tickets.
Over 6000 kg
? axles $16 
3 axles $24 
>1..5 .axles $32
6+ axles $40
Coquihalla another 75 km (46 mi) to Kamloops. Tlie 
drive from Hope to Kamloops will then be 80 km (50 mi) 
shorter than before the Coquihalla was built, The 
completion of Phase III, will see the Coquihalla Highway
sporintion
TOLL TICKETS: t hook (12 tickets) $3(1,00 
Available al the Toll Booth and following Ministry of' 
and Highways Offices;
3309 Vogiit 3lroni, E3ag 4500, Merritt VOK 2B0 
523 Columbia Stroot, Kamloops V2C 2T9 
9369 Mill Street, Chilliwack V2P 4N3 
309 ~ fith Stroot, Now Westminster V3L SA7 
9-10 Blanshard Street, Victoria VfiW 3EG
MAIL ORbERS: Certified cheque or money order only, made 
payable to Minister of Finance.
"In British Columhia, 
maintaining and improving 
our transportation system 
has always played a key 
role in the development of 
our economic potential. 
Like each of the other 
routes Into the Interior, the 
Coquihalla will help open 
the door to growth and 
now iimistmonf."
:i,4
Hon. Bill Bonnell, Premier
Drive Coquihalla circle tours
With the Coquihalla opening, you can enjoy circle 
tours using all three highways -- the Fraser Canyon, the 
HoiPO-PrinGeton anri the Coquil'lalla, The Fraser Canyon 
higfiw'ay with its spectocular scenic viewpoints and 
world-famous Hell’s Gate. Circle Ihrougti Kamloops via 
Cache Creek, for a rest and excellont dining, Thfj 
goiyuouh Hupu-Pidic.elon Ihiuuyh wildly huouliful 
Manning F^nrk, a stop in bustling Princeton, by Itie Sirnil-
ranches and nearby Inkers teaming with rainbow trout, 
Plan a circle tour driving the Coquihalla one way. Ai 
incicdihlo oxporience tor your visitors tt'iis surnmor,
WAJa'
Hon, A|ox V. Fraser, Minister
MMI







He’s a familiar sighi around Sidney — at schools, at 
neighborhood meetings, and on the sidelines at baseball 
games.
For his long-standing dedication to the community, Sidney 
RCMP Cst. George Braithwaitc was recently presented with 
the prestigious Police Community Service Award by the Im­
perial Order of Daughters of the Empire.
The honor is awarded annually to the top-rated police con­
stable in British Columbia who contributes the most to crime 
prevention projects and police/cominunity relations.
A Mountie for 17 years, Braithwaitc was posted to Sidney 
11 years ago. During the past decade, he initiated and took 
charge of several community projects in addition to his nor­
mal workload.
Block Parents, Neighborhood Watch, the bike rodeo and 
school visits to promote safety are among his special interests.
Surprised but pleased with the award, Braithwaitc says the 
extra effort “was really worthwhile.”
“There’s been a drastic change in the general attitude 
towards the police and people are more knowledgeable about 
safeguarding their homes,” he says. “People will phone in 
now if they see something strange around a neighbor’s home. 
That’s great. It gives us more eyes in the community.”
Maybe more importantly, Braithwaite’s genuine intere.stt 
and patience paid off with the younger set.
“The kids have been great. There’s more respect and more 
co-operation from the kids. And it works both ways. Police 
are not the mysterious tough guys anymore.”
Cst. Steve Grant recently took over the local RC.MP com­
munity service role, but Braithwaitc plans to keep his hand in 
community activities through coaching softball.
And as for the recognition? “You don’t expect it, but it’s 
nice,” he says.
And well deserved.
now; l:o resor've 
, yo ^ s (::>a ■ cri I c:? I ci s o s
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1 HR. LESSONS AT CENTENNIAL PARK
Two automobiles were stolen 
and at least 12 were ransacked 
in an auto-burglary spree in 
Central Saanich last weekend.
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles says the spree ap­
pears to be the work of the same 
individual or group striking 
unlocked vehicles in the Wood­
ward Drive and Sunnyslope 
Drive areas.
Both stolen vehicles, a 1973 
Chevrolet stationwagon taken 
from Sunnyslope Drive and an 
old window sail taken from 
Benvenuto Avenue, were found 
abandoned in the area, each 
with minor damage. Both 
presented easy targets for 
thieves as they were left unlock­
ed with the iiuiitions on.
“It appears people are leav­
ing their cars insecure and 
they’re getting rifled,” Miles 
said. “And if the thieves find 
the keys in the car, then they’re 
taking it.”
The perpetrators hit only 
unlocked automobiles, said 
Miles, and took everything of 
value. He cautioned area 
residents to be on the look-out 
as burglars were even striking 
vehicles parked in carports and 
driveways.
In other Central Saanich 
Police news, an investigation is 
also continuing into a Holly 
Park Road burglary on the 
night of May 10. The 
perpetrator entered through an 
unlocked rear door and stole 
$150 from a purse on the kit­
chen tabic.
THEFTS
Police arc also seeking the 
thief who made off with $150 
worth of charter fishing equip­
ment from a boat at Canoe 
Cove .Marina May 6.
North Saanich Middle School 
report they are missing a $300 
clarinet with case.
A local gardener would like 
to find the person who stole a 
red rhododendron bush tmd 
crabapple tree from her gtirden 
Mav 9.
Music
3 Sessions Monday & 
Wednesday
4- 5 pm — Children’s 
Beginners
5- 6 pm — Children's 
Intermediate
6- 7 pm — Adult
Saturday 
12-1 — Children’s 
Beginner
1- 2 — Children’s 
Intermediate









Sidney Mtiyor Norma Sealey 
says it is “highly likely” the 
Victoria Conservatory of Music 
will shortly be offering pro­
gramming in the Sidney area.
Sealey told council May 12 
she met with a conservatory 
representative last week to look 
at available sites for programm­
ing.
ASSAULT
An argument between a 
separated couple that turned in­
to a shoving match led to an 
assault charge laid last 
weekend.
A 37-year-old local man was 
charged with common assault 
after the May 10 incident on the 
Resthaven Drive government 
wharf.
WILFUL D.AMAGE
Sidney RCMP are searching 
for vandals who wreaked $250 
damage to the interior of the 
Willis Point Recreation Centre, 
after a centre door was in- 
advertentlv left unlocked May 
4.'







BIRTHDAY PARTY AND OPEN HOUSE 
SAT. MAY 24, 2-4 p.m.
Refreshments, prizes, iTusic 
Children's Entertainer
PAT CARFRA 2:30 - 3:3Q p.m.
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Solid Colour Stolhs ' •
Oil or Acrylic Latex Stains 
SGmirrranoparent Stains 
Large colour selection V
SET.
SEILCTION OF $6.99 /srGIANT'
WAI.LPAPFTL ,. ■ •
PROTECTION PLUS 




patio SET 3.Pieco 
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PAININ’PAPER
SALE DATES: MAY 2ND TO MAY. 25VH. 1906
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PRICES
A ten member advisory 
committee checks our prices in 
comparison to 9 area stores 
every week. We can guarantee 
your grocery purchases to be 
the lowest by average total food 
biil than our competitors. Plus 
























If a store was to pick its 
strongest feature, ours would be 
our friendly, helpful, courteous 





J Coupon valid May 14 to 17,1986. Not 
I redeemable for cash. Limit one coupon 
i per customer. j
"Sxpect'^e^esfi"
■ At Co-Op Food Centre we just 
^ j|| don’t commit to be the best in 
ill words. We really mean it.
The^esf!
m
My Commitment is where quality and price 
meet to give you value for your shopping 










Reg. 99' ea. ea.
LOCAL
HOT HOUSE










Reg. 5.48kg 2.49 lb. 0.94 kg
y.']
I am just a friendly person who really 
understands the customers demand for high 
quality, well trimmed meat at a competive 
price. We offer complete butcher services; 
custom orders big or small — complete 



































Come in an experience our commitment to 






SAY GOOD MORNING 
TO THIS 
HOLIDAY
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?!: COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE* COMPLETE PATIENT PROFILE
* DRUG INTERACTION CHECK
* PATIENT INFORMATION DATA
* FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY
656-1148
Pasf and future seen by local psychic
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
According to psychic Corlyn 
Cierman, the future looks pret­
ty positive.
Cierman, 44, recently moved 
to Sidney from the Sunshine 
Coast. Far from the steroptyped 
gypsy with a glass ball and 
spangle earrings, Cierman ap­
peared modish in her plum col­
ored blouse, sipping tea at tlie 
Carrington Tea Room.
Everyone has a certain level 
of psychic awareness, she said, 
but some people have more than 
others. One might recall in­
stances of deja-vue, or an in­
tuitive premonition that sug­
gested you call home or a 
friend. Most of us have that 
much psychic evolvement, she 
said.
Cierman was aware of her 
abilities from an early age but 
began developing them only 15 
years ago. Her abilities are God- 
given, she maintains, derived 
from a superior being. “You 
can use your psychic abilities 
for anything, but if you use 
them in service to humanity you 
get the guidance.”
Through a method called 
psychometry, using an object 
belonging to the subject to 
receive vibrations, Cierman 
outlined my future. She usually 
uses keys or a piece of jewelry. 
The object cannot be plastic, 
she stressed. ! gave her my key 
chain.
Rubbing them between her 
palms and concentrating, Cier­
man drew a personality profile. 
There was a lot of merit in what
she had to say: “You’re 
energetic and peck at things like 
a little bird, but you live in your 
own little world too.”
(True. Like a child, 1 usually 
don’t concentrate on any one 
thing extensively and drop out 
of the mainstream frequently to 
daydream on all levels.)
My subconscious is quite hap­
py to have this buffer to the real 
world, she noted. “Up-front 
stuff is boring to you — static 
— you retreat back into the 
other cosmic. . . You need time 
for reflection; that’s where you 
revitalize yourself.”
However, I’m not totally 
lacadasical. Cierman said 1 am 
conscientious; didn’t like big 
cities (debatable: I love Van­
couver and Boston); and am 
old-fashioned (probably true).
Also she sensed I like soft 
things and there were vibrations 
of a musical talent. Piano, 
perhaps. I played guitar years 
ago I told her. She said she sens­
ed an image of a guitar and 
noted I would take music up 
again as it is important to me.
Cierman concentrated again, 
the keys still in her hand. There 
was an image of a small reddish- 
brown dog; certain vibrations 
of a dog you like, she said. 
Smooth-haired and small 
enough to pick up, with perky 
terrier-type ears and very short 
legs.
(deceased), the collie waiting 
outside the tearoom (perky 
ears), and two dachsunds own­
ed a friend (very short legs).
She continued. There was an 
image of pillows with lace 
around the edge. . . “for your 
bedroom — to fluff it up and 
make it soft. Your home is your 
sanctuary.” Cierman sensed 1 
am careful who 1 allow into my 
home, guarding my sanctuary. 
Even if they are physically 
allowed in, “You will put up a 
mental barrier.” (Very true. 
Although 1 am a proponent of 
good ol’ Southern hospitality, 1 
frequently get very stiff and for­
mal with even the politest intru­





like a little 
bird.,.”
1 grinned, not any animal of 
my aquaintance but a con­
glomeration of dogs I knew. 
Was that possible, I asked. 
Cierman affirmed. Apparently 
the image was a combination of 
my beloved brown spaniel
Cierman had an image of an 
orchard: small fruit trees — a 
later fruition was signified. 
However, to achieve this frui­
tion I would need to be more 
assertive. “Strong and powerful 
people ^— you attract them —- 
they overpower ■— you will have 
to learn assertion. It’s not easy 
but it’s worthwhile.” (True 
again; my middle name is mush, 
and I don’t trust my own, usual­
ly sound judgment.)
“You can be on the warpath 
if you have to be,” she added. 
Well, yes, my Irish temper is in­
famous in some circles. Cier­
man advised, “Let your inner 
sense of humor come out more. 
You will find people lo laugh 
with here (SidneyT • • 1 feel 
you’ll be comfortable here, see­
ing things, a pretty teacup in a 
window will take the pressure 
off.”
Cierman stared for a few 
moments. 1 noted she seemed a 
bit tired.
A woman in my past, she 
said, “bakes bread . . . wants 
you to eat better. Sometimes she 
wants to give you a thump.” 
Cierman interproied. The 
woman’s image had a top-knot 
coiffure with hair loosened lo 
halo her face. She was small and 
feisty. “She wants to help you 
fight.” Cierman said tlie 
woman tried tapping my left 
shoulder but so fi«r couldn’t get 
through.
“She says your parents didn’t 
instill enough fight in you. You 
need to stand up for yourself 
and be counted.” The woman 
drove a black carriage w’ith a 
reddish or bay horse.
Cierman continued. “(The 
w'oman) had no time to fuss. 
She had to run a farm. She was 
a great organizer. You’ll be a 
good organizer.”
If this were true, 1 surmised 
the woman was one of my great­
grandmothers. We never met, 
the psychic assurred me. Well, 
there had been a small feisty 
French great-grandmother who 
had been chatelaine of a large 
ranch in the B.C. interior. My 
mother always described her as 
Tweety Bird’s granny friend 
with a lop-knot hairdo and a 
temper.
The other possibility 1 based 
on an old wedding portrait of 
another great-grandmother. As 
a reverend’s wife she did a lot of 
organizing and driving around 
(in a black carriage?). She wore 
her hair like a halo and w'as 
pretty determined in her day, 
too.
One of these assertive ladies 
was going to help me find the 
backbone to ensure I got a raise. 
My boss would be thrilled, 1 
said.
Cierman rubbed the keys 
again, “Enjoy your summer. 
You’re in the right place at the 
right time. Bring yourself back 
to containment again.”
She took another break, as 
she tires if too many fortunes 
are told in a day. Then, concen­
trating again, an image of a 
large black cat came into her 
view. It will be in my future, she 
said. It’s very mellow by nature, 
a large animal, with a patchy 
patterned face. The image rais­
ed its paw' in a gesture, a 
recognizable feature, she said.
Weil, the very petit and 
possessive ginger feline who 
currently lounges on my couch 
might have someihing to say 
about that!
Cierman closed her eyes. For­
thcoming was all the really per­
tinent stuff I was anxious to 
learn. (By now' my reporter’s 
skepticism had almost com­
pletely worn off in fascination.)
Any problems at work will 
smooth; shifting and 
reorganization will carry on. 
She saw at least one computer in 
an image. “Things are done 
‘long-hand’ and will become 
‘short-hand’. It’s a place where 
people don’t want to change. By 
the end of 1986 or 1987 things 
will be smoother.”
She predicts I’ll go on lo do 
.something completely different 
in four or five years. There were 
images of children and puppets. 
Puppets relate to some acting 
ability within me.
I noted she had nothing 
negative to say. Was this a sign 
of a hoax? I have no negative 
vibrations, (’ierman countered. 
“You haven't got a bad bone in
your body. 'I'our motives arc 
basically good. . . This is a 
period in your life to work on, 
and be happy with yourself.”
In two or three years 1 would 
feel stronger and better. ,A.n ad­
ded bonus: Cierman noted I
would be lucky enough to age 
gracefully — the secret passion 
of any woman.
“Everything you get, you 
have to earn. Then it’s yours for 
good,” she concluded.
Wow!
PSYCHIC FORTUNE teller Corlyn Cierman takes time out 
for a sip of tea.
Sell-kiiowledge
Corlyn Cierman .stressed the use of p.sychic plienomena I 
should bi; regarded as a way to learn about yourself. 1;:;
Wdicther you choo.se lo visit a fortune teller, read tarot i 
cards, swirl teacups, or draw up a horoscope, she said, these iji; 
are all aids lo self-knowledge. %
Cicriniin can’t tell a person about specific things that might iii 
happen, but through a psychic connection with other beingsK 
she experiences images to portray. :j:
1 hrotigh negative thinking a person ctui program::; 
lhem,selves into unfortunate events, she explained. “It’s im-:i: 
porlant lo learn about yourself — these are vehicles to know- 
ing your.'ielf.” •j:;
It is always up lo the subject involved lo use the informa- ij; 
lion wisely.
Cierniim wants lo go on to learning a higher level of psychic iji 
eoinnunticaiions. I his will reciuire some personal mental 
house-cleaning, she stiid, but life in .Sidney feels very promis- 
ing to her, “I came here and fell like I’d died and gone to 
heaven," She’ll continue to tell fortunes in the tearoom foi ij'; 
the next few months. “I’m comfurltihle hete. we’ll .see how j:; 
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•LAUNDROMATS
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Steady atm needed for pistol champ
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Canadian Ladies Air i^isiol 
Champion Trudy 13anard is 
leaving for Suhl East Germany 
this Friday.
D a n a r d. from C e n t r a I 
Saanich, is part of a group who 
will assess the Suhl range to be 
used in the World Shooting 
Championships this September.
The 35-year-old homemaker 
took up competitive shooting in 
1978. She discovered the sport 
after reading a bulletin about a 
Pacific Coast Rifle Association 
shoot and decided to give it a 
try.
Since then, Danard has ac­
cumulated many awards and 
championships. She is the 1985 
B.C. Ladies Air Pistol and 
Ladies Sport Pistol Champion. 
She is second nation-wide in 
sport pistol and tied third in air 
pistol at the 1985 Championship 
of the Americas. Her ultimate 
goal now, is to train for the 
1988 Olympics in SoeuL Korea.
Precision shooting requires 
stringent mental practice and 
concentration, Danard said. 
‘It’s more fun watching grass
grow!”
About 90 per cent of 
competition-level air and sport 
pistol shooting involves mental 
preparation. Danard spends at 
least one hour each day honing 
mental rela.xation and concen­
tration techniques. She also at­
tended the University of Vic­
toria for sport psychology in­
struction.
Danard fits in practice time 
around the care of her four- 
year-old son. She manages to 
shoot at least twice each week. 
During each practice she sets a 
specific goal to achieve during 
her flour at the range. One ses­
sion might concentrate on trig­
ger control, while keeping all 
other components of an ac­
curate shoot in line, she said.
She liasn ’ t had much 
coaching; her husband Keith 
has played a part, plus some 
help from coach Art Tomsett. 
However, most of the work that 
goes into developing champion­
ship skills ccomes from 
dedicated independent practice.
And financing the sport is 
derived mostly from the family 
budget. Although some travel 
costs are paid by government
sport funding, Danard is 
responsible for the bulk of e.\- 
penses. Since Canadian L.inda 
Thom won the gold ai the 1984 
Olympics, Tomsett notes, more 
funding for sport shooting i.s 
available for international level 
competitors.
One reason for poor sport 
funding is the low numbers of 
shoot spectators, Danard e.v- 
plained. Canadian sport funds 
are not spent on events with low 
spectator appeal.
In order to go to the nationals 
in Granby, Quebec Danard bor­
rowed money from her parents. 
To augment competition dollars 
she also sold a rifle and case 
plus a scuba diving tank.
During practice Danard is all 
business. Air pistol shots are 
traumatic on the ear drums so 
she wears double protection, 
ear-plugs and head-phone-type 
muffs, to block the sound. 
“Ears are so important; you on­
ly have one set of them.”
Every move is quiet, routine 
and deliberate. F'or each shot 
she takes a stable, comfortable, 
sideways stance. To keep both
shoulders level — just one ele­
ment in accurate aim — her free 
hand is tucked in her belt or 
pocket.
Before taking a bead on the 
target, Danard pauses. In the 
ne.xt few moments she takes two 
deep breaths and visualizes the 
front sight of her pistol. She 
creates a positive start-to-finish 
mental picture of the shot she is 
taking. The positive image helps 
her body physically prepare for 
the immediate task. When 
ready, Danard takes aim with a 
steady hand and fires.
She repeats this process for 
each shot.
Keeping a steady aim requires 
fine-tuned arm strength. 
Danard lifts weights regularly to 
enhance her shooting accuracy. 
According to U.S. Olympic 
shooting team trainer and 
physiotherapist Charles Moyer, 
she’s doing everything right.
Her weight trainer, Cindy 
McKenzie, developed a totally 
comprehensive program based 
on Moyer’s findings.
“He said he couldn’t add 
anything Cindy hadn’t 
covered.”
Danard also enjoys swimm­
ing, and it isn’t surprising that 
her other hobbies encompass 
sewing and petit-point, ac­
tivities requiring thoroughness 
and accuracy.
She loves the challenge of 
competitive shooting and 
stresses it is not a defeminizing 
sport. After her trip to Suhl, 
Danard plans to attend the 
Canadain Handgun Champion­
ships in Edmonton, Alberta, 





1975 FORD GRAN TORINO 4 door 
Sedan. Clean reliable transportation
............................................Special '995
1982 FORD GRANADA “L” 4 door 
Sedan, 6 cyl. auto with air 
conditioning. Only 40,000 miles . .'6995
1977 HONDA ACCORD 2 door 
automatic Hatchback. Low miles.
Lovely conditin...............................^3995
1978 TOYOTA CELICA G.T. 5 speed
Liftback. White in color. Low miles. 
Extra clean ..................  *4995
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE 4 door
Sedan. Slant 6 automatic. Only 62,000 
original miles ................................ *2995
1978 FORD COURIER 4 Speed, Long 
Box Pick-Up. Only 65,000 miles ,. '2995
WE ALSO GUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
•TRADES WELCOME‘BANK FINANCING 






Rates from *6®* A Day 
658-6353











Ride for your life.
Fifty to 60 Vancouver Island Tour Riders will be part of a 
motoreycle motorcade touring through .Sidney for their sixth 
annual rally May 23-25.
More than ju.sl a social event, ilie annual ttmr is also a 
charity fundraiser. In 1985, riders donated SLOOt) 10 the 
Cardio-pulmonary Rcsusiiation .Society.
Publicity manager Brian .Scliarbach said this year’s funds 
will go to help educate people about motorcycle safety.
Motorcycle rider training courses .sponsored by tlie Van­
couver Island Safety Council will be augmenicd by rally 
funcis. For new riders there are licence ceriificaiion cmnses: 
Novice Rider Course and Traffic Skills.
F.xpericnccd riders can refine their skills with special 
courses to refresh and updtiie the an of staying safe on two 
wlieels.
After the moiorcnde May .75, moioicyclc riders arc invited 
to show up :ii the '['ravel .odge for a rider skill c\ alnaiion.
T'he rally iiliriicts ritlcM's from all over die coa.>l. Seliarbaeh 
said, adding that a lol ol eiillmsiasni is generaieri liy 
Portland, Oregon parliciiianls and riders from Taeonia, 
Washington, Rally riders fiom Cliiliiwack ;uid up-Island 
Coinox way are also expected.
The weekentl itinerary incliKies a Mystery Run, May .24, 
pins a barbeque ani.l dance, Mid-afternoon on May 2.5 diere 
will be a picnic and inoioirc^’clc event at Ceiiiennial Park.
FABRICARE
ON SALE
Direct charters from Vancouver J -M
SIDNEYTO SOOKE SINCE 1973
Family Operated
» Carpets beautifully cleaned dry 
» Upholstery expertly cleaned
WMKnMwiai
Pi « 656-5943 
• 383-8621
\ Anytime
\\'^AN\'Y Wo respect your privacy 




the price of »
2>
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE
2: ' ‘At the Emerald Isle' ’
656-0905
1112-2310 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. VdL 1X2





farmer applications for the 
1985 PARTI AI. INTEREST 
REIMBURSEMENT
PROGIiAM
the "better hde’'of Monroe * 
m shocks ond struts. But
offer expires Moy51,1986.
T'o ho biositnark
May Bt . 198B to;
Agricultural FInanco Branch
B.G. Ministry ot Agricuiiuro nnd Food 
Victoria. B C, V8W 2,?7
If YOU don't agree, in 60days, that Monroe* 
gas shocks or st ruts give voii the best 
ride vou've ever had, Monroe' will 
replace them, at no charge, with 
any comparably priced products.
See ymir dealer for dot alls
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By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Team WestCoast will be one 
of more than 70 running teams 
competing in the Courtenay to 
Victoria relay this weekend.
The 12-member Sidney-based 
team will run in the Pre-Masters 
(35-40 years) mixed category. 
“We’re looking forward to this 
big relay,’’ said team 
spokesman Wayne Coulson. 
“It’s something we’ve really 
trained for.’’
Running with a group adds 
inspiration to training. “It 
becomes a commitment, but 
makes it easier. Knowing a 
group depends on you leads to 
better self-discipline,’’ he said.
There are not many mixed 
teams in the relay, which puts 
the eight-man, four-woman 
crew in a unique category. 
Coulson said it’s difficult to 
speculate on where they will 
place at the Victoria finish line.
Each leg of the relay will be 
eight to 12 kilometres including 
a stint over the Malahat. Team 
WestCoast was one of the first 
teams entered for the inaugura­
tion of the event.
LITTLE GUYS ’er tough too, 
spend time in the penalty box.
and tough lacrosse players
Representatives of 146 
Pentecostal churches in British 
Columbia and the Yukon issued 
a strong protest to Canadian 
Justice Minister John Crosbie 
over proposed legislation gover­
ning pornography laws.
Reacting to recommendations 
of the Fraser Committee 
l^cport. British Columbia chur­
ches are protesting the omissioti 
of reference to specific fortns of 
explicit sexual behavior which, 
say the Peniecostals. liavc 
“dcgratling and devast ing ef­
fects on both victims attd of­
fenders, regarclless of age.”
In addition to ctilling for slif- 
fer sanctions anti petialtics for 
sex offenders generally, the 
churches iccogni/.ed ;i need to 
review processes dctilittg with 
the rehabilitiuion and restovti- 
tioti oi laiiillies, pai ticiilai 1> 
where sexital abitse itt the form 
of incest is indicated.
Atteiuling the conference 
ftoin Sidney, Bientwood Bay 
were Rev, Dave ll.'utser. Rev. J, 
Ncllleion attd Itiv aJelegiitcs
William and Helen Sommerfeld 
from Sidney Pentecostal and 
Oldfield Road Gospel Chapel.
Day One of Coors Island 
Relay covers from Courtenay to 
Nanaimo. The race to Victoria 
concludes on Sunday, Day 
Two. It was the major incentive 
for Team WestCoast training 
.sessions in 1986, Coulson 
noted.
The runners are eighth place 
out of 16 teams in race series 
standings this season. Dennis 
Sutton is a consistent com­
petitor who places well in in­
dividual events, while Barb 
Ringstad won a most-improved 
award plus fourth in pre­
masters womens division of the 
Vancouver Island 1986 race 
series.
Other team members are: 
Chris Bateman, Mike Giles, 
Alan Gray, Bill Hingley, Norm 
Ringstad, Dave Roach, Jaqui 
Coulson, Deana Gray and 
Marilyn Sutton.
The running team was started 
following a Victoria marathon 
clinic in 1983. Five original 
members plus friends and wives 
continued on to run for fun and 
fitness.
They work without a coach, 
each researching training 
techniques and diets. Experts 
recommend runners compete in. 
just one or two marathons per 
season, which can stifle en­
thusiasm for training, Coulson 
noted. Competing in a variety 
of races keeps runners 
motivated and interested.
“The great thing about the 
team is the motivation.” agreed 
wife Jaqui Coulson. A very im­
portant aspect of Team 
WestCoast was the friendships 
developed, she added. F.ach 
member takes a turn hosting 
Saturday morning run sessions. 
Each host provides a big 
breakfast with a house Special­
ty-
Experimenting with a 
nutritious runner’s diet is all 
part of high calibre competi­
tion.
For the first two years they 
tried a protein-deplclion-carbo- 
loading system. In the week 
prior to a race runners would 
knock carbohydrates oul of 
their diets for three days and eat 
100 per cent protein. Three days 
before the race they would eat 
an extreme of carbohydrates to 
overload a depicted system wiiii 
extra energy for competition.
laco
‘lU.OOG BUI 
50'1 Sfi in cooSinq suil 
dual ui;-(ionl coniiols 
auto'ralic push button ligtiiei 
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508 Discovery St. 




For the most part, Coulson 
noted, this particular diet made 
runners grumpy. Now, ac­
cording to changing trends in 
•sport diet, team members eat 







BACK TO THE 
FUTURE
HOURS MON.-SAT. 11-8:30 SUN. 12-8:30 
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 652-0443
Coors Island competitors 
should start crossing the finish 
at Tillicum Mall at 2 p.m. Sun­
day. Coulson speculated Team 
WestCoast in their notable blue 
and grey uniforms should cross 
the line at 4 p.m.
BOAT RENTALS 
Dawn to Dusk 
®7.50 hr. plus gas 
Rod Rentals 




BIRTHDAY PARTY AND OPEN HOUSE
SAT. MAY 24, 2 - 4 p.m.
Refreshments, Prizes, Music 
No fines on overdue books May 24 - 31 
1225 Clarke Road in Brentwood
AOENTS ,















posal hy t'omideie Sign Sei;viees 
II) reni dispiny adveiiising on 
Sidney hits-stop benehes,
GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
* DRIVEWAYS* PLAY AREAS* TENNIS COURTS 
LINE PAINTING * CRACK FILLING * PATCHING 
• JET SEALING • RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD. 652-»9211
. . FREE ESTIMATES . . , (24 HRS)
(Formerly OK Pnvirig nind Victoria Paving)
I’m Gary Mason
Ol
IN OUR STUDIO CONTINUOUS NEWS UPDATES
SCULPTURED NAILS Initial Application $35.00 
SUMMER DEPILATORY WAXING 20% OFF
COLOUR CONSULTATION Finhnnce your loinl
image iltt ough Colour Amdysi'i iutd learn liow to use colour plnntritig in your w.^rdiobe arid urakeup.
We advertise in the '"‘REVIEW
(<
i'
For over 50 years we’ve used the Revifew to 
promote our broad line of products with con- 
sistant excellent results.
PATRICIA KRISTINE „ BUT. JACKIE SUSIE KAREN
quality ilN SO^ MANY WAYS
HAIRCAKH 652-1222 SKIN CARE 652-1242
To reach our local customers we’ve found 
The Review producesTho best resulls.'’ :
the MUiflU 656-1151
WiMHI HMUMH
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If it’s News 
If it’s Sports 
Call the Review
656-1151
THIS IS FOR YOU FREDDY, 
YES FREDDY STARKE. HAP­
PY 42ND BIRTHDAY MAY 
16th, 1986. WELL AS YOU 
CAN SEE I DID IT. HAVE A 
HAPPY DAY. FROM MOM, 
DAD, JOE, JOLANDA AND 
HEIDI. P.S. WE BOUGHT 




By Cv Hampson ^ ^ .4, ri- i
'•mm ii*: *
Ji® KiS
We are back in southern Utah, having come north via 
Arizona. We left behind the magnificent, sweeping, rippled 
.sand dunes of Bravvley and have entered the incredible ca- 
nyonlands region of this state. Sheer, richly hued cliffs with a 
thousand breathtaking patterns and designs wrought into 
their vertical faces by the forces of erosion acting on a grand 
time scale. Splendid 300-foot arches through which one can 
view snow-tipped mountain ranges, panoramas of pinyon 
pine, juniper and brilliant wildflower gardens against a 
backdrop of ro.se-linted slopes. Enormous boulders, balanced 
high on slender pedestals, the wrold famous entrenched 
meanders of the San Juan River more than a thousand feet 
below.
At one point the narrow stream flows fully three miles 
around a smooth surve in order to advance a hundred yards! 
An unimproved road, the Mokce Dugway, snakes 1,100 feet 
up a vertical cliff with .switchbacks so sharp you’re not sure 
that the hind wheels won’t suddenly decide to become air­
borne, But the vast view from above with canyon floor incis­
ed by dozens of gorges, stalwart pinnacles rimming their 
edges like watchful sentinels, and far beyond the serene, 
snow-clas mountain ranges.
“Yes, we took the right route! For us, anyway.’’ And you 
can’t quite forget ordinary folk, you know. Weathering has 
cast them so firmly in resisting stone that their time span will 
certainly exceed ours a thousand fold.
“See the washerwomen over there!’’ cried Mary. “She’s at 
the scrubbing board for sure.’’
“Yes, and her old man, standing there with lowered head 
and bent shoulders doesn’t look very happy. I’d say he is just 
a bit impatient. She’s washing his winter underwear and he 
knows that they’ll take at least a day to dry!”
“And look at that beautiful lady of the gay 90s!” Mary ex­
claims. “I love her long, bustled, flowing skirts and her pic­
ture hat. She’s dressed for an evening at the opera.”
“And look at those three solemn fellows up on that ledge. 
They’ve got their heads together, sec. I’d say that they’ve 
been gossiping about their neighbors for a thousand years!”
“1 believe that you’re right. But 1 like that peon over there 
trying to climb onto that little burrow. His legs arc so long 
that he’ll be dragging his feel in the sand for sure!”
Closer at hand, there are brilliant blue scrub jays flashing 
from tree to tree, golden hued swallowtail butterflies sampl­
ing the flowers, equally bright goldfinches foraging upon 
dandelions, slenderlegged muledcer picking their way careful­
ly over boulder strewn slopes, golden eagles folding their 
wings and plummeting swiftly to a nest on a narrow ledge a 
thousand feet above.
“But don’t forget the flowers and reptiles,” Mary reminds 
me.
No, we’ve recorded hundreds of different flowers. From 
brilliant, waxy cacti, to sun-washed bee flowers, to deep red 
paintbrush, to slender many-flowered pentstemons, lo scores 
of componsites, to unbelievably delicate looking pallid 
milkweed thriving in a waste of yellow sand.
And we’ve seen hundreds of lizards of many varieties. Not 
the least of which is the marvellous horned lizard which we 
watched yesterday burying himself deep in sand to avoid the
sun.
MIXED BALL
Sidney Hotel scooped up first place in Lower Island Mixed 
Softball last Sunday. Pitted against 1985 champs Humbolt 
Street Blues, Sidney brought home seven runs in the sixth inn­
ing for a 10-7 win. Sidney Hotel will play Oak Bay tonight, 
6:30 at Sancha Hall diamond.
MERCHANTS DOWNED
Sidney Merchants were ill fated in mens fastball last week. 
Pitcher Steve Giles managed seven strike-outs against Tally 
Ho Millers, but, four errors in the sixth inning resulted in two 
runs for Millers and the win.
Hosting Bubba Bears May 9, Merchants took a second loss 
at 3-2. An umpire over-turned a disputed call in the seventh 
inning, disallowing the Merchants tieing run.
Sidney merchants will go to bat in the Stuffy McGinnis 
Mens League Tournament May 17-19.
A FLEET of more than 100 boats participated in the Capital 
City Yacht Club sail past iast Saturday. The club com­
modore is saluted by members every year.
RUGBY
Stelly’s met Parkland Secondary in rugby May 5 trium­
phing 23-3. Stelly’s track and field team is competing in the 
City Championships, and their first two season lacrosse 
games ended in one loss, one win.
LACROSSE
Peninsula Bantams Tri Rainbow lacrosse lost 15-0 to 
Saanich 4 squad, but turned the defeat around to tromp 
Sooke 24-I in their next match. Tri Rainbow recorded 
another victory 9-3, versus Saanich 3, last week. Leading 
Scorers for Tri Rainbow were: Lee Mine, Hugh Pcaker, Malt 




Lacrosse pecwccs Itad two solid wins last week. Tliey 
defeated Juan de Fuca 10-5, then took their second victory of 
the week against Vicloria-Esquimalt 6-3. Gotilie Brian 
McDerinid was instrumental in holding Victoria-Esciuimalt to 
only three goals.
LADIES and GENTLEMEN 
THE PATIO IS NOW OPEN Wo'ro driving happy this aummor 
boeauso wo wont to
SOUPS & SALADS
SHRIMP BISQUE Bowl 2.50 





MARINATED MUSHROOM AND BEET SALAD,
BAKED FRENCH ONION SOUP 
HOUSE SALAD,.,,
Topped wiih shrimp ,. .........  .
SANDWICHES
CHICKEN SAUD AND PAPAYA SANDWICH.,
Served on whole grain bread
MONTE CRISTO SANDWICH. . . ........
A triple decker of ham, Swiss cheese and turkey
dipped in egg and crushed corn flakes then grilled till golden brown
OPEN FACED SHRIMP SALAD AND EGG S,ANDWICH,,,,,,, 6.50
Served on whole grain bread, topped
with hard boiled egg, mayonaise and asparagus,
ENTREESCPEPESMIRALOMA,,...... ......... 8,2,5 OySeRSRtXKEFELLER....... .
Scallops, miishrtxims and shrimps Oysters on a bod o(
in a creamy sauce make these . Pernod-fiavourcd spinach and,
crepes something sfieciai. topped wthhoilandaise sauce
PAPAYA SHANGRhW :,.. 7.75 NEPTUNE DELIGHT SANDWICH 
Curried al'irimps win papaya A golden coiTibiriutionot
HARBOUR TEXACO
YOUR TUNE-UP and 
BRAKE SPECIALISTS
Vyo nil fjiTS ccnipons
;tI (fico vtiiuo
HARBOURTEXACO
Full Sorvico Gas Bar 
Rosthavon at Harbour
656-5033
The tenth annual race for 
gaff-rigged .sailboats (The .Slow 
Shore) will be held Samrday, 
May 17 at 11 a.m. off Sidney 
wharf.
This year, llie race is 
dedicated to the memory of 
Victoria-born boat designer tmd 
builder Friink Frcdelie who died 
in January at the age of 92.
Fredctte designed and buili 
mtiny wooden fishboitts and 
sailing craft in British Goliim- 
bia. His use of iradiiioiiiil lines 
and melltods were based on his 
intttiy yetirs tii sea tis a young 
man. A specitii iTtink l iedeiie 
trophy will be awtirdcd to the 
first iradiiionttl,''Vooden vessel 
designed before 195.5 to eOTSs 
Ihe finish line.
The Sionchouse I’lil* eni 
CTinoe ( "ove Road is sponsoring 
Theos'cnf. Gtiffors will rtifl-iipal 
Canoe C'twe a iter the I'iice 
where cttpitiins, crews tiiul 
friciif.ls will gadier til , Ihe 
Stonelunise for ttwarrls,' the 
switpping iH' racing liict'cs and a 
pint or two. '
The race begins between ilie 
red and black buoys off of 
Sidney, continues pasi Sidney 
SfUl etisiwiird lowttrd ihc.San 
,Ilians keeping Gooch ami Knm 
Isl.aiul on Ihe port and eiuls bei- 
ween the t ominiiiee Biaai ami 
Sidney Sph. I'he race will be 
etilled at .1 |T.m. if the wind does
not co-operate and boats will 
advanee early to Canoe Cove.
Lniranis may pick up 
registration forms at Ihe 
Sionchouse Pub or mail lhcS2 
fee and boat data to I.oiiise 
Cole, 2300 Ctmoe Cove Rd., KR ' 
3, Sidney, V8I. 3.\9 or regislcr 
prior to Ihe r.ace.
Island
Odyssey
Sidney will host the fiisi 
stop on the Isltmtls Odyssoy 
.S6 route.
Boats narlieiptiliug in 
Isl.amis Odyssey are e,v- 
peeled to head foi port ill 
’v'itn isle Mill ilia at notiii
Mav 31,
EGG OIPPEO SOLE riLLET,...,, 
Served with sliced lomatwjs
kB5 Pacific seafoods and a
Canadian Cheddar cheese sauce,
Uiririitist trom b;(ju pm daily oxcopi Mondays 
Have you triod our Sunday Hrurich? 
Hosorvahoris Recbrninonclnd
Tho ocean, tho murlnos, Iho onrclona ... no ono viowa 
lunch, bnineb or dlnnor tho way v,to do
!■
T licre will be u free sliiil- 
ile bn.s from downitnvn 
Sidney to ibe inariiia bd- 
weeii norm and 10 p,IIK 
Skipi'H'fs, crew, visitors and 
Sidney icsidenis tiie iiiviial 
to hop t he shun Ic at Skliiey 
T'lnvcl.odge,
A welcoming piii'ty will 
include a pooLsirle bar tiiid 
a choice of bi liei|uer.| din­
ners will be SCI veil with 
more aciiviiies on lap frniti 






“ln,9iiraMCG is ti gu/iranleu'’ iiy(iln,t*l 
llmunoxpoclocl.
Diop In nnd lot our friendly oxperlonc* 
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Color, excitement at Expo
By Hugh Nash 
Special to the Review
EXPO 86 settled down after the Royals flew off to Japan. The 
crowds were smaller and it was easier to get a handle on what 
visitors to the fair can expect over the next five months.
They can expect a treat for all five senses — the smells and tastes 
of carney food; color, color everywhere; sounds from a myriad of 




The following few observations, tips and accompanying photos 
are the result of a recent 18-hour, mid-week visit which produced 
two conclusions: the fair’s a winner and you need far more than 
three days to get your fill.
Parking
It was easy to get a parking place behind the stadium and v/ithin 
easy walking distance of the main gate. The cost was $6 for all day 
which really isn’t bad. All-day parking at the other end of the Cam- 
bie Street Bridge cost S4 and the walk across the bridge is pleasant. 
Lineups
Even with crowds of “just” 90,000, there were lineups outside 
the more popular pavilions. If you want to get in, and you do, it 
helps to come prepared.
Bring a book to read while you wait. Nothing too deep just a 
bubble-gum-for-the-mind mystery or romance to help relieve the 
boredom of standing on hard pavement for at least half an hour at 
a stretch.
An alternative would be to write postcards, a letter or two or up­
date your diary. Travelling entertainers sometimes drift by but they 
don’t use up all the waiting time.
Wear two pairs of socks. A few hours of slapping them tootsies 
on concrete creates a lot of friction between skin and sock. Most of 
this blister begeting friction can be eliminated by the extra layer of 
material.
Free shows
The free stage and street entertainment is, as the promotional 
hype says, worth the price of admission alone.
There are at least four zany comics wandering around juggling, 
playing magician and making fools of themselves and their crowds. 
Musicians and dancers appear almost continuously on stages. If 
one performance doesn’t appeal to you, move on. There’s a great 
one just around the corner.
Pavilions
B.C. — Don’t miss the show in Challenge B.C. It cleverly com­
bines a bunch of animated and film warehouse crates interacting 
with one man on a stage.
Canadian Pacific — Twenty-two animated wall panels provide 
half the entertainment and the second half features a. paint war, 
with a colorful conclusion, between the red, yellow and blue 
kingdoms. Good stuff. Forty minutes to get through.
Ontario — Live and free entertainment on stage outside and a 
super, 20-minute movie inside. With a pair of square-rimmed, 
yellow, plastic 3-D glasses perched on your nose, Canada geese fly 
over the heads of the people in the row in front of you. Many 
viewers reached out to touch the birds and stroked a human in­
stead.
Sri Lanka — Rich colors and hundreds of gems fill this small 
Island of Jewells pavilion. If you’ve always wanted a dime-size blue 
star sapphire, it’s there for you — just $28,645.90.
Japan — Model train buffs must see this. Trains, cars, planes 
and buses travel through and around a huge plastic city and coun­
tryside. But the HSST ride wasn’t worth the half-hour wait. It’s 
smooth but only goes back and forth twice along a 200-meter track.
Eighteen hours was barely enough time to see but a few pavilions 
what with all the other going.s on to expereince. Two which im- 
pres.sed were Australia and Saudi Arabia. Not as impressive were 
U.S.S.R. and Great Norwegian Explorers. But everyone has their 
own tastes.
One way to see more is to stand in line for one pavilion and after­
wards go into a couple where no lines exist. Then line up again.
Go find out for yourself.
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SEE IT LIVE! AT THE ROYAL! Flying clyb 
eyes myseym
DIRECTED & CHOREOGRAPHED BY JEFF HY5L0P
Koyal Theatre. May 20 - 24, 1986
CospcrfiiOfod wi Vtcloita bycNI D''«k:‘PO rr» »r>0 O'O'fw^ ■ r»*i«xxj i Oir''» • M„»< Tl, • lr’<» t/» t0»»'0 '‘‘•ft#'’ • Cut'’©'•‘■V&> BoO A,.*.'::»>.......Oig-f'i; r i Np* V'" jowp^ i*i>e P'ftOwcti ’ **iw'n P'CCuei<K>» '»< SpOn&OfdK) by
The Victoria Flying Club 
'wants to set up an aviation 
museum at Victoria Interna­
tional Airport, and has applied 
to the provincial government 
for Expo pavilion modules to 
house it.
Sidney council moved May 12 
to support the application, 
which is also backed by local 
MLA and Finance Minister 
Hugh Curtis. But a previous ap­
plication by the club for use of 
the Galaran Road (Trident) 
building for a museum was re­
jected by the province.
The E.xpo modules, becoming 
surplus at the end of the fair, 
could be barged over from False 
Creek. I'our modules would 
create a 100 by 100-foot covered 
enclosure.
Aid. Cy Relph opposed the 
plan, saying an aviation 
museum was not a viable 
economic proposal. But Mayor 
Norma Sealey said the flying 
club appeared to be able to 
generate the necessary en­
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I hate to start off a column on a sad note, but this week 
there is no other clioice. We have lost one of the most belov­
ed, knowledgeable, down-to-earth garden authorities 1 know.' 
Tom Cornell was not only, a gardening pal, but had a wealth 
of other wise advice to offer, gleaned from more than 90 
years of living outdoors and in his greenhouses. Tom could 
always be relied upon for an answer to a pesky problem, knew 
the name of every plant on earth, and speaking from e.x- 
perience, you never left his home without something he knew 
you’d love, whether it was a cutting from a valuable plant, 
some choice bulbs, or a bottle of his justly famous wine 
(made at home, of course with the able assistance of his wife 
May). Along with his family 1 will miss him most sorely, not 
only because he grew the biggest and sweetest Swede turnips 
on the Peninsula, but because he was a fine human being, one 
of the nicest people Tvc ever met. ‘Bye Tom, we, who knew 
you, loved you dearly!
Violet Ulmer who lives several blocks away from us took 
the trouble to make two trips over to our place to deliver a 
beautifully handwritten copy from an old newspaper clipp­
ing, which I’d like to share with you. Its call Aids for 
Gardeners.
“Wonder how' many of you know the value of your 
dishwater for the garden, especially .if you use one teaspoon 
of ammonia? Its cheaper than soap, cuts grease etc. Thrown 
out on a garden it sweetens the soil, and makes plants grow 
like wildfire. Cucumbers fill out in a few days and are juicy 
and mild.
Try saltpeter in water during the growing season. It will 
transform your tomatoes and strawberries, and will double 
their yield. Flowers will bloom two weeks earlier and will con­
tinue to bloom. Use one teaspoon of saltpeter to a large pail 
of water. Water your plants right after mixing, as it forms a 
gas, which if not used right away escapes and is wasted. This 
saltpeter treatment aJso kills certain blackflies that attack 
petunias and marigolds.’’ The Ulmers also have one of the 
most productive gardens I’ve seen, so although most of us 
have got used to using chemical fertilizers, it seems entirely 
■possible some of these tried and true old recipes may do 
things for our gardens that most of us only dream of.
A couple of questions this week from anxious gardeners. 
The first one about a handsorhe forsythia plant which had 
quite a number of shrivelled black leaves, although the plant 
as a whole seemed to be healthy enough. After a certain 
amount of detective work, we decided that these leaves quite 
possibly had been nipped by frost, and that there was no real 
cause for concern. 1 know' the potatoes 1 put in last fall now 
have blackened outer leaves, thanks to just a hint of frost, but 
since this happened another year, and those potato plants sur­
vived to produce some delectable early feats, worrying would 
be a w'aste of time. Hope we solved the problem Mrs. Theis.
Mrs. Dunn phoned to ask why her bearded irises had ugly 
wilted ends on their leaves and spots on some of the rest of the 
leaves. We hashed over the possibilities of their location, but 
they were planted in full sun, were not being overwatered, 
and it seemed too early to Be worrying about thrips. My 
gardening books were little hellp, and my gardening friends 
threw up their hands in despair, so 1 suggested that Mrs Dunn 
call the pfovincial department of agriculture. She called back 
to report that their answer was her iris w'ere suffering from a 
fungus disease. She was directed to cut off all affected pieces 
of leaves and burn them or put them into the garbage, and to 
spray her plants with Benomy (also known as Benlate) every 
10 to 14 days until no more spots appeared.
To finish up on a happier note, Les Moore called to report 
with glee that his sale of dahlia tubers had brought in a total 
of $260. This money he is dividing in half, the first to go to 
The Sidney Lions-Review food bank, and the second to the 
Mustard Seed food bank in Victoria. He asked me to thank 
all of you on his behalf, for supportining his yearly sale. 
Rather wonderful, don’t your think?
In recognition of the. 
transportation theme of Expo 
86, a special philatelic display 
will be on view at the 
Saanichton Post Office, 7835 
East Saanich Rd.
Air Mail will run from May 5 
to Oct. 4'. Hours are Mondays 
to Fridays, 8:30-5:30, and 
Saturdays 8:30-12:30.
Air Mail is a display of early 
air mail transportation and 
stamps issued in Canada. In- 
eluded are archival 
photographs, models of air­
crafts and philatelic items in­
cluding air mail stamps of 
Canada, Newfoundland before 
joining Canada as a province, 
and Canadian semi-official air­
mail stamps issued by private 
companies.
The NFB/Canada Post film 
“By Guess and By God’’, a 
documentary look at early air 
mail service in Canada, is 
available for view'ing with ad­
vance notice.
• The history of Canadian air­
mail service dates back to 1918 
and spans four overlapping 
stages of development. The first 
stage includes the Canadian 
•commercial aviation company 
flights or “semi-official” flights 
and stamps of 1924 to 1933. In 
1928 the post office issued an 
official air mail rate and stamp.
Stage two was the official
government flights authorized 
by the Post Office Department 
from 1926 to 1944. There were 
two categories of service; an air­
mail service at a special rate 
w'here envelopes were marked 
Via Air Mail; and the Air Stage 
Service sent at the regular rate 
because of isolation and 
weather.
The final stage is kown as the 
All-Up period from 1944 to the 
present, where almost all first 
class mail is carried by air at the 
surface rale. Acr-ograrnmes or 
air letters were first issued by 
the post office in 1942.
The experinmenial and 
pioneer flights from 1918 to 
1926 are akso represented in the 
display by a few of the stamps 
issued and by photographs. 
This material is scarce.
For further information, con­
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lou’li see fast results...up 
lo 10 lbs. in 2 weeks. ..without 
drugs, shots, crash diets, or 
expensive foods to buy.Your 
first individual consultation 
with your own personal coun­
selor is free Call now.
Mon. - FrL 
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An original member of the 
Air Canada 1937 air fleet touch­
ed down at Victoria Interna­
tional Airport May 6,
Tlte tiny 10-passenger 
Lockliead Elecira lOA wji.s one 
of five similarmodels servicing 
passengers and still bears its 
original registration leiicrs, CF- 
TCC. It was flown by veteran 
Air Canada pilots, Captains 
R,.l. Raccy and .I. Prime on its 
50-stop TUd.'ty journey to 
lannch Air Canada’s 50th An- 
ntvei'.saiy,
Mc-Hl Mop: Expo, 
j Tlie ait plane’s crew also in- 
cludctl its fiist Mcwaidcss, 
l.iicille Oram (nee Garner), \vho 
served from 19,38-41,
April lO, 1937 the carrier was 
airlrorne into Trnns-Canaila Air 
l ines. In I965 (he airlines was 
icelnislened Air Canada.
CF-TCC's semimctal journey 
to lixpo also inclndes a stop in
Seattle where TCA’s first 
passenger flight landed in 1937. 
The fight originated in Van­
couver.
The 1986 itinerary includes 19 
airiruil slop.s that were at one 
lime part of TCA-Air Canada’s 
network.
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TRICOlOll I'UOI.AII I ID, ANI> 
ASSOCIATID STUDIOS OfHHS YOU TOP 
QUA! nV POlHMAn PACKAfaS At 
COMPtiniVI PHICIS.
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Came in tor a sweetheart ot a deal on your 
•Gla8S0.s «»Canlact Lens •Eyewear Supplies
652-6222




II you have over given ihought to becoming a hor.so 
owner this could do iho oppotiunily foi YOU.
An exciting new harness racing syndicaio is cnrmntly 
seeking inveetorG lo join Um growing giaodnrdhrod ln 
dustry.- ■
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• CARPET CLEANING 
•UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
Owner Wilf Dorman gives personal attention lo all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 




WHAT A SWEET" 
SPECIAL
99er’s for 75*^
It's a BIG scoop of ice cream on a cone 
with a Dairy Flake bar on top. A delight 




■inn VARIETIES OF 
lUU ENGLISH CANDIES
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 11:00'o 5:00
VILLAGE CANDY
“The Sweetest Candy Shop on The Peninsula” 
7102 W. SAANICH RD. 652-1833





24 exp. __... 5.98
36 exp............. 7.98
DOUBLE PRINTS OR 
DOUBLE SIZE 5*7
12 exp...............$3.98










8 - Wallet Size
(same pose) Regular<79.9S
YOU CHOOSE THE POSE
S3495
Buy 3 rolSs of 
SOOTER Color 24 exp. 
film for only
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•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•SWEET & SOUR BONELESS PORK 
•AND SWEET a SOUR PRAWNS 
•TEA OR COFFEE gg
ONLY
FAMILY DINNER
•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
•CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
•BEEFCHOPSUEY 
•DEEP FRIED PRAWNS 
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JAZZIN’ IT UP as Mount Newton Middle School’s jazz dancers re-enact a prizewinn­
ing number from the Victoria Music Festival. Clockwise from left: Paul FitzZaland, 
Jenny Huston, Todd Kennedy and Sara Lucas.
JaEzIn'
up
Twenty boys from North 
Saanich Middle School 
walked away with top 
honors recently for their 
jazz dance performance at 
the Victoria Music Festival.
School principal Betty 
Clazie says the lads’ ac­
complishment is especially 
noteworthy because the 
winning Grade 8 dancers 
vied against competitors 
from the senior secondary 
level.
The young jazz en­
thusiasts took home the 
Nancy Fergtisson Award 
for Dance with their rendi­
tion of Boy in the Bo.\.
The performance was 
choreographed by North 
Saanich Middle School 
teacher Patti Tidquist, who 
also coached the girls’ 












We may be a little ways 












tee chairman John Betts told 
French immersion parents at 
Monday night’s board meeting 
to be patient.
“The committee met and 
consulted with parents having 
different points of view,’’ he 
reported, “i am pleased lo in­
form the board we are making 
progress and continue our 
deliberations.’’
A recommendation will be 
brought to the board May 26.
“I hope ail parties will be pa­
tient,’’said Betts.
MOREFUNDS
School trustees received good 
news this week — albeit unof­
ficially.'
The ministry of education has 
apparently granted;5630,000 in 
additional funding towards 
three local projects. ^
Saanich school district’s 
Classroom of the Future will 
receive $450,000 with the re­
maining funds earmarked for 
the intern project through the 
University of Victoria, and a 
two-year training program for 
prospective administrators.
PETITION
Yet another petition opposing 
the board’.s decision to phase 
out Early French Immersion 
was presented to trustees Mon­
day night.
Robyn Sale produced a 245- 
nainc petition, listing parents of 
cliildren not enroled in EFI.
Of the district parents con­
tacted, she said. 55 per cent 
signed in support of continuing 
EFI, Si.xtcen per cent were not 
at homo, 17 per cent liad no opi­
nion, seven per cent refused lo 
support EFI. and five per cent 
were EFI parents and ilierefoie 
rlisqualificd from sii’ning
SUMMER BAND 
The board approved a recom­
mendation for Bill Brennan and 
Devan Bailey to offer a summer 
band program at North Saanich 
and Roval Oak schools.
SCHOLARSHIP 
The Brentwood Bay Rotary 
Club has created a $500 scholar­
ship in memory of Darcy Lazarz 
through Stelly’s Secondary 
School.
The board will choose the 
deserving student to further 
education in a chef’s training 
* program.
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Freedom from painting 
Maintenance free living 





We are taking the pain out of parking downtown,
' xE/''
I^TlIMV'ITTSrTITTVF'T'' Almost 2000 of Downtown’s, over 9000 parking spaces, arc in
A 5 Civic Ikirkadcs. Monthly parkers have been moved to up­
per levels so shoppers will now find parking more convenient.
SECURE
PLEASANT
Supervised parking until midnight Sunday to Fluirsdiiy and un­
til 2 am Frida\'s and Sauirda\s. In the evening you can even be 
escorted to your x'ehiele.
Brighter, cleaner, and coknirrul. Over S.35U.OOO has been spent 
to make N'oiir parkades a nieer place lo p;irk. Each level is colour 
coded lo make it easier I'or you to find your \va\' back lo N'oiir car. 
and the lighting has been greatly impi’osed.
IIME'X PENS! VE Oie da\, tltc first hour is I'RRF. In Ihe evening vou can
JLvt V p;ii-k as long as vou wish, in our siipeio'iscd jiarkatlc. for one dollar.
so relax and enjoy yoursell'. whether you’re slit'ppmg or out on the 
town.




Entry forms and contest details available tree when you park in City of Victoria parkades.
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By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Ever dream of flying? Want 
to come 99.44 per cent close to 
fulfilling that dream? Try jump­
ing out of a single-engine 
Cessna at 8,000 feet.
If there’s a chance of getting 
airborne, sport parachuting en­
thusiasts will show up every 
weekend at Victoriti Airport. 
They come from all walks of life 
to take a break from ho-hum 
routine at Ultimate High 
Parachute Centre.
Astronomer Dave Balam had 
parachute training in the armed 
forces but sport I'larachuting 
helped fulfill his own dream of 
flying. “Sport parachuting is 
great. Avt first, there's the 
adrenalin rush when you first 
learn to free-fall. Then you get 
over that and it just becomes a 
good sport to get into.”
Beginner jumpers start their 
parachuting a little closer to 
ground level — about 3,000 
feet. Ultimate High is one of 
many centres that offer a
course.
To begin, you must sign a 
waiver: “I understand that 1 am 
to jump from an aircraft at ap­
proximately 2,800 feet altitude. 
My parachute will cause me to 
land in a roughly vertical posi­
tion. 1 understand that the 
human body is not designed for 
this sort of impact and that 1 
may be injured even if ! do 
everything right. Nonetheless 1 
am accepting this risk.”
Still brave enough to take
that jump? rhon instructor 
Gary Butchart takes his 
students under his wing avidly 
stressing safety practices while 
parachuting.
Anyone jumping is equipped 
with two parachutes: a main 
canopy and a reserve. Students’ 
parachutes arc packed for them 
by certified “riggers.” People 
who pack their own main 
canopy carry only reserves 
packed by certified riggers.
Butchart said regulatiotts 
stipulate a reserve must be in­
spected and repacked every 120 
days, whether it has been u.sed 
or not. A special seal indicates 
the chute passed inspection.
Students on course are sup­
plied with ankle-supporting 
boots, a cotton jump-suit and 
helmet.
They’re taught how to con­
sider other important factors in­
cluding a cloud limit — main­
taining a minimum one mile 
unobstructed view of the drop- 
zone, or target. Winds must be 
less than 15 mph. Altimeters are 
worn to keep a visual check on 
your rate of descent.
Plus, there is a specially 
designed descent sensitive 
beeper worn in the helmet close 
to your ear. If you’ve forgotten 
to open your chute because 
you’ve enjoyed the ride so far, 
the beeper will remind you at 
about 1,200 feet — plenty of 
time to float down under the
canopy.
Beginners in sport 
parachuting show up for many 
reasons, Butchart noted. Many
show up for one thrill of a life­
time. They take the course to 
end in the day with the ultimate 
one jump and safe landing, 
never to do it again.
“Probably the nicest part of 
the sport is the comraderie,” 
Butchart said. After an hour 
with his colleagues at the centre, 
anyone can sense il. The at­
mosphere is casual with lots of 
joking. There is an intimacy in 
what they share, which can only 
be appreciated by doing.
Angie Smith, 25, studying for 
her Masters in entomology, has 
jumped nearly 90 times. “The 
more you do, the more fun it 
gets.”
“When my brother started 
two years ago, 1 thought he was 
absolutely nuts. Then later 1 
came out to watch. Everyone 
was having such a good time,” 
Smith said, inspired to give it a 
try.
Now. she has her own 
parachute and bright red jump­
suit, happily pops out of the 
plane at 8,000 feet, and, like a 
real pro; touches down in runn­
ing shoes.
Smith enjoys the sport 
because it can be learned very 
quickly. She started during 
summer, when weather didn’t 
pose any setbacks.
Butchart noted parachute en­
thusiasts consider it a sport, like 
any other. “It’s not a white- 
knuckle affair. They go on to 
skill development and improve­
ment. It’s a high risk sport, but 




So, you decided to give it a try. You signed the waiver, 
you’re in the course, and you’re standing in the open door of 
a plane, ready to jump at 3,000 feet.
Instuctor Gary Butchart rigged you up with a main canopy 
and reserve. You know how to pull the rip-cord to open the 
chute, but today you don’t need to worry about that.
Butchart c.xplaincd you’re hooked to a static line. When 
you leave the plane it will pull the rip-cord for you. Then, a 
pilot chute, like a miniature model of tlte real thing, will pop 
up. It has about 150 pounds force and will pull out the main 
canopy suspension lines.
A few moments ago a crepe paper streamer was thrown 
from Ihc plane. It has the same descent rate as an unmodified 
canopy. 1'his checked the w'inds and air currents over the 
target area.
Butchart drilled you all day on procedures to cut away the 
main canopy in an emergency. You know what to do and how 
to employ the reserve. A correct landing posilion — hips 
iindci you and aligned with your ankles with both feet 
together — was drummed imp your head.
Well, here goes. . . (Oh, . . what iun I doing? Hey! 
Alright!) You knew you could tio it. Chute’s oul, you’re 
floating, suspendeil in a leg-grippinig harness. It’s kind of 
peaceful out there really,
Now, it’s lime to concentrate. I.anding is coming tip, You 
know you should stare at a point on Ihe horizon. This avoids 
!i feeling of gromui iiish. "V'on don't wiim to be like many 
beginners and anticipate hilling. Thai’s when accidents hap­
pen. I'hey try to compensate on a landing by using their own 
tncihods, Buichartiold you, and tho.se don’t work.
.So, yon made it. Now you're hooked,eh? Want to try it 
again.
Butchart explained you’ll go on to trial rip-cord pulls. Do- 
it-yourselfers. There’s a progression from hop-n-pops (jump­
ing and releasing the canopy) to longer and longer delays 
before the cord is pulled.
Meanwhile, you’ll also learn to turn, flip and nrll.
The longer the delay the more altiiutle needed. When 
higher altitude is attained, relative work can begin. Relative 
work is accomplishing manoevres with other sky-divers.
During free-fall you hit a (erminnl spccil (120 injdi) wheie 
there is no sensation of falling: just the wind whistling in your 
ears. The tremendous speed does not impair movthnem. Dur­
ing manoevres ynovemem is as easy in the air as it was on 
land,
l>'mil Steel, national level competitor with more than 2,0IM) 
jumps, developed manoevres into a fine art.
He stiessed the need (or iiticnse pnictice during iclative 
(group) work. Mano|Cvres must be done with the same people 
to exact perfection. '
hnlividiifd rrunp>’tlliim creates a sitnilar challenee
6,6IK) feeti a competitor atictnpts to turn, a set of moves as 
quickly and accurately as possible. To speed up the process 
many use a fast-fall position. “It can take 100 to .too jmnps 
just i(s learn fast-fall position.
"You're under the mercy of the vvinds, Steel slated, “All 
kind.s of things can change — gusty wiud.s or thermals so to 
be good takes a lot of practice,"
>
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Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.rn. 
656-1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full cornplete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
howfiver, that copyright in 
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any such advertisement con­
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Island Publishers Ltd, 
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Annual
In lor,'ll nroa ,,,,,, , 
'Canada , , 









A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN.

























7726 W. Saanich Road




10030 Third St , Sidney
5:00 pm.... . ........Saturday Mass
10:30 arn .......... Sunday Mass
Phone 652-1909
Camelion rHosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resisteni pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. if
OCCAS^SIONAL BABYSITTER needed. 2 
children. Sidney area. 656-1047. 20
NeFoED PART tTmE COMPANION to be 
with my wife, occasionally for part of 
day. and infrequently to live-in for 
several days. Duties primarily involve 
companionship, Sidney area. Can pro­
vide and request references, please 
give per'iO)ial background, ex- 
perietice and phone number to ar- 
ronge prompt interview. Box No. 500 
the Review 9781 2nd Si. 20
WANTED; occassional babysitter for 
days for 3 and 5 yr. old. Must hove car. 
Central Saa.nich area. 652-620), '20
R EO UI R e6 i M me D I a T F. Y self 
motivoted salesnion. To sell home im­
provement products. Vinyl siding, 
roofing, storm windows. Send resumes 
to Mr, D, Brodley, 578 Chorsiote Dr,, 
Campbell River. B.C. V9W 6M3. 287- 
3346.^ _ . _ .
IAAMEDIATE ('OPENING, available for 
homemaker to work split shift in 
Brentwood area. Must be available 
early morning and loie afternoon. 
Some persona! cere required. Open­
ings also avail, for those able to assist 
with summer relief. Ovvr\ tionsport 
and flexibility with schedule 
necessory. Apply P.E.P. oUirf* '175* 
Third Street, Sidney 656-0651. 25
WANTED: man, for yard cleaning and 
odd jobs. 652-6175. .?•'?
TUTORING, all academic subjects and 
remedial, certified teachers, 
reasonable rotes. 652-0749. tf
NOW AVlI. AT DAVES APPLIAfVCE 
CENTRE, 2491 Sevan, TV sales and ser­
vice. Also microwaves. 656-8612. tf 
HOUsi CLEANING fast, efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicoted to the busy 
home DIRTAWAY. 652-0644 com­
plimentary roses. __   21
SHAKLEE 4<^KEUP and nutritionol sup­
plements, now at Jus' Kidding. 9788A
2nd St. 656-7313.    20
BbOKKEEPING SERVICE^ experienc­
ed, reliable and efficient. Reasonable 
rates. Free initial consultation. Coll 
before 11:00 a.m. 656-8945. 20
BUSINESS CARDS dance tickets, special 
events. 250 - $18.00, 500 - $25.00, 1000 
- $40.00. No Chorge for cloured cord or 
ink or typesetting. We deliver. Quolity 





Concept to Completion 






Specializing in waterproofing 





25 years experience 
Residential. Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring. Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections
“No Jab Too Small” 
656-5604
CLEAN FIL^WANTED 652-0734. 22
m RPPll«i:
OPUS FOUR
Quality Appliance Repairs 
Reasonable Rates









CliTMtiilid Rato: t ni insorilori -- 
1 'v:, -T wrnii iriinin luni chiitgo 
ho ,:>nd find iuibrioquunt 
ii'.MTidioti' '10c it vjotd por in* 
dmlirin, inin'inuin cnTiqu 
'f 1 IH Oidcif, by
()h<,inn ,idd $ I chh ;id





8; 15 am....., .. Holy Communion 
10:00 am ....... Morning Worship






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)






9908-4th St.. Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am Family Worsliip
and Sunday SciTool
TUESDAY
7:30 pin Horne Study Groups
Furlhor Information 





SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
nEV.R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 006-3213 Res, 656-1930
ST. JOHN’S





EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonoble rates. 
Call 656-5382 after 5 p.m. tf
NEED YOUR^N^WS wXsHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windov./s. tf
morriY tIne^t lAn^
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-46^_;_ - :
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
656-3317
‘‘Prices you just 
'A' - - ’t Believe”
DAVE'S APPLIANCE 
CENTRE
Locally owned & operated 
Tues. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Sevan Ave. 656-8612
“I
selective logging services ltd.
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition makes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimate pyhone 754-6606 (24 firs.) if 
^Fe Y ' CONTR ACT ING lior^sT




0 Backhoe • Sewer Storm Drains 










556 Downey Rd., R.R. 1, Sidney
656-3159
DRAPERY, hardware repairs and in- 
stalations. Generous discounts on 
blinds and shades. Commercial or 
private. 652-0406. .20
i'lVl'!., Itl /ill.l





HOUSECLEANING getting you down!
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Call DIRTAWAY. 652-0644. 2^
CABINET AAAKER. antique restoration, 
custome furniture, cabinets, v/ood- 
work. Traditional quality ond techni­
ques. Call Rene Groulx, 656-9135. 25
EXPERliNC'^ MAn7 wi i I 
painting, renovations, fencing, you 
name it. Many skills and tools. 
Guaranteed. Phone Jeff evenings. 656- 
0326^65^464^ \ \ 3^
CHAINSAWING,' treefelling, firewood 
cut. Reasonable rates. Phone 656- 
6708. 20
RANDY'S WIN^^^ $15
average house. SIO townhouses, 652- 
2522.' Jf'
DEEP COVe'mAN - houling, cieon-ups, 
cfiainsaw work, fencing, rock-work, 
roofs and gutters, rotolilling, 
lownmowing, brush clearing. Malcolm 
Richards. 656-9312. tf
HOME REPAIRS, large or small, Quality 
workmanship. Best price around! Lots 
ol local references available. 10 years 
experience. 652-0509. 22
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts, attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in- 
cJoors/oul, oovetroughs, pointing or 
any job you don't find lime to do. 652- 
07'i2. Roosonablo rolos, 22
STUDENT IN LATE TEENS is willing lo do 
any odd jobs nrounri the house surf; os 
grass cutting, wood slocking, cat 
washing, etc. 656-1455. 656-9975 even­
ings. 21
GARDEN ROfOriLLING smoll plots, 
gross cutting and yciid (.loan up. Also 
small hauling and moving jobs, 
anylimo 65'2-3O0a, 22
EXPERIENCED LANDSCAPER and sKsno 
mosonry man, crootlvp rockwork. 
Walls, rock gaidons, |iolios \vllti stone 
or brick pavers. loWns, seed or sod, 
shrubs, i(»f.tsorH'ible loliablo. LoH 
Ruiisoll al656"73a5, 655 1696. 23
HIGHLY QUALIFIED aiirl creotivb stone 
masonry mon, lnndsca(»nr ayoilniiln iri 
beoutlly your properly, Rockwrills, 
Msckgqrrfons, (lollos, lowns, fencos, 
eti.. Reasonable ll•!I(^blt^ Ru-:.-.i!l| ni 
'656-7385,6553696,'^ ,
RELIABLE WOMAN will do l\om.uw-M k 
and gardening In Sidney. Phone 656- 
6950,' ■" cy 20 ;
LADY SEEKING, ivou‘.nken|ilin) work. 
Experienced, Sidney urea. 656 1/99, '20
CLEANUPS^.....GARDENINGr 'GUITERS
tleunod, odd jol'A, hauling, Iren 
vice. Wotk gurinmleod. 656 (l/'JO. 2‘2
11,00 a.m. MAULING, Juuk lemovril, hoseriuinls,
allies, Gordon loluso, etc, ondgordon 
ing, 652.5020. tf
CONTRACTORS, hoinoownersl Avoid 
the high cost of m-rooling. Call Drine 
of 652 5020, **
nVO STROfTG, hmillby, sludeuK will 
mow lawns, rbcip wood, rlenr Itruslt, 
wasft crtiti, cleon windows, or 7 t Tost 
end efficient Phone r«nrib 656 OOIH nr
Doff«Ht6.Vj*7«.'T4,' 23
SUNROOMS, solariums, skylights, 
glass enclosures. V2i 11 build to suit your 
home. Ask for Joe. 656-7416. 20
Art H. Fsdo 
Backhoe Work 
Sewer, Storm Drains, 
Water Lines
SEPTIGFIELDS






“Quality work Built to Last” 











9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
POISON’S





FOR MOTHERS DAY, hanging baskets, 
8 plants. Maple Road Orchard. 1040 
Maple Road. 656-2637. 21
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
-"-Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
FREE
ADS
Any single item selling for S15. or less can be placed 
in Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
one vi/eek. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
uRDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad tor......,. weeks under Iho ..........................
Classlficntion. I enclose
Name. _ ________ .... . Address.........................— Phone.....---------
OR PHONE 656-1151 ■ ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
Sorry no phone In FREE ADS accepted.
BABYSITTING
■VyORKIHG MUMS, tri/snl o oobyiillm. 
Iiir your 2:4 yr, olda. Molhar ol Ivvo v/ill 
toko emn ol your chilrlrnia rfuring llin 
tkiy, 656.0041. 20
RESPONSlttie NORTH SAANICH 
STUDENT will tnsby*ut in Afdwnll Avn, 
01 po, Pluasn trill .‘jfially 656*2989. 20
MOHILR Of- 6 VK UD, ui|d 4, yi old will 
babytiil in my bomn, 656 0.'il93, 21




TWO mrpMowr soticiTOPf. v/mund 
iuiir)«(tlati*lv. Work in Sidnny. 656- 
OLLJ, , _ , ,20
YOUNG tNlROITIC man to aw^iit 
rwntnt In painting 36' fioilhari'l hritlnm, 
fildiiiufj l6ll« May 1,5,00 ptrf hour,. 6S«r. 
963 20
SpiCES 
FABRIC ARE'FinnrY ro 6DO»d: riiucr )!»;;)
Uir{H’i1S l.mtmlflutiy ClH.tnwi ptcyj
Uphol»lPty ily tiirjiiir,«)




71 7.19 77 7,30 73 7,49 i'4 . 7,50
75 ' 7 75 79 7.90 77 ■ .1 or. ?s 3.711
Jfl .10 31 '''3,05' ■ .1? ’ 3.00
'TJ . .14 ■1,10 39 4,79 .19 4.411
3/ 4.59 ,1« . • 4,70 39 4,H9 40 lilt)
4L 5.19 42 . 9.111 4,t 9.49 .. 9.10)
45 5.79 4« a.nn 47 It,IIS 40 ; 0.70
n 35 5ri 9 90 51 9 99 9?' 9 BO
.-S,! «,05 »•' 7,10 '99'" :f 79 1 40
——-—----- ,— -------- ------ -









W w fi H ^ H gift certificate
REVIEWSUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
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Your automatic controller will water 
vrhile you're away this summer!
FOR AN ESTIMATE CALL:
656-5871 479-0426
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES, 
cleanups pruning, tree service, haul­
ing, goss cutting. O.A.P. discount.
ioo-£fiBT0MCfrii
Work guaranteed. 656-8730
CUSTOM ROTOVATING - small tractor. 
Phono Keith 656-2742. 21
EARLY BIRD GARDENING offering 
quality lawn and garden care ot an af­
fordable price. AAonthly and yearly 
mointenance. Contracts available. 
652-4879. 21
NO. 1 BLACK TOPSOIL, S2.50 bog, 1890 
McTavish Road. 31
GARDENERS FREE large load ol com­
post 656-1 464 evenings. 20
UPRIGHT PIANO, excellent condition. 




New Constiuc lion and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd.. Sidney
Phone 656-1580
75^^^
GET 75 MPG LARGE CAR, R.V s etc. 
build and install a riew covey gar 
vapour carb. Fit ony care, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Thrift Corb, 10731 King 
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C., V3T2X6. tf 
1973 MURCURY, 4 dr, h.t., receipts for 
work. S575.tW. 0.6.0^656-2159. 20
'80 CHEV MALIBU. One owner, ex­
cellent condition, PS, PB, V-6 
automr^tic. $4,500 obo. 656-5251, 21
WANTED; Hillman Minx, 1949-52, 










RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE exporienc 
ed help for all kinds ol typing. Call 
Helen 656-491 5. tf
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES Busirtoss 




ROTOVATING, small garden plots our 
speciality 656-76I7 or 656-6920 
anytime. 20
FOR ALL YOUR LAWN and garden 
maintenance, rejuvenotions, rototill- 
ing, pruning and cleanup at 
reasonable rates, cla! the AAoringstor 
Gordener. Carson Perry, 652-1265. 21
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. W'allcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices 
will pleose you. Call for free estimote 





























































































Solution: 16 letters (4 Words)
DIRECTIONS: All the theme words listed below will be found 
in the puzzle, either vcnically. horizontaHy. diagonally or even 
backwards. The puzzle will jbe easier if'^ ybu' find the bigger 
words first. As you find a word. CIRCLE EACH LETTER and 
then check the word off the list of theme Vords. Some letter.-, 
might be used more than once, so be careful to leave all letters 
visible. The letters left over will .solve the puzzle, and may be 
one word or a phrase.
ANSWER:
Drop your entry oft at Tanners, The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





l.J I am a Review paid subscriber,
L*J I am not a Review subsetiboi,
LJ I wisli to become a Review paid subsciibei 
Please dtop youi enity oil at . .
BOOl!
Corner of 





Ymii lawn woeils (lio 
or wo fOfipiny rnr-E!
•FEnilLIZING - fhnn 










MORRIS Tlfr CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Cnrilllnd 
Pnslliido npftliealor. firu; nslimatmi; 
6r>'2-160n. ' , ' . If
GARDEN ROTOVATING SERVICE uHnfi 
Vi rornmcnlnl (cinr llrw mofhino vriiy 
rnosonahin 6.‘)6T>0in, ■ 22’
A.J. TRACTOR SERVICE, loiovtKing and 
Irivvn pinp., small iinrfnt with londni, 
fofrivfitor rind (jar khr.ir;, 656-<f,ti.f f, tf
G.TTTRUCKINQ 
a EXCAVATING
greenhouse r.ilnminiim (itnii-m !»■ 
l■/,ll(^nl rnnifillnit: f’ltjnniiiq 'ikyllrtln 
iiiid blinifr, , plm. iKJiirho'i I2yi' *ff6 ', 
$1200, 652 0406, 'i’O
VFRSA TTIISr-BVIfTS intnvrjlinn xmnM 
Inis o iipnrtrtlfy, Rt'iosnnahlrt lalcH, 6'j'2- 
1624,' 21
QUALIfV LANDSCAPING dn-nqn nnd 
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2070 KEAHNO X RD. 
082-2014 650-3124
LE COTEAU Farms





• House Plants 
•Perennials 
•And much more 
Family Owned and Operated
304 Walton Place 
(off Oldfield Road), and
Corner of Oldfield 
and Bearhill Rd.









Rep^ifS to Lawnmowers. 
Chainsaws
• HusqvafOB • Pioneer * Toro 
• Shlndatwo* J&cobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Pork Rood 
G5B-7T-t A
Volkswagen Repairs 




1975 SAAB 99 in excellent condition, 
standard, rodials, sporty ond roomy, 
fuel injected, 107 hp. A pleasure lo 




1976 MONARCH GHIA, white, 
leather upholster, 302 automatic, p.s., 
p.b., a delight to drive, will consider 
trades on a Ford Vt ton. 474-1649 even­
ings and weekends. tf
EXPERIENCED LADY PAINTER, fast effi­
cient and very neat. Cali for your tree 







• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
• TUNE UPS' BRAKES* LUBRICATION
• TIRES* BAUERIES
* SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
* PROPANE SALES 
■■FORSERVICE CALL
656-2921 or 656-0434
B4Z9 Canora, Sldnsy 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER'
e e » « s « o
«
e COU1SIQN REPAIRS LTP









Ads from all over B.C, 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $119 v7ilS reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Call R.C. Bell collect at 
525-3481 or loll-lreo at 1-
SOO/l''2-7757.^01. 5674^___
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your specsl 
Lease/buy car/truck-GM- 
Ford-Cbrysler-Imports. Call 
Bob Robinson Toll-free 1-
800-242-4416, DL 7836.____
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dia!-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 





EDUCATIONAL HELP WANTED SERVICES
Food For Thinking Chris- 
DryFryu*'' is High FYotit. tians! Send for the following 
French fries, rhore, without Free Booklets. The Lord 
doeptrying. eSA/LJL ap- " Our God Is One! ... What is
proved low install venting; This World Coming To? ,-
insurance costs. Portable 
R.I.S. Food Systems Inc. 
1-800-667-7464, Brochures.
LJnimark vehicle protection; 
Your own complete no over­
head business for only $5,- 
500. Financing available. 
Full training program. For 
details, Unimark, Box 96, 
Canoe, B.C. VOE 1K0. 832- 
7866.
How to Study Your Bible; 
and Have it Make Sense - 
Science and Creation - 
Where are the Dead? - Our 
Lord’s Return - What Say 
The Scriptures About Hell? 
The Divine Plan of the Ag­
es! Address requests to: 
God's Plan, Box 66025 Sta­
tion F., Van. B.C. V5N 4B0.
Train to be an apartment 
manager and fulfil the 
needs of a growing indus­
try. 80°/o of graduates now 
working. Course available 
by correspondence or in- 
class. For further details 
write to: R.M.T.I., 901-700 
West Pender, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 1G8 or call 681- 
5456. Ministry of Labour 
approved. 
Suffering an ICBC Personal 
Injury Claim? Carey Linde, 
Lawyer, 14 years, 1650 Dur- 
anleau, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6K 3S4. Phone 0-684-7798 
for Free., Hovv To informa­
tion: ICBC Claims and A- 
wards. "If you have a 
phone you've got a lawyer.'’
FOR SALE. MISC.
Recreational vehicles 
marine parts and acces­
sories. Prowler Trailers and 
5th wheels. Scafoper Motor- 
homes. Call Eldorado R.V. 
581-4634, Toll Free 1-BOO- 
242-4410. One of this 
months specials, Tuffbox 
Truck [oof Boxes,_$^69.9^ 
Ford Diesel arid Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800-
2ft2-FORD,_DL523i..... .......
l..argci selection used trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
frasy |o own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 n* toll-free 1-800-
242:FpRp.,_DL5231. .... ;.........
Mit.subislu bioBol ■• cut that 
fuel bill in half and travel 
fv/ire .'■t-, (ni '/Jill rcpnvmi 
pickups, loll trucKs, cam- 
prjrs N motor homos, Hocon- 
dillon Of used engines from 
$1795, 'With overdrive Trans- 
ini.ssion SinijHion Powor 
. Product,,110 VVodIiidgis St , 
Coquillam, B.C V3K 5V4,
1-520-3011. ; , ;.......
86''Skoda' 'Tm Gl.;> deluxe 
five piisHeiiger sedan Ship­
ments arriving now, $6,808. 
frelghl and denier proparn- 
(ion Included. Jays British 
and European Motors Limit­
ed, 1257 Soyrnoui St root, 
Vancouver, VOB 3N6. 601 ■ 
■■63'/4, ... _ ...... ....
■ Di’e!iorF?5fl-F350 Crew Cnh, 
Lease-purchiiso, huge stock,. 
Skaha Ford, T’entlntan, 
Pfiorift Eric Wahlen toll free 
1.800:642-0240, p.L.7000. 
Credif no problem, ' Now 
trucks from $199, pi.'r mon
Concession Van, 1972 Ford 
Econoline containing ham­
burger grill, deepfryer, 
fridge, freezer. Earn sub­
stantial income by catering 
to local sports events, auc­
tions, etc, $10,500, Prince 
George 963-7189.
Automatic California car 
wash equipment with hot 
and cold wax and recycling 
water system. Must be mov­
ed off property. First $7,000 
or best offer. 1-498-3303.
Daycare Supervisor, Early 
Childhood Education Diplo­
ma required for June 1, 
1986. Send resume to Box 
373, Ashcroft or telephone 
(604)453-9345 for more in­
formation.
Fraser River placer consul­
tants. For a precise confi­
dential evaluation of your 
plant recovery system and 
claim. Contact Chris Kind, 
P.O. Box 531, Clinton, 
B.C. 459-2271.
PERSONAL
Wanted to buy, unique or 
interesting craft products 
tiand-mado in B.C.'s rural 
communities. Send info and 
pictures To 706 East nth 
St., North Vancouver, V7L
2H8;^_______________________
For sale. Sporting goods 
store Campbell River B,C, 
Salmon capital of tlie World. 
Invesimeni under $100,000, 
includes slock. 1751 Island 
Highway. Phone 287-3262. 
How to Gel Rich in mail 
order. Your ticket to finan­
cial froodom. For details, 
send $1.00 to J.R, Market­
ing FLO Roy 23137, Van­
couver, b.C.. V7B iVh.
"Sing Along With Dolly". 
For words to 365 Golden 
Oldies. Including Baby 
Face, Bill Bailey, Harvest 
Moon send $10. Dolly Pat­
terson, Box 161, Grande 
Cache, Alberta, TOE OYO. 
1-403-827-2485.
If you are a Christian anti 
you don't know the Heaven­
ly Father’s Great Name, you 
are fooling yourself. Seek 
and you shall Find! Free 
Litoraturo, Box 767A, Arms- 
Literature, Box 767A, Arm-
Major personal injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, Law­
yer experienced In litigation 
since 1968. Call collect 0- 
736-8261. Free initial con­
sultation. Conlingency tees 




strong, B.C. VOE IBO.
Summit Lodgo, mile 392, 
Alaska Higfiway, Cafe, Mo­
tel, Sbuvnnirs, two-bay .gar- 
ago wllh hoiiil, Esso aualor-
West Coast Skateboards. 
Mail order specialists. Wide 
selection. Beginner to Pro, 
Send $1,00 Tot sticker & 
catalog. Call toll free 1-800- 
663-2842. Visa, M/C 3012 
W 41 Ave,, Vancouver,
V6N 3C9.____
Montreal Military Surplus; 
WorkshitTs $2.75, workpants 
,$3.50, workboot.s $15, Hand- 
cuffs, bags, knives, parkas, 
Lutnbal jjaiiltj, eh.. $2 (oi 
catalogue (teimbursomenl 
on (ir/it order). Military Sur­
plus, Box 243, St, TTrnoltioe, 
Quebrve. JOS 1X0.
Serious about lo,sing weight? 
Do it the safe, natural way. 
Tried all the others? Then 
call us now! Money back 
guarantee!! Positivity Dlstrl-
bulors Inc. 421-5600._______
Free catalogue of adult nov­
elties, lotions, marital aids, 
condoms and morel Prompt, 
discreet service, Phono any­
time to; 1-493-7767, or write 
lo Top Quality Supplies Ltd. 
p n Rnx (hin Penticton,
When in Vancouver, Burna­
by, Richmond "The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast in The 
World" is a must!!! Kuge 
Dutch Pancakes. Only at 
Dutch Pannekoek Houses. 
Seven locations
Expo Bucket
fast. Tvzo blocks from
P.O. Bo 940. 
B.C, V2A 7G1.
We've berjii sold tioadlrjug 
Inlo slavery! Send a soll-
sfiip, groshing $500,000,00. 
Iking $,205,000. PhoneAs ,'; 
14)232-5531,





ducts, Canadian manufacl- 
urod for automotive, agri­
cultural and IndustiTfil o- 
qulprnnnt. Prefer mechani­
cally inclinorJ, Liberal com­
mission. Phone {403):)52- 
28«M)ior write Baloe Markol- 
ing ol Canada Inc., Box 
6026, Welaskiwln, Alberfn
T9A. .. .................. .......... '
Dealers wanted (or pinniiill 
WoorisfovrtB A insinrts (or 3N9 (G04)682-6630. 
homea . Ti mohllea. Be Iho HELP WANTED 
authorized dealer In your 
420-8855 or Stoves,
Liflhlin(i Fixluief,. Western 
Gannda'n laroest dl.Bplny.i, 
Wholesale and retail, Free 
Calaloguesi avaifablo. Nor- 
burn Lighliny Genlrri, 4600, 
Fast Hastings SIrool, Bun 
naby, B.C, V5C 2K5 Phono 
1.299-0666.
'o'ardenjng'
10' X 1()' Groonfiouso $149. 
inonw Motal Halide $175, 
Plus 10,000 gardening pro­
ducts Groat prices. Send 
$2. (or Info-pack. WostoiT)
Wafer Farms, 1244 Sttymour 
SIrool, Vancouver, H.C,......V611
rrionth. Call collect 29i 
lor (ree t:redU chr.-ck 
OUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES
For rent 24 hour testauranl 
with or withi'uil motel. Good 
tniMness wdli excollonl loca­
tion. fll'ione (4p3).356'2f;iOO.;
FaMctd (jrowth buDinriCG 
ca.iirenilv on the market: 
0('i(>ot.tun)iv extius; de-YlIng 
with thi.i HotelI'Moio! Indus­
try on an exi.iusive tranems- 
erf Immediate cash
flow; return ol mvestment. 
in the firsi year Cnrytacl 
,1V)U() or Norm rd
■'(*, 'ji. H A I j *
1370 WJ ar^nvidn 
ymu:pu,yei'B .G_V(j_C 1S4, _ 
Gan'y * riuineyi Earn rextra 
money as a patiTinKf: Regal 
1^1)11 tiSeiiiidiYl,: . I iJt juLU 
Free Gill CfilaldQuo ;wrfte 
Regal, 9311 Fglmitm Ave,
' Fast, Dept, 7 76, Toioelo,
M4G 21.6.....................
. 'Ce.dwi ici) f'itnrr.ti m L/t'-’tTm 
Arm Original startup ccsis 
ne.irlv $70 (KXI. Nriw asking 
$50,0130 O H.O, For info, 
and d(slrtiis,,C.-iO 8J2-H)01 or
lOWI'l
P.O, Box 69304, Staliori K. 
Vancouver, VSK 4WG,
B pm ess"'P Epo N A ils ' 
VVtini nni inexprinslvo way to 
(dart your own business? 
Join wdh Itie (fitdest grow­
ing mdrillon company In the 
world! Cali rujw. .4’2l-5600, 
Potilivdy Disinbulors Inc.
■ EDUCATiqN AL'^']'Z'’''Z:Z
1 tee inBfjgiiiiTu lo stiKiy-ai- 
norne , (.eifrrspondtmco Dip' 
Ionia ruuises for pro/dlgious 
careers' .Acconnling, Aircon- 
dilioninp, ' nnnkkeeping,
Work ovorsoaii. Fantanlla 
opportunity to work on (i 
farm in Auiitralla, Now Zoa- 
land, or Europo. Do you 
have two yonrs aorlcullurnl
oxporlenco? Aro you single? 
learlllAppllcwlon d no dalfls 






il i 'wiiiiiluii, i'lA) 1055 
West GlKirgia Slieet tf2002, 
Vaihiouyffi , J_-ap(F26B-l 121. 
Frasrtr Valley 'College offers 
a Ivm ve/ir. diploma (rriHiram 
(IV ,a(ini.ullote T'iU|TuctiU(i 
Ter.hnoloiiv Courses in pro-,, 
ducnon .igu-maufigomonl 
and m/pkolmg, prepart? sHi* 
denis lui liinjiiiiymtHd <p 
f.nniinvi agm.idUiru ‘-or"
. vir.i'ui Cum SOS begin Sepr 
’letnl/et 1986 Rtigistei now 
ruv/ luHhef" inform/tlirin
lural Exchango Afis tlon, 
1211-11th Ave SW,. Calgary 
Altierfa 'DfO Ok4(i Plinrio
(4p3)-244.1814:_,: ............ ■',J;
Positiohs, labourers, l.0() 
Fitters WIH iraih. Genorouit 
pay. Apply in writing; inlur- 
malion, work liislofy, refer, 
nncfifi: Box 339. VYlilailoii 
R.C, VON IBO. Udlmato l.ei)
Hi'HluriS'lTd,.........  ....... ..........
Cli.i/ tiiD ii uiiiii r;, !J(,,(.ti,'i)\f< 
FIguro Skating Cluli, Van- 
dorhool, B.C, Ouftldicatlons 
roquirod; Level i, Sonliir 
Silver Froofikale, Gold Dan- 
(.11, Mil I lUKif. Ajndy lv> IhA 
041... Vanderhoof. B.C. VOJ
imi............. .............................
Twice weekly newspaper rs- 
quires aggrtmfave (laiesfUK- 
sen wit!' layrnd fxpririeriCc 
I'xceilenl incentive pro 
gram Grind fientilits R/i- 
sumo in Pnwell River Newii,
l 
addressed and slampod en­
velope to: John Hamm, 102- 
3800-27 Avenue, Vornon,
CL.C,:VIT.■IS6,.,_„.... ■ -
While rnalo, 60 yoars young 
nice looking, honest, sin­
cere, retired imnncially 
(locure, seeking attractive, 
sincoro lady companion, 35/ 
45, to Gharo small but nice 
country hOfTie, must on|oir 
animals, outdoors. Malrl- 
mony possible (or righl la­
dy, only sincoro noorj reply, 
no clopet.'j or alcoholics,. 
Send recent photo ond por- 
a(.inal background lo; J.R, 
p.O. Box 502, Sufherhn, 
Orngori USA 07470, ..
Sirqjios-Lliui, An easy. Tun 
and ufloirjuble way lor Sin­
gles lo meet by tolophone, 
Lndirm reoialer free. Serving 
all ages find areas. Call
1-681-6652............ ...............
Protifige Acquainlniice Ser­
vice is an irdfoduction bur­
eau (t:u unallached adulKi 
seeking lasling relation- 
shipfi, Sutcrjsslul, 'oliabU*, 
selocllvo. Call toll (roe 1-800 
• 263-6073, l-lours' 0 a.m lo 
'7 p.m
p'iTsrriiiiiii'izrzz
Brix'tir pups fawim CKC rn- 
glsferud, born March lllBO, 
for working and show. Ex­
cellent lemptiimtjni, lo «p» 
fu'oveu homeu only. All 
Bholn, wormed, claws re- 
rnoved 570 515:1, Kamloops.
RrAL‘'rsTAT;n7:’'"''7.”.”I Z'.
Savary Tsl/ind, Boyirig or 
Belting. Free evaluailon, Gti- 
cludod, Sandy BwimrniriQ 
I Poaches. Prices as low ai 
$.i,5UU, uiily BijNiuwiiI Heal- 
tor, W.T, Palfrey Proncitlou 
Lid, VON 270, 483-4627 
483:4312, 508-4210, 
ShuBwap. Own your own 
niubilo LtuniO lot in SiUrii(,in 
Arm for io.LKX), Complfdnly 
snrvirod, clMn in bnath.
Bed and
Break
Expo. $20. night each throe 
or lour sharing. Double 
occupancy $45, Avalon 
Hotel, 166 West Pendrn, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1S4.
681-6680.............  ........
One boerroom seif-coniained 
suilrj, sleeps four Pnvatf! 
tiornrj, view ot cily aiiU Expo 
fireworks. 1475-w(.ieK or $80. 
riiio. Cliildren welcome. 
905:06p4._._,._,,
Expoi'l Bread anrj Break- 
fard, Convonienl accorn- 
modalions in cornlonable 
fioinus, wiifi trieiully hosfs ■ 
featuring fair value (or yeui 
dollar All homes mspotled 
Book early, Ptionu (604)
£i,H:lD,3,':.. :.... :... .
Vncaimn Krilowna the Fligh. 
light o( the Okanagan, Ask 
(or your chance to win up to 
$2,5)00,................holiday cash, Cidi
Vacal Ion Kelowna I 
Rxpiorn the sunny siiuswap 
with Explorer Houseboat 
RrmialB; Book; now tor the 
uHirnalu houaeboai expef- 
Kint.e. Daily/wutikly (iih'S 
available. For Tnlorma'.lon 
call (C04)955-223fj or lj75- 
4356.
Australia/Now Zualarui ira 
vril plans? Now you can call 
free lo ANZA Travel the 
Down Under oxpetls Low­
est larrrs, best planned Inp 
TolMroo in B (i 1-800-972- 
6928 or 734- 7725
VVAMTED,,.,,^.. ......... ....... _____ _
Want0(1," 'wTitmas'/or " any 
Irdorinaliofi lo a boating ac. 
cidorii (in , Guilus Lake
Sunday June 30lh, 1985
3:20 prn m' which Three 
leuriaqers ilmrf Coninct file 
■A269, P C Box 010, Dun- 
am, IT.C V9I,: 3Y2
phui.i; (Cliilliwack) 792.(X)25 ,7030 Alt,ij)rni, (’owoH Hivot, 
local 288 B.C: VOA 2C3.
qiimi arm Financmg avail- 
■ "5-2855.able Call BerriArd 6 
675-2717
dassifieds
iw, call does it I ji
25 words 
$119
I ' 7 r, T
.V .P.( 1)SI (■..Ulliw- ' i- ZT(^■; x'-A/.' Ji DlJd r ‘
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66 CHEVY II. 
4843.
runs good $150.00 656- 
20
78 MONTE CARLO, V6, excellent condi­
tion, Residence 656-4685 business 656-
3032.________________ 20
TOO A/VANY VEHICLES, must sell work 
cor. 86 Olds, only 75.000 miles, good 
rodials oil around, great tronsporto* 
tion, ot $695. O.B.O. 652-5657. ^
19^ CORDOBA, brown with tow hitch,
good condition $1900.00 O.B.O. Coll
652-5855 evenings._________________ M
FOR SALE, 1969 Mozdo station wagon. 
Running condition. 656-6145 between 1 
p.m. - 5 p.m.________ 22
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. 1 hr. to all doy. Evening 






'83 HONDA CM250, under 900 km. Ex­
cellent condition, $1,500 obo. 656- 
5251.21^
75 HONDA, 550 four luggage rock and
monual. Needs minor work. Any 
reasonable offer will be accepted. Coll 
Dove 656-3250 evenings. 20
• Ail work conditionaliy 
Guaranteed
• Free Estimates













boots. Size 7. 
_________ 20
17x22' GARAGE, $500 C.B^.O.,
fireplace insert, Franklin stove and 
misc. items. 656-2271. 20
MENS GOLF CLUBS, complete set, 
graphite iron, bag etc. Used only a few 
times $255. older .16 carat solitoir dia­
mond appraised at $650.00, asking 
$400, Yamaha organ, opt. size, ex­
cellent cond. $500.00, Childs corseot 
new cond. $60.00, 656-7359 after 6 
p.m. 20
POPULAR MECHANICS, popular 
science, mechanics illistrated, 1932-46 
inclusive. Mostly complete 600 books.
652-2245 evenmg^_______________ ^
LIKE NEW, baby car seat. Safe'n'Sound, 
birth to 40 lb., new $89.00 asking
$69.00. 652-3583.___________________ 20
PINE BEDROOM SET, consisting of twin 
bed with spindle headboord, boxspr­
ing ond mattress. Also 5-drawer 
dresser. $400.00. 656-7082.^
WATKINS PRODUCTS, extracts, spices, 
home cleanirig products. Special punch 
consentrated $5.69. Free delivery. 
Sue. 656-5872. After 4 p.m.^22
PAifTf^LLER AND PANS $3.00. 2nd
hand store etc. 652-0222, 2145 Keating 
X-Rd.20 
DEWALT 10" radio! armsaw and ac­
cessories $400., Hilti drive-it gun 
$200., Tuntori exercise bicycle $350., 
These items are like new, phone 656- 
2745.^
CRIB, CHANGE TABLE, car seats, 
playpen, sewing mchine, roll-away 
cot. Double sink and taps. Triple 
dresser. 656-2344. M
Di^!^R~wTTH MIRROR and matching
chest of drawers, eiectrohome cabinet 
stereo, 12 foot fibreglass boat and 3.5 
h.p, motor. 652-3176.20
ROUND KITCHEN TABLE, and 4 chairs, 
like new $60.00. 656-8058. 20
FOUND: dork tabby cat, white chest 
and stomach. Very affectionate. 
Vicinity Macdonold Park Rd. Sidney.
or 656-5466.______________ 20
i=OUND ON Fifth St. a key. Phone 656-
1151^__________   20
LOST: friendly dork tabby female cat, 
white paws, tear in left ear, spot in 




ALERGIC TO FRESH FLOWERS? And still 
enjoy their beauty with realistic silk, 








LOST: 35mm camera in soft block 
leother case. Lost vicinity of Ardmore 
Golf Club on May 3rd. 656-3794.^
FOUND: block cat, white on chest and 
paws. Found Bozan Bay area. 656-
^83^__________ __________ ________2|
FOUND: on East Saanich Rd. near 
Kingdom Hall, child's hand knitted 
sweater. 652-3348. 21
WELL ESTABLISHED landscape and 
garden maintenance business in 
Kelowna. Good clientele, showing ex­
cellent returns. Phone 765-5278. 21
m ■■■ fEiSOWS:
REFLEXOLOGY





LAWN MOWER for sale $75. 656-4587.
20
AVOCADO GREEN BASIN, with mat­
ching vanity lop, toilet and bathtub, 
shawer doors for sale. Best offer. 652- 
5839 after 5 p.m. 20
BOW FRONT MAHOGANY, toll chest of 
drawers $420.00, large ceramic lamp 
$26.00, 656-0265. ^
LET US INSTALL mirrors to your bifold 
doors, at discount prices. 656-6656 
Visa, Mostercord occepted. d
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gardens 656-5671. 22
If__
GARAGE SPACE wanted for storage 
and working on cars. 656-5738 Dave.
. '23.
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week._______  d
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. d
IS OVEREATING erecting problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. tf
CELLUlItE??? Work it off! Hove fun
tool Mild fitness classes (no run, no 
jump) Sonsbury school (off Amity 
Drive) 6:15 Tues and Thurs. Do it 
before Summer Carnes! 652-0509. ,22
ANYONE WHO WITNESSED, or has in­
formation concerning an accident that 
occured on Friday, .March 14th, 1986, 
at 6:30 p.m. on W. Saanich Road near 
the Pat Bay Rerserve, involving a hit 
and run driver in a large blue car and a 
brown Honda Civic, please call Steve 
Salmond at 479-9336. 20
FREE RIDE for licensed driver to 
Calgary. May, long weekend. 652- 
2861. 20
5th WHEEL 32' Wilderness Winterized 
pockage 2 exits, queen bdrm. like 
new. $13,500, 656-9774. 20
MOVING, carpenter and garden tools, 
table sow, misc. household. No che­
ques. 6545 Gliddon Rood. Sat. May 17. 
10-4 p.m. 20
FOR SALE, 50 H.P.; Mercury rebuilt, 
$995: 40 H.P. Johnson electric start, 
$875: 20 H.P. Chrysler, $395: 4'/, H.P. 
Mercury, $495: 14 ft. speedboat incl. 40 
H.P. Johnson electric start, $1,695; 26 
ft. displacement hull, $1,950; 42 ft. 
partly finished planing hull, worth 
$12,000 - sell for $2,700. 24' Tondern 
• foHgf. $1.995. 656-6022, 655-1098. 21
WANTED: windshield to fiT'lS f'tT booh
Reosonoble. 386-1149, 652-0077. M 
GLASCRAFT 14 ft convertible Johnson. 
30 hp electric and 5 hp Hondet. 
Sounder, rod holders. Serviced and 
ready to go on Roadrunner troilor, All 




A variety of plastic bags for sale at 
alowcosi:
HD Freoner Bogs, Oarbaga Bags, 
Liner Bags, Handout Bags, Grocery 
Bags, flic,




Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.






• AWARDS • RIBBONS 
• TROPHIES •PLAQUES'PINS 
> MEDALLIONS • GIFTWARE 
1217 Benvenuto Ave. 
Brentwood Bay 
652-1934
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now available locally. Books, 
monuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Call 
ej/onings 656-6466, No job too small. If 
DRESSMAKING AND TAa 
perioncod professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diakow, 656-3190. If
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH in­
vites proposals for Construction 
Manager, Municipal Hall Renovation, 
Saanichton, BC.
Work involves the construction of a 
new vault, internal building modifica­
tions and some external landscaping 
and paving works.
Construction Period: July - October 
1986
Architect for Project: Davies S Smith 
of Victoria, BC
Terms of reference for the position 
available at:
1. Davies & Smith, Victoria, BC, 
Telephone No. 477-2331; OR
2. Corporation of the District ot Cen­
tral Saanich, Saanichton, BC, 
Telephone No. 652-4444.
Applications will be received by She 




Corporation ot the District 
ol<3onlial Saanich 




GENERAL ULECTRIC DRYER, totally 
foeondillonod, u*ed only o low mort' 
lh», $'J50 OBO. 3H6-6967 or phono 478-
. ....
CUNOiDULARS, for inlo Chirno custom 
0x40 excftllwnf condition, $50.00. 652- 
OS'/O, 20
.'^sdN'iisCH 'uprlohl piono, $5(^000, 
652-9030, 21
yC”'"'OLD '"’girls”"btonrJnomo 
fashions for spring, Jus' KIddlitg Cort' 
slgnmenls 97flllA 2fid St 6.'i6.73l3, 20
6Ni;'"'0pulBiiE"bed ‘ '"'10' 'spood‘'blcyclo? ^ 
«loclrlc"gr«on" mochino garden hoo 
01 itow. Phono 656-7629, . 20
CARDEN TABLE and urnhroijii $45, crib 
and maflross $50, record slond 55,, 
bodsldo cupboard $15, 656-3291, 20
CHILDS CRIB ond moitros In now condi' 
lion $50. 656-7300. 20
FOR SALK, mirrors, lomporrid gloss, 
now ond usod doors, itihlo lops, oil 
lypos of gloss, Largo sfock of factory 
uloaroul Ihormrt unlfs, good stock of 
n«w stnglo pono winriows, Ther- 
mopone Piilio Doors. All discount 
pririrs. Insurance rnpolrs. Gooigr* 
Clork pnd Son Enlerprhoi, 9'/50 4»h St,,
" Sidney, 65f!i-6636. Visa, Mcrslorcord.' _i( 
MOVING, must #«>ll 4 xfT Ncitlonol pooL 
tnhio, r.'Vr <v/o «:»»t< of nh or
citsiorliti. Won sktfw top, Kxcttllont 
caneJIliori$600,{)0, O.B O, 652 2253, '21 
GOOD SABO DlMCrV most and soils 
4(74 06 Wiiflltrnr orpon nnnri 
epmdolpw WOO.OO; 1965 Buick dopen- 
cfoblw $400 00: SIngor sowing morhitio 
175.1)0; utility trailer $65,00. 656-4603.
,/ ............. , 20
CmiS, tk' lO'fcpUMii. Ttt'o Spnii.'cx 
trdiwtit tpnd $70., *rn«ll oleerrk, wind 
p/rj miflo. O.M,q;. 652;»in , ..... J;!
KIlCMfM blHCni SUl'ic. Trtellont con- 
ditioti$173. O.B.O. 656-6745, „ _ •....... 20
■m ;,wiii!iiii(e;
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD tnciplu, 
douglas Hr, arbutus, older 128 cu, (1. 
cords serving the Soanith I’aninsulo
652-6063, If
REG. V4 HORSE MARE. 15.3 H,H., Oyrs, 
old, trained western and Koglish, likes 
to jiirrip. Moke on oiler, ).746-5094. if 
ARAB '/, horse MARE, 4 yrs. c.lr,i 
chrsstnul vdfh whllrr hlo/o, 14,1 H.H,, 
vory quiot. Troined western. $1,500. I- 
746 5094.. If
REG. 3 YR. blD 1S/16 ARAfllAN FILLY,
lire Sir Perl Bosk, block boy with while 
blfire, storied western, hnnutllul nc- 
tton, moke (in oHt»r, 1 /46'50'>4. tl 
RFG;"9"yW,' OLD APPV GFlDIfJO. ’dork 
brown with hlanket, 14.2 H.H., super 
gomes horse, r|unli(|ed Iru Summer 
Gemtss. wen I gelf) medel else qririrl 
riding horse, $1,500, 1-746-5094. If 
BIRDCAGE, used only two weeks, $20,
; 6^1-6743. 17
FIR 'AND'HFMLOrK 'sawdust" for srdel 
full or boll loods, Also good lor 
garderts. 656-5671, 22
YEARLING riUV" 7-fl Arab l/H 
MmgQi}, kxgtslered os hcilf-AieO-
rbeetnurColor, 652 .a.'L'LT. ' '21
LOW coat PROFTESSIONAl. deg
gfoevming fled tlipping bathino. eat’*-, 
feet, end nrjlK, guureeiiteod In fiu 
done, 6Me37A4, ; .22
' :L'
no Mii^ Events & 
.."'"'ilRMliceifllii::
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? Tho 
Silver Threads CenirtJ oHors classes, 
activities and a worm welcome, Drop 
in lo 10030 Reslbrivrin or coll us at :656- 
5537, If
T H E P E NIN 5 UIA C O M M LJ NIT Y 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 Ord St. Is the in- 
formollon ond yolunlir-or Service Cen- 
Ire (or the prininsula, l( you nood 
osshitoftco or if you wish to voluntoor a 
lew hours o week to help others In 
your community, please call 656 0134 
l(5ir lurlher Inlarinallon. tl
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Rrent- 
"wood Glernenlary Scliool, Mondays 
7:30 • 9:30 p,m, All ages v^nkomrt. Fur­
ther inlo, 652-4580, 652-1531, If
■THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly, To i.oln os, 
help us, or just lor inlormotion. call 
656-'2900 or f>56 f>457 oiler 5 p.m. rd 
SURVIVaRS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes- 
doy, 7>9 p in. at 1045 Linden Ave, 3H3- 
3545, 10"5 p.m Monday lo Fridoy lor 
more inlo. l(
SAVE YOUR LISED STAMPS • Wosletn 
Sguorn Donee Asriocftiikjn cnilocis ell 
used lilamps • Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
• drop them oil ol The Rirviow, IF
PANDORA'S CLOSET fiVFNIMG DESElN 
AND FA,SHION SHOW, 7 p.m. rftursday 
June 5lh, Royol Canadion legejn, Mill* 
Rd rirketm nvniinble Pnndnrn's Closet 
9703 3id fit. Rittervglionii 656'642l, 20 
ST. ANDREWS M(SrnINO GROUP 
feshlon shnw end lunch, tteon Tuns.' 
June 3rd at M.V, Birch Hell 4lli St;, 
lu-ji.'ivud „u(i1iri(j only tin 100 iiikut’. 
„ $5.00, Availoble cil Paniloro ri Closet or 
by phoning 656-6421 or 656 31 70, 22
WrMWMiWIWIMWtIWIlWIMWIIllllllMMSIlMKHIIIIIIIIIMIIWIIIMnllltWS
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SIDNEY LITTLE LEAGUE celebrating 25 
years Charter, started off the season 
with a new concession and scorkeep- 
ing bldg. Sincere thanks and apprecia­
tion to those who helped to construct 
this building: Lobor-Ron Mitchell 
(Labor & mgmf), Ken Robertson, Joe 
Fovelle, Neville Thynne, Peninsula 
Signs (Labour & Signs), Frank Sparling 
ond Rob Chewpoy. Free Material — 
Bartle & Gibson Co. Ltd., Thorne Elec­
tric, Magic Clour Decorating. Prolect- 
Orr Alarm Svc. Excavating — Wayne 
Jones and Doug Loney. Trucking Ser­
vice -— Gordie Martman, Dennis 
Bowcott. Lome Robertson (Preferred 
Electric), N.S. & Sidney Public Works 
Dept., Sidney Porks Dept., 
Wedgev/ood Cabinets, Western Farms 
Ltd. Trio Ready Mix, Slegg Lumber, Tap 
Line Roofing, Hoywood Industry, Plank 
Stucco. Grey Beverage. Thrifty Foods 
(Sidney), Sidney Revievc, Wendy Sport­
ing (Concession), Donna Hannan and 
Lloyd Burdon ■ Booklet for 25 yr. 
celebration and many hours & foot­
work. Our sincere and special thanks 
to: Royal Can Legion Br.37, Army, 
Novy & Airforce Br.302, Knights of 
Pythias (Sidney). Flint Motors, Island 
Furniture Mart for their donations to 
the new building fund. Thanks to 
Westcoast Savings Credit Union 
(Sidney), Ariand Robson, Brian Bennett 
and Fran Blaine for ma'King it possible 
to construct this building. 20
■^DNEYlTfrlETeague wish to thank 
bur current sponsors for their loyal and 
continous support from the date listed 
until present: A.N.A.F. Br. 302 1954, 
Royal Can. Legion 37 1954, Roys
Marine Svc. 1967, Sidney Lions Club 
1967, Hotel Sidney 1968, Flint Motors 
1971, Knights of Phythios 1973, Airport 
Travelodge 1974, Island Furniture .Mart 
1979, Laturmes T.V. 1979, Beacon Auto 
Ports 1980, Magic Colour Decorating 
Centre 1982, N.S. Firemans Assoc
1983, Shoppers Drug Mart (Sidney)
1984, Kiwanis Club of Sidney 1981,
Realty World, Sidney Realty LtT 1982, 
Factory Sound (Sidney) 1986, Golden 
Sheaf Bakery 1984, island Shoe Place 
1984, Sidney Bokery 1979, Westcoast 
Savings Credit Union (Sidney) 1982. 
After 17 yrs we were very sorry to lost 
Satellite Fish Co. as a sponsor. Special 
thonks to our 1986 Tournament Team 
Sponsors: Sumac Photography, Thrifty 








GO WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local Real Estate team using TWO computerized catalogue 
listing services — MLS and NRS, our proven national 
system, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW market 
vices.
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME 
PAM and BOB KING 656-3257
BLOCK BROS. NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES 656-5584
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
NOTICE lo haroby given that an ap­
plication will be maiJo to Iho Diroclor ol 
Vital Statlr.tics tor a ohango ot name 
pursuant to Iho provisions of tho 
"Name Act" by mrs: P'rodorick Edward 
Plascik ot 381 Wray Avo., Victoria, 
B.C. V0X3X3ns1ollows:
To Change my narrio irom Fiedorick 
Edward Plascik lo Frodorick Edward 
Wingflold.
Dalodo this 7lh doy ot May, 1986
f, r'i;i:..c:ik
PRIVATE SALE BRENTWOOD BAY. osk 
Ing $09,900, blight hungolow witti full 
daytiglil bosomonl, I'v boths, 2 
bodronms up, workroom and '2 Utrgn 
room!, tInisFiod down. Hi:*oi.iiilul 










jih«l«,>Uiupli yum nuvj liliy iit hui,pitiil, 
of finmn or studio, no tltnigtr, Sputlol 
fKwkages ovailoblit. Pftor.tw 656 3.1'JO 





FTifiturotf )/.':) ricro situs with 
full urK,lf,tr(.!foun<,( KiTfvInlny JTiid 
;»u/)liy Luiili(Ul 1 ( axpuJuii;,
INFORMATION CENTRE
(LOCIittiiJOllCKiitliPdittnd i






Two to choose from, close 
to all amenities. Phone right 
now, ask for
JOE STARKE
■ THINKING OF BUYING ORSELLING? 
Don’t delay — phone today 
Joe Starke 656-8751 - 656-0747
OPEN HOUSE 
Sat., Sun. & Mon. 2-4 p.m.
2170 Lannon Way 
THE BEST FOR LESS 
S79,900
This brand new 3 bdrm. Rancher is priced below apprais­
ed value, and ready for immediate occupancy. Located in 
Sidney in a quiet residential neighborhood, close to 
school on a fully landscaped lot. Master bedrm. with en- 
suite. Private Patio off livingroom with heatilator F.P, Oh, 




Compact but practical 2 BR rancher to be built on a large 
lot with ocean view in Sidney close to ail amenities. 





1170 sq. ft. post and beam 
rancher build in 1977 on 
Resthaven. '/z block off 
Beacon Ave, Slated for 
commercial, bldg, easily 
converted for offices elc. 
Priced to self at $75,900, 
For more info, please call 
FREDDY STARKE 
652-9602 or 656-0747
1 or 2 ACRES WANTED
on Peninsula suitable foi 
horses. Proterabiy clorued. 
,Ask lor FREDDY STARKE 
652-9602 or 656-0747.
OPEN HOUSE 
SUN. 2-4 PM 
2098 Brethour Park Way
Reduced in $Hi.!l()0, IIjs 
biighi 3 bedroom rancher 
foaluroK an eas'/ t.;afO !'M 
lenced at the hack, as well 
as a largo assiirrtablo mor-






This Imir'iiicuLile 17/P sq, 
ft, ftplit hn.s iusl iteen Irfiietl 
and. Is .priced lor rr quick 
sale, Ttif' home sils on iix' 
end of n ciuiet tail <fe sac 






If you qualify for the BiC, 
2nd mortgage. 4 bedroom 
home, living-diningroom, 
f.p., oak. kitchen, extra 
woodstove in rec room. 
2V2 bath, carport, fenced 





in ower Price Range for 
Renovation or rental pur­












Have piirci iase lor tiomo oi 
approx 1000 ,sq ft., piicrjd 
t.) c; t w e on 5 6, d 0 0 a t'l ci 
70,QUO within walking 







Ihifi 3 txirrri tiatsumenf 
fiorno has lUSt (.leen litiletf 
anef aflotdt? tlin purchaser 
,:i long corni.tlelinn ditin, 
illuiri'nlly ic.inlt'd vvi'ih 
pusfj'tqjon Aug 30, 1900 
So keop il as n mnial or 
compleli* before ftchonl 
slath; in the fall Cteod 'ii3- 












rNLLD A nOC'iLV tV BIHfROD'M Hf VvIi: WIDI A ! AnHR 
AbHUMARlL, Mt,.<RIwV u; ■ t.JP ,! re :i,nj,,uuu, UH Hit,




Iftl'j ttt'‘wlv lislerJ 4 Itndfonrn IJtilO sipuaie 
fiorne is new lo Iticr tnarkel .tndfiric:ed In ;:.t*li 
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
The Review provides this 
community calendar free of 
charge, space permitting. 
Preference will be given to local 
nonprofit clubs and organiza­
tions. Deadline for advertising 




Adult badminton, Wed. 
drop-ins, 1-.3 p.m., Sanscha 
Hall, 656-4368.
LAWN BOWLING 
Lawn Bowling Club. 656- 
3470.
DIABETES
Diabetes meeting second 
Wednesday every month. 656- 
3110.
DEFENSIVE DRIVING 
Next Defensive Driving 
course offered by Vancouver 
Island Safety Council, starts 
May 13. For registration 478- 
9584.
MOTHERS’ MORNING 
Mothers’ Morning Friday 
gatherings, 9-11 a.m.,
Panorama Leisure Centre. 
Babysitting available. 656-7017.
GRAD REUNION 
Claremont Grad class of ’76 
reunion Aug. 1, 2. Please sub­
mit reply form as soon as possi­
ble. 652-4194, 478-7423.
FASHION SHOW 
Sidney Association of Mer­
chants Fashion Show, May 14,
7:30 p.rn., Sanscha Hall. 656- 
6367.
WOMEN AGLOW 
Sidney Chapter Women 
Aglow, May 14, 10:00 a.m., 
TraveLodge. Speaker Sue Mc- 
Clean,
STAGE SHOW 
A Chorus Line opens May 20- 
24, Royal Theatre, Victoria. 
Ticket information 386-6121. 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Guest speaker Vice-president
of Federal Business Develop­
ment Bank, May 15, Colombo’s 
Restaurant, Saanichton, early 
ticket purchase recommended. 
CONSERVATIVE MEETING 
New executive election and 
guest speaker, May 15, 7:30 
p.m.. Waddling Dog Inn.
PARK MEETING 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Memorial Park Society Annual 
General Meeting, May 22, 8 
p.m.. Parkland School. 656- Royal
stamps
Museum,
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FSRSftLE 1 FOR lEHT 1 FORRERT FOR REST
quiot cul-di?-5ac in Brentwood Boy. 
Built 1980. Seoview. Asking 596,000.00 
652 6376. 22
CHOICES! SIDNEY LOCATION, on no 
thru stieol v/itlt water viesv. 1479 sq. 
ft. on uppet level with bright 13x25 sun 
room. Fully finished lower level 6B7 sq. 
ft. Double corport. fully landscaped. 
Coll 656-69/7 for appt. to view. 20
FOR SALE by owner, ottiactive double 
family home. Compiletely finished up 
and down. Seporaie entrances. Very 
quiet Sidney area. Close to Senior 













Corner of Beacon Ave. 
& 5th St.
Over 700 sq. ft. 
Available May 1st, 86 
CALL DAN
656-0123
ROOM AND BOARD, quiet 
neighborhood. Private ent, non­
smoking, shore kitchen and utilities. 
652-3342. 21
COMMERCIAL
Attention: Doctors. Lawyers, Dentists or Investors, A local 2,500 
sq. ft. one storey office building witli 5 parking spaces. Currently 
grossing over $21,400 per annum. Full asking price is $139,500. 
Excellent value, MLS
For additional information, call
DALE MARSHALL
656-6025388-6454
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD4
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE




Lot 2, Gromai lv. ,96 acre, assessed at $50,500. Area ol quality 
country homes, MLS.
LYNETTE DELAHUNT 656-9949
EXCELLENT VALUE - COMPARE TO NEW HOME COSTS!
OOOD CONOITIOW
SIDNEY
NICE HOME & AREA
10387- PATRICIA PLACt-
Llvlnii room wilh limp'acn, dlnino toom 
wllli Blldinq tlDois lo covemtl tiundecK, 3 
bfsdrtxwns dp mnin (It., 2 (inlhtooirts: i!ii- 
Ruilp ic ninriU''( 011, -i ioomr> lower Invt'l 
Hoalw) gniiHin Otiod ltd fovni '’WjO sr, 
fl ) (Jiiinl riil'd'i-sno nnai iwK 
585,0(1(1 Fly ttppoinlmanl (iloiliV!
Jim liowlov 65G-3B?!>
EinOWN BROS AmieloB 3BG-8771
A PLEASANT Pl.ACl- TO LIVtl
LOVELY
, BEACH AREA 
Nornif AflDMOntt - PAT (lAV
Swlmmlno. boislinq, Jlr.hiiHl ftmwij) lint! 
wnipiltoiil homes. I'Ully Ittxjd Vmw 
whtii'i tlttfitiMj ? giiofl wnlis I'otpixi 
I C’l'icrns .ovei 100“ (lontiiqn





JlSBa LAPWING - SEE THE SION
In tin ('Jitiablitiimrt nicn anqi op n quint ■ 






JAMES (JIM) COWLEY 656-3675
385-8771BROWN BROStlftl nimitJhairl Slirmi
rn v u p.nr 'i.Jp'U ii sci'if (i'
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT •RENTALS •INSURANCE 
-OFFiCEHOimS- 
Mou.-Fil. fiom-Spm 
KfjitiHt tiiiiiii Iiihtf I S-oturday 9urn• 4 pm
69
3 BDRM HOUSE, all appliances. Avail, 
immediately S650.00 per motuh. 658- 
2068. 20 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX fireplace, no 
pets, $575 per month. 656-4066 or 656- 
4003. tf
BACHELOR SUITE to rent, rural Sidney 
areo, S370. includes utilities. 656-0518 
alter 6 p.m. 22
RETAIL SPACE, downtown Sidney, 3000 
sq. ft. can divide, reasonable rent. 
George at 384-2206. 20
1 BEDROOM AP ARTM^^^^ wo 11 t o v7c l i 
carpets, drapes, cable T.V., hot water, 
stove, fridge, clean quiet building. 
June 1 availability. Phone 656-1673. 21
213 MftL ESTRTi
WAHTEII
ROBERTS AAANOR 2433 Molaview, 
clean well managed bldg, 4 biks. Irom 
Beocon Ave., 2 bdrms and den Irom 
S490 available May 1st. Manager 656- 
9748. tf
WAHTIO:
CLEAN DRY AND SECURE, goroge re­
quired north of Royal Oak. Prepared to 
offer 3 mo rent in advance, Please 
reply to box 381 the Review 9781 2nd
St._ ^ ____ _ 20
REASONABLE WORKING SINGLE MAN^ 
desperately seeking cottage or cobin 
or farm house. Condition unimportant. 
Will do mainlanonce. 656-2985. 22
3 BEDROOAA HOUSE or duplex wonted 
lo rent in Sidney areo, non-smoking, 
non-drinking family 656-6817. 25
BRENTWOOD BAY 1 br. apt. in older 4 
plex. Includes fridge stove and heat 
$335.00 per month. 479-3310. 22
2 BDRM. CHARACTORYfOUSEr fo 
shore, near Brentwood Bay, $250 in­
cluding utilities. Suites female. 652- 
2338. 22
PERSON TO SHARE HOUSE. Responsi­
ble and companionable person pleose, 
with right person will seek a nice 3 
bdrm. home to rent, 20
ROBERTS AAANOR 2433 Molaview, 
clean well managed bldg., 4 bIks. from 
Beacon Ave., 2 bdrms and den from 








Small 2 or 3 bedroom house or 
townhouse in Sidney area, for 
responsible Review staffer & 




8:30 am - 5 p.m. or 
592-8143 after 5 p.m.
SHARE AN OFFICE and secretary. 
Available for  small privote 
furnished office located in downtown 
Sidney business area. For further info, 
call 656-4712, 9-5 p.m. 20
WATERFRONT, tranquil atmosphere, 
furnished, approx. 800 sq. ft., 
fireploce, patio, tennant to be single, 
non-smoking. References required. 
$550.00 per month. 656-2822. tf
BRENTWOOD, 1300 sq. fl. deluxe 
retirement apartment, private, new, 
complete with appliances, foces east 
and south. Available June or July. 1st 
$575 per month. Coll 652-4777 even­
ings. 20
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, with 
over .4 acres, water and Molahat 
view, located in sunny Brentwood
home also has full bosement, children 
and pets welcome. Avail, immediately 
$750 per month. Owner will lease if 






Retired executive with ail cash anxious to purchase either water­
front house or property on Saanich Peninsula.








Frank Frcdctte Memorial 
Gaffcr’.s Race, May 17, 11 a.m., 
Sidney Wharf. Post-race at 
Stonehouse Pub, Canoe Cove 
Rd.
FAMILY WEEKEND 
VMCA —YWCA family 
weekend camp. May 16-19. 386- 
7511.
MLfSEUM





Ability Personnel /Yssocia- 
tion, free employment service 
for workers over 45 years. 
Determine skills, and help lo 
find employment. 1800 Blan- 
shard St.
MOTOR CLASSIC 
Motorcycle exhibition. May 
18, 11-5 p.m.. May 19 10-4:30 
p.m., behind the Red Lion Inn 
on Burns Ave. 389-1955.
OPEN HOUSE 
Glendale Lodge open house, 
May 15, 1-3 p.m. Tour the 
facility and view services for the 
mentallv handicapped. 479- 
7101.
B.C. MUSEUM 
Change in the work process in 
Canada 1850-2000 exhibit. May 
10- June 16, Friend’s Gallery.
ADOPTEE REGISTRY 
Canadian Adoption Reunion 
Registry for adoptees, birth 
parents and siblings. Box 7051, 
Station D, Victoria B.C., V9B 
4Z2
MEETING
BCOAPO meeting. May 15, 
1:30 p.m., Senior Citizens Cen­
tre, Resthaven Dr., ladies please 
bring refreshments. 656-3554.
STAMPS
Stamp display, May-Oct., 
Saanichton Post Office. Mon.- 
Fri. 8:30-5:30 p.m.. Sat. 8:30- 
12:30 p.m. 652-2722.
FOLK DANCE 
International Folk Dancing, 
no partners needed, Tuesday 
evenings, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Brent­
wood Elementary School. 652- 
1331.
ENTREPENEURS 
Silver Threads Centre En­
trepreneur Club, May 14, 1 
p.m., with Linda Scott.
■ : PLANT SALE,
^ Third Annual fePlant and 
Garage,Sale, May 24, 9-3 p.m4 
St. Joseph’s Church Hall, 785 
West Burnside. " , ;
WOOD SALE
Cadet wood sale. For orders 
652-1568 after 6 p.m.
ANNUAL PLANT SALE 
Victoria Geranium and 
Fuchsia Society Annual plant 
sale. May 16-17, Woodwards- 
Mayfair south entrance.
LAWN BOWLING 
Lawn bowling club. 656- 
3470.
FAMILY HOME
Good four bedroom type home 
in Maryland area of. Sidney, 
Great corner lot with park at 
rear. Nice open design with 
water views from living and din­
ing room Extra sun-deck oft 
dining room. Workshop and rec 
room in basement.





Seauliful scenery, Mild climalo, 
Plenty to do.
1,, Come, seo a watorlronl 1 
1 /3 aero property, 132' water­
front, Well water Safe an- 
ctiorago, $110,000 00 
2. 10 Acrf.»8 trees and wood lor 
life* Snlirf weli-hiillt 3 bedroom 
Jtouso (7 yrs,), 2 bafhroom.q, 
olec tieal .Subdivinablo 
$1.30,000.






Three bedroom family type 
home in good location. Full 
bath upstairs, roughed in plum­
bing down. Full basement 
ready for development, Nice 
corner lot, very private. Interior 
decoration needs upgrading, A 
challenge for Ihe rioht person. 
Asking .$82,500,00'
BILL MOSHER
(Office 656-0911 (Res,) 656-7117
WIGKLANDS FARM 
SAANICHTON
An Pnehanting English Country 
home set on 6,R1 acres 
overlooking V(/oodwyn Valley, 7 
slall bam witli paddocks, .9 ton 
loft and mansard roof, Fenced 
and cross fenced, 2200 (t. 
riding track rhound perimolot. 
Gorgeous views Miles of track.s 
and frails. Thit? in a "ONE OF A 
KIND" piopoity. Viewing fiy ap- 
polnlrnonl.
BOB FREW
(Office) 656-0911 (Rob.) 656-3043
BOATER’S HAVEN 
WATERFRONT ACREAGE ’ 
fiS’ PRIVATE DOCK
A rate (imi ol 1,02 acres tucked 
away on a small lane in North 
Saanicti i Beam dully land- 
ncape-d property v.'iih 
southwest bxprijsure. Alhrsctive 
1800 nq. It, ranchor wilfi 
iirasniye views Large wiat)- 
around dock sutioundn epier- 
lalnmoni sized iluingrodm and
dmli'i'vOAm
workshop and tilorago shed, 
Asking $.390,000 00 





All my linlings on 
Peninsula have 
listings clospeamloly r'leedod' 





evaluation (iloase call iTirr lo- 
day.; ,
I DOUGMEN2IES 
(Office) 656-0911 (Res,) 656-3895
MT. BAKER LOOKE LIKE 
AN ICE CREAM CONEIf
..leal imagine being in your ilv- 
ingrorim and looking out at ML 
Lfakerl luip youi swivel roc;kgi 
lo waich planen landing in the 
distance, Turn your loekei
qiyvn to '■,';V1rh'thi' tCf
Forry and ■biightiv co!oute"d 
sailboats pass by. Sirlnoy ,b()d 
To view thin qpecia' homo, m
WATERFRONT HOME
Comfortable well kept home on 
100 feet of waterfront with 
stairs and electric lifl to beach. 
Home features three 
bedrooms, one and a half 
baths, large kitchen and dining 
room, Plenty of parking and well 
kept gardens. Many other ex­
tras. Price $174,500,
BILL MOSHER
(Office) 6564911 (Res.) 656-7117
Peninsula Community 
Association this week: Phone 
656-0134 for further 
information.
LEGAL
Legal informalion available 
for those on limited income 
Thursday afternoons. Call PCA 
for appointment.
PON
For pick-up of PON dona­
tions call DEPOT ni new 
Number 655-1521. More drivers 
are needed with trucks or vans 
for pick-ups. Mileage paid.
DRIVERS NEEDED
For information Citll 
Volunteer Scrvice.s, There is an 
urgent need for drivers, par­
ticularly drivers willing to drive 
to Victoria.
VIEW OF THE BAY
Well constructloned rollromcnt 
type homo toaturlng tv/o 
bodrooma. two balhroomH, 
largo dining room,;, largo sun 
d e c. k. s a u n a, $ <■> p a ml o 
worksliop, plorily ol parking 
Gront views over Broniwood 
Hay just a coupin of huridiod 
foot Irom tf:io water and 
marinas. "
Aokinq price: $04,00().00 
BILL MOSHER
(Office) 6564911 (Roc.) 656-/117
Dean ParL. Cu!!
MICHELE HOLMES 
(Olfice) 6564411 (Res.) 656.1*37
1.07 ACRE WATERFRONT
Ac(,0ss 1 bIu bpacLi .und 
fittehfuod tr(‘od proporty ('nsy 
ranebnr of over 1300 sq, f(. witLi 
3, b(;idri,)oiria Unobtitruclod 
view Irorri kitchnn, iivingioorn 
and diningrotim..Full basement
rnf fiirthnr rirKjr'tnprnnni rniny
the views from Ihn patio and 
dar;.k, Moor boat at your 
trnni rioor f' irinnihr; nt tl in yea* " 





Not sill School District 6.3 
youngsters will be i)uiie*old 
enough to icniember Uiieeu 
Victoria.
But on Ididiiy, May 16, a 
group of louit! scluHiI childicu 
pariieipaie in a ceremonyWll
lionoring the long-retgning I9ih 
cemiiry monatvli wlio gave out 
(>an im. i.iUiti'iiariier .nainc.
The '’Salute to V'icioria Day” 
organi/ed by ibe luiperial Order > 
Daughter Si of ilie l■mpire 
(lODF) chapters of Victoria will 
indude maypole dancing, a 
ukdde choiri school hands and 
floral trihutes lo Queen Vic­
toria.
The cereinony is set for 10;3() 
a.in, on the giouiids of the II.C, 
l.egislalure.
ImniiBB
PaueBI4 THE REVIEW Wednesday, May 14, 19H6
HARUEST FOODS
STORE MON. TO SAT. 8 AM - 9 PM 
HOURS SUNDAY 9 AM-6 PM
7855 EAST SAANICH ROAD
WE SCRUBBED, WE CLEANED, 
WE POLISHED 
WE DID IT ALL FOR YUU!
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
MAY 13-19
CARNATION TO THE 




•A BRIGHT CLEAN STORE
•A WELL GROOMED, COURTEOUS STAFF
•COMPETITIVE PRICING
LOCATED 

















’ ^^..$2.18 kg w wib.
(L. TENDERIZED $1.39 lb.
CANADIAN ~
5” HOMEMADE
. . $2.99 lb.
Ik'
NEWZEALAND





WHITE OR 60% W.W.





ORchaRdtree CLAREMONT GR. ‘A’ PLANTATION
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